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STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT
I would like to comment briefly on recent developments in New York. Since
eariy this year, and particularly in the past few weeks, the leaders of New
York State and of New York City have been working to overcome the financial
difficulties of the City which, as a result of many years of unsound fiscal
practices, unbalanced budgets and increased borrowing, threatened to bring
about municipal bankruptcy of an unprecedented magnitude.
As you know, I have been steadfastly opposed to any Federal help for New York
City which would permit them to avoid responsibility for managing their own
affairs. I will not allow the taxpayers of other States and cities to pay the
price of New York's past political errors. It is important to all of us that
the fiscal integrity of New York City be restored and that the personal security
of eight million Americans in New York City be fully assured.
It has always been my hope that the leaders of New York would, when the chips
were down, face up to their responsibilities and take the tough decisions that
the facts of the situation require. That is still my hope, and I must say that it
is much, much closer to reality today than it was last Spring. I have quite
frankly been surprised that they have come as far as they have. I doubted that
they would act unless ordered to do so by a Federal Court. Only in the last
month, after I made it clear that New York would have to solve its fundamental
financial problems without the help of the Federal taxpayer, has there been a
concerted ~£fort to put the finances of the City and the State on a sound basis.
They have today informed me of the specifics of New York's self-help program.
This includes:
One, 1neaningful spending cuts have been approved to reduce the cost of running
the City; Two, more than $200 million in new taxes have been voted; Three,
payments to the City's noteholders will be postponed and interest payments will
be reduced through passage of legislation by New York State; Four, banks and
other large institutions have agreed to wait to collect on their loans and to
ac\ept lower interest rates; Five, for the first time in years, municipal employees will be required to bear part of the cost of their pension contributions
and other reforms will be made in thepension funds; Six, the City pension system
is to provide additional loans of up to $2 .. 5 billion to the City. All of these
steps--adding up to $4 billion--are part of an effort to provide financing and
to bring the City's budget into balance by the fiscal year starting July 1, 1977.
- MORE -
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Only a few months ago, we were told tl:'.at all these reforms were impossible and
could not be accomplished by New York alone. Today they are being done.
This is a realistic program. I want to commend all those involved in New York
City and New York State for their constructive efforts to date. I have been
closely watching their progress in meeting their problem. However, in the
next few months, New York City will still lack enough funds to cover its day-to-day
operating expenses.
This problem is caused by the City having to pay its bills on a daily basis
throughout the year, while the bulk of its revenues are received during the spring.
Most cities are able to borrow short-term funds to cover these needs, traditionally repaying them within their fiscal year.
Because the private credit markets may remain closed to them, representatives
of New York have informed my Administration that they have acted in good faith
but that they still need to borrow money on a short-term basis for a period of
time each of the next two years in order to provide essential services to the
eight million Americans w bo live in the Nation's largest city.
Therefore, I have decided to ask the Congress when it returns from recess for
authority to provide a temporary line of credit to the State of New York to enable
it to supply seasonal financing of essential services for the people of New
York City. There will be stringent conditions. Funds would be loaned to the
State on a seasonal basis, normally from July through March to be repaid with
interest in April, May and Jure when the bulk of its revenues come in. All
Federal loans would be repaid in full at the end of each year. Tre re will be
no cost to the rest of the taxpayers of the United States.
This is only the beginning of New York's recovery process and not the end. New
York officials must continue to accept primary responsibility. There must be
no mi sunder standing of my position. If local parties fail to carry out their plan,
I am prepared to stop even this seasonal Federal assistance. I again ask tre
Congress promptly to amend the Federal bankruptcy laws so that, if the New York
plan fails, there will be an orderly procedure available.
A fundamental issue is involved here: sound fiscal management is an imperative
of self-government. I trust we have all learned the ha rd lesson that no individual,
no family, no business, no city, no State and no Nation can go on indefinitely
spending more money than it takes in.
As we c~unt our Thanksgiving blessings, we recall that Americans have always
believed in helping those who help themselves. New York has finally taken the
tough decisions it had to take to help itself. In making the required sacrifices,
the people of New York have earned the encouragement of the rest of the -·. ' <.
country.
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Dear Mr. President!
On behalf Of the citizens or the C1ty ·and State Of New

Yor.k_. ·I am pleased to inrorm you that the ce'X'tain :f'inanc:tal and
1egal requiremente requested
a precorrdi tion to any Fede1•al
- involvement in the fiscal cris:1!; of' New YorJc- City .ha·ve been
,. accomplished~ and achieved
.full.• Whatever decision you
make, .in meeting your i-•espcmsib111ties 1 :r nms.t at. the outset
com.mend -to you the effo!'ts of t.lle people o:r New York. In an
unp:rece.dented display of unity and purpose, trade 1urlona; commercial banks and, especially, a bipat"tisan coalition of' elected
'· representati1.res, have succeeded in producing a result that will
prove memorable J - indeed . . a model to otbers f"or :vears to come.. -These achievements of New Ye>rlcers are worthv 1n their own right ..
- and :'While I write to bring thelr e:f!'orts and -sae~ifices -ta your
attention, it is onl~, proper that- l use this opportunity to ·

as

in

express my deepest

app~eeiation.and

in\l·ol tted.

respect to all the parties
·

·

.

·· La.st evening,, the Legislature of' the Stata of' New Yor•k
enacted ne1-1 taxes of $200 million ·raiilod in and .ro~ the C1ty of
Naw Yo:rk.; 'Phis ·was a genei,al condition included :tn Federal loan·
guarantee bil1.s f'or New York City pendlng in both houses of·
Congress a.n<l in our own discussions td th membera o.r yom .. Admin.1st1.,ation. At· the same .. time the State 1 s Emergency Financial
Control. Board for New· York Gi t:l met and adopt ea the necessary
resolut.tons ef'!"ectuating the new t.a:xes. In addition,. the
Legisla·ture enaot~d leg;inlati<m that increases employee c:ont.l"i-

butions to the Cit.y's retirement systems.

Thi.s legislation was

passed witJ) urlion support in acco1"'da.nce wit.h their desire
to meet, theil.~ undet-standings with .Your ltdminint.ration. These

acts.were painful for all concerned, but under-taken in the
common hope or avolding the cl1tl.os of de:faul t.
.. ··-·---·· ....
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In that same mixture of' trust and sacr1i'icc, the trustees
or the five City employees' retirement ~ystems voted to purcha3e ·
additional bonds of the City or New York State Municipal Ass1ctance

CoX'poration 1n the prainoipal amount of $2,530~000,.000 between
December 1, 1975 and J~m~ 30,. 1978, cond1 tioned pr.1ncipally upon
tbe passage or appropriate Federal legislation.

Finally, the Municipal J\ss.1st.ance Corpo,rat:1.on ~ 1n connect..lcn
with its of!'er to exchange certain or its bonds for, certain out.standing sbort.-tcrm obligations of the Cit.y,, haa secured the agreament

of the eleven New, York Clea~ing·House Banks and.City·pension runds
·not to tender their, notes ror. ex_cbange..
.....
- ·.. · ..... - .. ..
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Over the past weel(s and months., Mr. President, I,, on
· behaJ.f' of· t.he City and State, .have accopted conditions laid down
by F'edetlal authorities. Know1ng i'ull l>1ell tbe peo})le o:r New York,
tbe:i.r ·resiliency and ability to perf'o:i:~m in the face of a common
crisis, with complete truat .I have not hesitated to take a
condition and turn it into a c<..,m."Tlitment~ Now· these. com:mitrnents
have been f"ulf'illcd and with the same trust we await the response

of.the- Federal Government .

.. .
The i,resident
· · The 'hill te House

Emergency Financial Control Board
November 26, 1975

RESOLVED, that the taxes imposed by Chapter 887 of the Laws of
1975 are necessary; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the revenues derived from those taxes shall be
expended in accordance with the provisions of the New York
State Financial Emergency Act for the City of New York.
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The Board hereby directs the Chairman to 'immediately provide
a copy of the above resolution to the appropriate officers
named in said Chapter.
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Q.

What sacrifices do the long-term bondholders of New York
make under this arrangement?

Q.

Haven't you been less than candid in stating your position as
no help without default when you intended all along to give aid
under the Carey Plan?

Q.

Did you insist on New York passing taxes as the price of
Federal aid?

Q.

What about New York State's problem -- aren't you going to
have to give them financial assistance.

How can you call these seasonal loans when they are outstanding
for 11 months of the year?

t

/Q.

·V

Do you consider that New York has defaulted under the plan they
have presented?

Isn 1 t your plan accomplishable under the legislation already on
the Hill, so will you now support those bills?

j]}o.

What do you mean by a bailout and why isn't this one?

·-·:'

\;

Q.

Haven't you recommended help for other than essential
services?

/0

Q.

What assurance do you have that New York will carry out its
plans?

I/

Q.

Are you going to give loans or guarantees to the city?

/2-

Q.

What is the cost to the Federal Government and taxpayers
throughout the country of this propbsed aid?
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The President will make a short statement on New York
City tonight at 7:30 followed by a Press Conference.

He will

state that in the last month New York has taken a number of
important actions to cure their financial situation, including
budget cuts, financing from pension plans, moratorium on New·
York City notes, deferral of debt by banks, and new City taxes.
The President believes that these strong actions would not have
taken place without the firm stand he has taken.

But these

actions have b.een determined by New York officials without
direction from the Federal government.

As a result of the work

done in the last month, New York now has a plan which will, if
carried out, put them on a financially sound basis.
The only financing which they lack is the funds for shortterm seasonal borrowings.

This type of borrowing

is used by

most cities and must be repaid within their fiscal year.

New York,

however, is unable to use private markets for such seasonal
·financing due to the way they have previously handled their finances.
The President will recommend legislation, narrowly defined
to allow short-term financial help to the City and requiring
that it be paid off at the end of each fiscal year.

The amount

of such help at its peak during the year will be approximately
$1.3 billion in the first year and $2.2 billion in the second
year.

The loans will be made on a month-by-month basis so the

U.S. Government can be sure the City is following its plan or
no

~dditional

loans will be made.

Based on this help, essential services will be able to be
maintained in New York and the actions of the City will have the
essential effect of default with respect to the interests of the
various parties involved.

The President will make a short statement on nationwide
television tonight at 7:30 p.m. on New York City.
Conference will follow.

A Press

He will say that in the last month New York

has taken a number of important actions to cure their financial
situation, including budget cuts, financing from pension plans,
moratorium on New York City notesrdeferral of debt by banks, and
new City taxes.

These actions would not have taken place without

the firm stand the President has taken.

They have been determined

by New York officials without direction from the Federal government.
The actions of the City will have the essential effect of_ default
with respect to=the interests of the various parties involved.

As

a result of the work done in the last month, New York now has a plan

which will, if carried out, put them on a financially sound basis.
The only financing which they lack . is the funds for short-term
seasonal borrowings.

This type of borrowing is used by most cities
'

and must be repaid within their fiscal year.
unable to use private
the way they have

mar~ets

p~eviously

New York, however, is

for such seasonal financing due to
handled their finances.

The President will recommend legislation, narrowly defined to

.

allow short-term financial help by the State to the City so that
essential

services can be maintained.

at the end of each fiscal year.

The loans must be paid off

The amount of such help at its

peak during the year will be approximately $1.3 billion in the first
year and $2.2 billion in the second year.
on

~month-by-month

The loans will be made

basis so the U.S. Government can be sure the

City is following its plan or no additional loans will be
made •
. -'
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THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON, D. C.. 20410

November 26, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

L. William SeidmAn
Assistant to The Pre~1dent for Economic Affairs

SUBJECT:

New York State Fiscal Problems/Possible Federal
Assistance

Please find attached a memo to me from Daniel P. Kearney,
President of the Government National Mortgage Association,
regarding the fiscal problems of New York State. The memo
details a discussion held on Tuesday, November 25, with
Mr. Peter Goldmark, Budget Director of the State of New York.
The discussion was initiated by Mr. Goldmark at the suggestion
of Treasury officials.
Mr. Goldmark described the fiscal problems faced by the
State with respect to its independent agencies in general,
and the New York Housing Finance Agency in particular.
The
availability of Federal mortgage purchase programs under the
auspices of GNMA to assist the New York HFA were discussed
with Mr. Goldmark on an exploratory basis. The concept of
such assistance and the problems relating thereto are outlined in Mr. Kearney's memo.
Mr. Goldmark indicated that if Federal assistance were
to be forthcoming, it would be necessary to have an affirmative response no later than the 8th of December. Beginning
on Monday next, i.e., December 1, Mr. Goldmark will be seeking
commitments from other participants in the overall plan and
will be pressing the Administration for an appropriate
characterization of the Administration receptivity to the
concept of Federal assistance.
I have been briefed by Mr. Kearney concerning the outlines
of any assistance that could be provided under the auspices
of GNMA.
Before any arm of the Administration proceeds, I think
it wise that views be elicited from and perhaps a course of
action be jointly planned by the Treasury, the Economic Policy
Boar,f, and the Office of Management and Budget.

2

At the suggestion of the OMB, I am, therefore, transmitting this memo to you for review by the Economic Policy
Board. Your earliest consideration of the concept would
be advisable. If the response is to be negative, a prompt
decision is necessary. A delayed response may encourage
unwarranted expectations and could generate a momentum
which would ultimately leave an affirmative response as
the only viable option.
We stand ready to provide such additional materials
and information as you and the Board may require.

cc:

Mr. William E. Simon
Mr. James T. Lynn
Mr. Alan Greenspan
Mr. James M. Cannon

:

'
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
GOVERNMENT NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20411

IN REPLY REFER TO:

November 26, 1975

SUBJECT:
FROM:

I.

New York State Fiscal Problem/Possible
GNMA Assistance
Daniel P. Kearney/~~
President, GNMA
\

Background

The fiscal crisis in New York City has received much attention
during the past six months, particularly as regards the
federal assistance, if any, to be provided in resolving
New York City's fiscal problems. Considerably less attention
has been devoted to the fiscal problem of the State of
New York and the fiscal solvency of its quasi-independent
state agencies.
Now that a plan to resolve the New York City problem appears
to be reaching fruition, New York State Budget officials have
been turning their attention to their own fiscal problems.
At the suggestion of Treasury Department officials, the Budget
Director of the State of New York, Peter Goldmark, met with me
on Tuesday, November 25 to explore possible GNMA assistance in
resolving the state and independent agency fiscal problem.
Mr. Goldmark stated that the State has a $6.5 billion problem,
$4 billion of which is connected with New York State notes
which mature in the first half of 1976 and $2.5 billion which
is connected with the quasi-independent state agencies.
Mr. Goldmark was particularly interested in exploring what
GNMA programs might be available to assist in the financing
problems of the New York State Housing Finance Agency, the
largest single quasi-independent state agency.
He prefaced the discussion by saying that it would be necessary
to have developed the "plan" for the state and independent
~agencies by December 12.
On December 15th, two independent
state agencies have a $250 million note maturing.

2

In response I outlined the available GNMA programs. The
mortgage-backed securities program whereby GNMA guarantees
a security backed by FHA-insured mortgages was quickly
dismissed as a viable option because of the time that would
be consumed to procure FHA mortgage insurance. Mr. Goldmark
was advised that GNMA did have the statutory authority to
guarantee conventional loans, but that the Administration
had not anticipated that this program would be implemented
and that securing quick Administration approval of such a
program would be difficult.
I then turned to a discussion of our mortgage purchase
programs -- the so-called tandem program. I described the
Emergency Housing Act of 1975, which conferred on GNMA the
authority to purchase conventional multifamily mortgage
loans bearing an interest rate of 7-1/2 percent, such mortgages to not exceed 75 percent of the "value", or 80 percent
of "value" with a qualified mortgage insurer. I advised him
that it had been widely speculated that as much as $3 billion
of a Congressionally authorized $5 billion in mortgage purchase authority would be made available in the near future
for multifamily mortgage purchase program and that a significant percentage of this might be made available for conventional loans that would be underwritten by the Federal
National Mortgage Association and the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation. Since this option seemed to be the
most promising, the bulk of our discussion was concentrated
on the tandem approach.
II.

Potential Problems with the Mortgage Purchase Approach

As this option was discussed in greater detail, I described
the following set of concerns which present obstacles to the
implementation of this form of assistance.
Under existing statutory authority, GNMA is precluded from
purchasing mortgages from any state or local instrumentality.
I admitted that in fact mortgages originated by state agencies
have been sold to GN~.A utilizing a private mortgage banker
or commercial bank as an intermediary. There may be a
difference of degree and foreknowledge however when we
knowingly participate in an arrangement that circumvents the
statutory prohibition.
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On the other hand, there has been Congressional discussion
of amending the statutory authority to permit GNMA to buy
mortgages directly from state and local instrumentalities.
While this approach might be desirable because it obtains
Congressional approval for the assistance to the State of
New York, it has a very undesirable result of opening the
door for GNMA to buy mortgages from the many other state
agencies. For policy reasons GNMA does not wish to do this
in the absence of FHA insurance. This concern is related
to the question of "differentiation" which was the second
concern I expressed.
I advised Mr. Goldmark that it would be extremely desirable
and indeed necessary to distinguish any mortgage purchase
assistance to a New York State Agency in such a way so as
to make it unlikely that other agencies would qualify for
similar assistance. In that respect we discussed at length
an agreement whereby the State of New York would agree to
repurchase any loans that became delinquent. I insisted
that the "mechanism 11 be something more than a 11 moral obligation" as that term is used in the financial community. He
responded by saying that a tax "trigger" that would generate
funds to purchase these mortgages was not a politically
viable solution for the Governor; however, he suggested that
a mechanism similar to that employed in connection with the
resolution of the UDC difficulties could be possible. In
concept, this mechanism would have the New York State
legislature pass a resolution whereby they would agree to
repurchase any delinquent and/or defaulted loans up to a
maximum specified amount per year for as many years as
necessary to provide coverage for the entire portfolio of
mortgages purchased by GNMA. I suggested that such an
agreement might be acceptable to the Administration since
it would be unlikely that other states would be prepared to
make such an agreement in the absence of a fiscal crisis
similar to that which presently obtains in New York.
Mr. Goldmark also agreed in principle that the state agencies
would undertake no more construction until its traditional
financial sources had reappeared.
The third problem that I expressed was that of the budget.
If New York assistance were to be forthcoming, it would
require the President to release a portion of the remaining

"'
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$2 billion of Congressional authorization for mortgage
purchase programs. I advised that this presented some
considerable political problem for the Administration
since it was anticipated by Congress that these funds
would be used to support "new .construction" and that
there was considerable expectation that some of the
assistance would be directed toward single-family
housing. Moreover, the loans would not be saleable;
therefore, it would increase fiscal 1976 outlays
immediately. Mr. Goldmark responded by offering to use
their "best efforts" to secure FHA insurance on the loans
after they had been sold to GNMA and that it was his
opinion that many of the loans would so qualify. Thus,
to the extent that FHA insurance could be procurred, the
loans would then be saleable.
Another problem identified related to the stage of construction of New York HFA projects. Most, if not all, of the
New York projects have already commenced construction. It
is anticipated that any conventional multifamily purchase
program would be directed to projects which have not as yet
commenced construction. It is a fact, however, that we
have made available mortgage purchase programs for singlefamily units which have been under construction since
October 1973 and that there is no statutory prohibition
which precludes GNMA from purchasing mortgages on units
under construction. Therefore, while the purchase of HFA
mortgages already under construction would be a deviation
from the provisions of the contemplated multifamily mortgage
purchase program, it would not be inconsistent with the
provisions previously enunciated in connection with singlefamily mortgage purchase programs.
Our attention then shifted to the gross amount of mortgages
that would have to be purchased in order to generate the
cash needed by the state. Our rules preclude purchasing
mortgages in excess of 80 percent of "value" and I advised
him that this would require GNMA to purchase only 80 percent
of the outstanding· principal balance of the mortgages.
Therefore, the New York State officials would have to find·
somebody to purchase the top 20 percent participation in the
principal balance outstanding. Mr. Goldmark then provided
me with an outline of the financing requirements for the
~state agencies which revealed that it will be necessary to

.....
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raise at least $353 million through this approach. It would
therefore appear that some $480 million worth of mortgages
would be involved although some of the other numbers in the
financing requirements are quite "soft" and Mr. Goldmark
advised that the figures involving GNMA assistance might
rise to as high as $600 million.
III. The discussion concluded with the agreement that I
would explore the mortgage purchase option with Secretary Hills
and officials at Treasury and if the preliminary reaction was
not negative, the matter would be raised with the OMB.
Mr. Goldmark reiterated the need for a definitive answer the
week of December 8 (in my judgement, an affirmative decision
that week would not require that we actually purchase the
loans during that week; I am quite confident that if a contractual agreement committing GNMA to this approach has been
consummated by that time, private interim financing will be
available based on that commitment). Mr. Goldmark requested
that I communicate to him at the earliest opportunity, a
"characterization" of the possibilities of GNMA assistance
and a response to the question of whether we would "play"
only as a part of a total program.
We agreed for the time being the discussions would be characterized as "exploratory" at the initiative of New York
State officials and that no further description of the
possibilities of this assistance would be forthcoming until
I had checked with all the responsible Federal officials.
Subsequently, I discussed this meeting with Secretary Hills
the afternoon of November 25. She expressed considerable
concern that we might be drawn into the New York situation
on a hurried basis and that the "numbers" in New York were
extremely fuzzy which might give rise to a potential scandal
for GNMA. Nonetheless, she indicated her disposition to
render such assistance as is necessary if the assistance has
been decided upon by the Administration in its entirety.
Therefore, our assistance would only be forthcoming if it
was clearly decided that such assistance would be necessary
and desirable by the Treasury, the OMB, the E.P.B. and with
the concurrence of the President.

~aniel

P. Kearney
President, GNMA

, '

Municipal Assistance Corporation
For The City of New York
Two World Trade Center
New York, N. Y.10047

MR. L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN
ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS
WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON, D.C.

AGREEMENT made as of the 26th day of November, 1975, among the Municipal Assistance
Corporation For The City of New York (the "Corporation") and each of the undersigned New York City
Commercial Banks (the "Banks"), New York City Pension Funds (the "Pension Funds") and the New
York City Sinking Funds (the "Sinking Funds").
The Corporation is proposing to offer to exchange (the "Exchange Offer") certain of its bonds
(the "MAC Bonds") for certain outstanding short-term obligations of The City of New York, listed
.. ~n Schedule A attached hereto (the "City Notes").
The Governor of the State of New York on November 25, 1975 made the following public
announcement:
I wish to compliment the Legislative Leaders and the members of the New York Assembly
and Senate on their work today. We have met, I believe, all the conditions laid down by the
President as a prerequisite to his consideration of Federal involvement in the fiscal crisis facing
New York City. We fully anticipate a favorable Federal response in recognition of the unusual
and difficult steps taken by the people of New York.
While those achievements are a source of great satisfaction to all of us concerned about the
potential default of New York City, for the State of New York it is only the first step. I shall
ask the Legislature to return to Albany on December 3 to meet the problem of the State's own
budget gap and to fully dispose of that matter through legislation during this extraordinary session.
I am calling upon Comptroller Arthur Levitt to certify the existence and size of the gap on or
about November 30th using the latest revenue figures available to him at that time. In addition,
the Legislature will be asked to complete its work on the "moral obligation" agencies of the State-strengthening their reserves and removing those programs that will not pass the most rigorous
credit test. This action is necessary to the long term build-out program that I shall then propose.
In my letter of November 14th to the Secretary of the Treasury Simon I committed myself to
this legislative program. That commitment remains.
In reliance on the foregoing announcement, each of the Banks, Pension Funds and Sinking Funds,
severally and not jointly, agree with the Corporation as follows:

1. Each of the Banks and Pension Funds hereby agrees, severally and not jointly, not to tender or
otherwise accept any offer for exchange of any City Notes held by it for MAC Bonds pursuant to the
Exchange Offer. Each of the Banks and Pension Funds understands that, as a result of its not tendering
or otherwise accepting any offer for exchange for its City Notes pursuant to the Exchange Offer, under the
provisions of the New York State Moratorium Act for the City of New York enacted by the State
Legislature at an extraordinary session and signed by the Governor on November 15, 1975 (the
"Moratorium Act"), its City Notes will be subject to the moratorium therein provided for (the
"Moratorium").
2. Notwithstanding any determination by any court of competent jurisdiction or by the State
Legislature, which determination is applicable generally to all City Notes subject to the Moratorium and
is not by its specific terms made applicable to the Banks or Pension Funds, that results in an increase in
the rate of interest paid upon City Notes subject to the Moratorium (but does not affect the validity of
the Moratorium on payment of principal), each of the Banks and Pension Funds hereby agrees that,
after the scheduled date of maturity thereof, no interest need be paid on City Notes held by it subject
to the Moratorium in excess of a rate of 6o/o a year.
~

3. Each of the Banks and Pension Funds hereby agrees to do one of the following: (a) at the
termination of the "moratorium period" under the Moratorium Act and any renewal or extension
thereof (i) to exchange City Notes held by it on the date hereof for short-term notes of the City, to

:.:.1
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..
renew such City Notes or to purchase short-term notes of the City, in each case such renewed City
Notes or such short-term notes of the City bearing interest at the rate of 6o/o a year and being in a principal amount equal to the principal amount of City Notes held by it on the date hereof, or (ii) to agree
to present such City Notes for payment (or, if the City so agrees, to defer contractually the maturity of
such City Notes) at times and in amounts resulting in a reduction of original principal amount in accordance with clause (b) hereof such City Notes to bear interest at the rate of 6% a year, and (b) thereafter from time to time upon the maturities of any such short-term notes of the City held by it hereunder,
to exchange such short-term notes of the City for, or at its option to purchase, other short-term notes
of the City bearing interest at the rate of 6% a year and in a principal amount which shall be reduced
annually, beginning with the first such exchange under this clause (b), by an amount equal to the
fraction of the original principal amount of its City Notes of which the numerator is four and the denominator is the number of full three month periods remaining from the end of the Moratorium or any
renewal or extension thereof to July 1, 1986; prm:Jided, however, that the foregoing obligations shall be
subject to the performance or existence of the following conditions : (A) the final maturity date of the
last short-term note of the City received in exchange or purchased hereunder shall not be later than
July 1, 1986; (B) the City timely pays (i) interest at maturity with respect to the City Notes, at their
respective stated rates to their respective scheduled dates of maturity, and thereafter interest at least
annually at the rate of 6% a 'year· and (ii) interest at maturity with respect to such short-term notes at
the rate of 6% a year; ( C) at the time of any exchange, renewal or purchase of such short-term notes
hereunder the City shall have timely paid when due principal and interest on all bonds of the City
outstanding at such time; (D) at the time of any exchange, renewal or purchase of such short-term
notes hereunder the City shall not be under the jurisdiction of any court pursuant to any proceedings
under the federal bankruptcy laws or Title 6-A of the Local Finance Law (or any statute analogous in
purpose or effect to any such law or to such Law}; (E) at the time of any exchange, renewal or purchase of
such short-term notes hereunder there shall be delivered to and for the benefit of the exchanging or
renewing holders or purchasers an unqualified approving opinion as to legality from recognized bond
counsel and such other documents as counsel for the Banks and the Pension Funds shall reasonably
request in form and substance satisfactory to such counsel ; (F) at the time of any exchange, renewal
or purchase of such short-term notes hereunder the Mayor and the Comptroller of the City of New
York and the New York State Emergency Financial Control Board if such Board is then in existence
shall have certified that the budget of New York City for the fiscal year of New York City in which
such exchange, renewal or purchase occurs is balanced. If at any time any option to exchange, renew or
purchase short-term notes pursuant to paragraph 3 could not be effected by reason of the non-satisfaction
of any condition specified in clauses (B) through (F) hereof, any City Notes retained pursuant to
paragraph 3 (a) (ii) may be presented for payment in full.
4. The Sinking Funds hereby represent that the only short-term notes of the City held by them are
bond anticipation notes dated January 13, 1975 and maturing January 13, 1976, in aggregate principal
amount of $200,000,000 (the "Sinking Fund BANs"). The Sinking Funds hereby agree to purchase
serial bonds of the City, bearing interest at the rate of 6% a year, in aggregate principal amount of
$200,000,000 upon or in payment of the Sinking Fund BAN s. The bonds so purchased by the Sinking
Funds shall mature and be subject to payment of such annual installments of principal as shall be necessary,
after first taking into account the other holdings of the Sinking Funds, to meet the legal obligations of
the Sinking Funds.
5. (a) Each of the Banks hereby agrees with respect to bonds of the Corporation held by it which
are listed on the schedule furnished by it to the Corporation prior to its execution of this Agreement and
identified as its schedule referred to in this Paragraph and which bonds consist of either Series C, D, E,
H 01'1\J Bonds of the Corporation (hereafter called "Bank Series Bonds"}, and each of the Pension Funds
and Sinking Funds may at its election agree with respect to any of the bonds of the Corporation it holds
(hereinafter called the "Fund Bonds") that commencing February l, 1976 (i) such Bank Serles Bonds
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and such Fund Bonds will, notwithstanding the terms thereof, bear interest at the rate of 6% a year
payable on February 1 and August 1 in each year; (ii) each such Bank Series Bond and Fund Bond
will mature on February 1, 1986, subject to redemption, in part, on February 1, in each of the years
1977 through 1985 in the respective principal amounts calculated to provide for level debt service on
such Bank Series Bond and Fund Bond held by it to February 1, 1986; (iii) such Bank Series Bonds will
be stamped by such holder with a stamp reading: "Principal of and Interest on this Bond are payable
in accordance with an Agreement dated as of the 26th day of November, 1975 among the Municipal
Assistance Corporation for The City of New York and certain Pension Funds, Sinking Funds and Banks" ;
(iv) no such Bank Series Bond and Fund Bond will be transferred, assigned or delivered by such
holder unless the same is first exchanged for a newly issued bond of the Corporation, in an amount
equal to the unpaid principal amount of such exchanged Bank Series Bond and Fund Bond which
newly issued bond shall be issued pursuant to the first General Bond Resolution of the Corporation dated
July 2, 1975 and shall bear interest and mature (subject to redemption in accordance with the first
General Bond Resolution) as hereinabove provided in this paragraph.
(b) Each of the Banks, Pension Funds and Sinking Funds hereby agrees on February 1, 1976
to exchange bonds of the Corporation, in an amount at least equal, in the case of Banks, to the amount
of Series A and B bonds listed on the above-referred to schedule by each Bank and, in the case of such
Funds, bonds equal to the amount of bonds of the Corporation that were heretofore purchased by
such Funds from the Corporation less Fund Bonds with respect to which an election has been made
under clause (a) above, for newly issued bonds of the Corporation issued pursuant to the first General
Bond Resolution of the Corporation, dated July 2, 1975, bearing interest at the rate of 6% a year
and maturing on February 1, 1986, subject to mandatory sinking fund payments calculated to provide
for level debt service from February 1, 1977 to February 1, 1986; provided, however, that if prior
to February 1, 1976 the consent of the requisite holders of Series A or B bondholders in the case of the
Series A or Series B Bonds, respectively, of the Corporation is obtained to a revised amortization schedule
for either or both of such Series held by the Banks (the Corporation agreeing to solicit such consents)
resulting in a maturity on February 1, 1986 and mandatory sinking fund payments calculated to
provide for level debt service from February 1, 1977 to February 1, 1986, such bonds so held by the
Banks shall be treated in the same manner as in the case of and for purposes of this Paragraph 5
shall be deemed to be Bank Series Bonds; provided, further, however, that if in the case of the Series A
term bonds such consent is not obtained prior to February 1, 1976, each Bank, unless, prior to August 1,
1976, it effects the exchange required by this clause (b) with respect to the Series A term bonds,
shall continue to hold its Series A term bonds, and hereby agrees to a reduction of the interest rate
on the Series A term bonds held by it to 6% per annum, commencing February 1, 1976, payable
February 1 and August 1 in each year, and may not otherwise elect to modify the sinking fund or
redemption provision of such bonds.
( c) The Corporation hereby agrees not to issue any new bonds of the Corporation based upon
debt service savings to the Corporation resulting from the operation of this Paragraph 5.
( d) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this paragraph 5, the undertaking of each such
holder under this paragraph !\hall be subject to the following: (A) the Corporation shall adopt a Series
Bond Resolution and take such other steps on or before February 1, 1976 to permit the transactions
provided for in clauses (a) and ( b) above ; ( B) the Corporation shall have paid interest on the bonds
held by such holder on February 1, 1976 at the respective rates of interest stated in such bonds; (C)
on February 1, 1976, the City shall not be in default in the payment of the principal of or interest on any
debt obligations of the City; and (D) there being no failure of any condition (which has not been
waived) to the performance of any obligation of the Pension Funds under Paragraph 7.
6. fa~ch of the agr~meqts referred to in Paragraphs 3 and 5 is subject to agreement to and fulfill-\nent of such agreements by all other parties referred to in such Paragraphs 3 and 5 and to enactment
prior to February 1, 1976 of Federal Legislation that would provide, by way of guarantees or otherwise,
for the seasonal financing needs of the City, over the period from the effective date thereof through a date
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not earlier than June 30, 1978, m a maximum amount of not less than $2,500,000,000 at any time
outstanding.

7. The Pension Funds hereby agree, severally and not jointly, to purchase serial bonds of the City,
substantially in the proportions set out in Schedule B, in the principal amount of $2.530,000.000 as follows:
(a) Prior to January 1, 1976, $30,000,000 serial bonds of City bearing interest at the rate of
6% a year and maturing on such date or dates as shall be mutually agreed upon ; (it being
understood that urban renewal notes of the City in the amount of $30,000,000, dated April 18, 1975
and maturing December 17, 1975, and held by the Pension Funds, are to be paid with proceeds of
federal grant funds segregated therefor) ;
(b) As soon as possible but prior to June 30, 1976, up to $500,000,000 serial bonds of the
City; during the 1976-1977 fiscal year of the City up to $1,500,000,000 principal amount of
serial bonds of the City; during the 1977-1978 fiscal year of the City up to $500,000,000 principal
amount of serial bonds of the City ; all such bonds shall bear interest at the rate of 9% a year and
shall mature on such date or dates as shall be mutually agreed upon ;
(c) To the extent the City is required by Jaw to amortize, prior to June 30, 1978, any principal
of the bonds of the City purchased by the Pension Funds pursuant to this Paragraph 7, the Pension
Funds agree to purchase additional serial bonds of the City in an amount equal to such principal
amortization and bearing interest at the rate of 9% a year and maturing on such date or dates
as shall be mutually agreed upon ;
( d) Any Pension Fund may, at its election, purchase MAC Bonds (issued pursuant to its
second General Bond Resolution), up to an amount equal to its proportionate share of the difference
between $1,600,175,000 and the principal amount of MAC Bonds issued pursuant to the Exchange
Offer, in fulfillment of its obligation to purchase an equal amount of bonds of the City pursuant to
this Paragraph 7, and any such MAC Bonds so purchased shall bear interest at the rate of 8% a year
and mature July 1, 1986, subject to mandatory sinking fund payments calculated to provide for level
debt service to July 1, 1986;
( e) The obligations of the Pension Funds to purchase bonds pursuant to this Paragraph 7
shall be subject to agreement to and fulfillment of such agreements by all other parties referred to
in this Paragraph 7 and shall be conditioned upon each of the following facts being true on the date
of each such purchase: (i) the City shall have timely paid when due principal and interest on all
bonds of the City outstanding at such time, (ii) the City shall not be under the jurisdiction of
any court pursuant to any proceedings under the federal bankruptcy laws or pursuant to title 6A
of the Local Finance Law. (iii) a State law containing provisions with respect to the legal
status of the Pension Funds and their Trustees' responsibilities, satisfactory to such Trustees,
shall have been enacted and shall be effective. (iv) the City shall have made to the Pension Funds
all contributions and other payments required by law, ( v) the City shall, in connection with
each purchase prior to February 1, 1976, or the first date on which the first seasonal financing
moneys have been received by the City pursuant to the Federal Legislation referred to in Paragraph 6
(whichever is earlier), deliver to any Pension Fund so requesting a report of essential facts of
the City in the form promulgated by the State Department of Audit & Control, and in connection
with each purchase thereafter shall deliver to any Pension Fund so requesting an official statement
with respect to the City in form and substance satisfactory to the Trustees of the Pension Funds,
each of which shall include a current status of the City's financial plan as required and approved
by the Emergency Financial Control Board, (vi) the Internal Revenue Service shall have ruled,
or the Congress of the United States shall have provided, that purchases of obligations by the
Pension Funds pursuant to this Agreement shall not constitute prohibited transactions or otherwise
adversely affect the qualified status of the Pension Funds for the purposes of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, as amended, and (vii) the Federal Legislation referred to in Paragraph 6 above
shall have been enacted and shall be in force ; and
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( f) If any of the Pension Funds elects not to make any purchases of bonds of the City as a.
result of a failure of any conditions set forth in clause ( v), (vi) or (vii) of Paragraph 7 ( e), such
Pension Fund shall nevertheless, as soon as possible but prior to June 30, 1976, purchase its
proportionate share of $500,000,000 of MAC Bonds pursuant to Paragraph 7 ( d) above.

8. This Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by the Corporation and by each of
the Banks, Pension Funds and Sinking Funds.
9. Any reference herein to "City Notes held" or "short-term notes of the City held" by a Bank
shall refer only to City Notes or short-term notes of the City, respectively, owned by such Bank for its
own account.

10. Any Bank or Pension Fund which is the holder of a City Note subject to Paragraph 3(a)(ii)
hereof may sell, assign or transfer any such Note provided that the transferee shall be satisfactory to the
City and shall have agreed in writing in form and substance satisfactory to the City to exercise the same
options and on the same terms and conditions as the Bank or Pension Fund so selling, assigning or transferring such Note has agreed to exercise under Paragraph 3.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the parties has caused this instrument to be executed by its duly
authorized officer as of the date first above written.
MUNICIPAL ASSISTANCE CORPORATION FOR THE
CITY OF NEW YORK
By ................................. .

BANKS
MoRGAN GUARANTY TRUST CoMPANY

FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK

By ................................. .

By ................................. .

IRVING TB.UST COMPANY

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY

By ................................. .

By ................................. .
UNITED

BANK OF NEW YORK

STATES TRUST COMPANY

By ................................. .

By ................................. .

MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST COMPANY

THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK
By ................................. .

By ........ ······················· .. .
CHEMICAL BANK

MARINE MIDLAND BANK

By ................................. .

By ................................. .
\.
NATIONAL BANK OF NORTH AMERICA
By ................................. .
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PENSION FuNDS

NEW YORK CITY EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT

TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR THE

SYSTEM

By ..................

CITY OF NEW YoRK

II

By ................................. .

••••••••••••••

BOARD OF EDUCATION RETIREMENT SYSTEM FOR

NEW YORK CITY POUCE PENSION FUND

THE CITY OF NEW YORK

By ..••..•••....••...••..••••..•••••

By .•....•.•....•.•..••.•.....••••..

NEW YORK CITY FIRE DEPARTMENT
PENSION FuND

By ..................••••......••...

SINKING FUNDS
SINKING FUND OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

WATER SINKING FUND OF THE CITY OF

NEwYou:

By ................................ .
By ................................ .
RAPID TRANSIT SINKING FUND OF THE CITY OF

TRANSIT UNIFICATION SINKING

NEW YORK

FuND OP THll:

CITY OF NEW YORK

By ..............•...••...•...••....

By .•.........•..............•.•••••
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SCHEDULE A
(amounts in million•)
Amount

Date {lf Issue

Date of Maturity

R.A.N ............•.............

$400.0
500.0

R.A.N ......•...................

120.0

R.A.N.....•..............••..•.

290.0

B.A.N .................••...•...

341.270

12/13/74
1/13/75
1/13/75
2/14/75
3/14/75

12/11/75
1/12/76
1/12/76
2/13/76
3/12/76

B.A.N.......................•..

150.0

3/14/75

3/12/76

B.A.N..................•.••....

220.0

6/30/75

T.A.N.............•......•.•...

90.0
190.0
51.5
250.0

6/11/75

5/'28/76
6/10/76
6/10/76
6/11/76
10/ 1/76
10/15/76
11/ 9/76

~
R.A.N ...................•..•...

T.A.N.....................••...
B.A.N ..................•.•••...
B.A.N.....................•....
B.A.N ..................•.......

59.875

R.A.N ...................•..•...

6.750
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6/11/75
6/11/75
10/17/75

10/17/75
11/10/75

SCHEDULE B
(amounu in mUU0111)

New York City Employees' Retirement System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,175
Teachers' Retirement System for The City of New York . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

860

New York City Police Pension Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

365

New York City Fire Department Pension Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

50

Board of Educati0n Retirement System for The City of New York . . . .

50

$2,500

The fund ( s) owning the urban renewal notes referred to in Paragraph 7 (a)
shall purchase an additional $30,000,000 of bonds of the City pursuant to such
Paragraph 7 (a) (in proportion to their holdings of suCh urban renewal notes) .
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Resolution adopted by the Emergency Financial
Control Board at its meeting on
November 19, 1975

RESOLVED, that the Emergency Financial Control Board
accepts and endorses the City's commitment, after receipt of a
report from the Mayor's Management Advisory Committee, to update
the assumptions regarding interest earnings, salary progressions,
mortality tables and similar matters in the computation of the
City's contribution to its actuarial pension funds; to initiate
any legal and legislative steps required in that connection; and
to revise its financial plan as appropriate and to submit it to
the Board by January 31, 1976; and, included in such revisions,
there should be no further extension of the provisions of law
(Chapter five hundred ninety-five of the Laws of nineteen hundred·
seventy-four and Chapter eight hundred one of the Laws of nineteen
hundred seventy-five) which authorized the City of New York to
reduce the City's contributions to its retirement systems by
the income in excess of four percent estimated to be earned on
pension fund investments during the fiscal year.

{
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Resolution adopted by the Emergency Financial
Control Board at its meetin~ on
November 19, 1975

WHEREAS, payment for excess overtime work in the last year
of employment before retirement is considered as
part of the salary of that year for purposes of
computing pension benefits; and

WHEREAS, overtime work should be limited to the minimum
required for efficient operations; and

WHEREAS, it appears that excessive overtime work by employees
of the City of New York and covered organizations in the
last year of work preceding retirement has inflated
the pension costs of the City;

NOW THEREFORE, be it
RESOLVED, that the City and the Executive Director of the
Emergency Financial Control Board are directed to report
to the Board, within thirty days, concerning overtime
practices and costs in the City government and covered
organizations, and to eliminate abuses of overtime,
particularly as it inflates pension costs.

\
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Emergency Financial Control Board
November 25, 1975

.
RESOLVED, that the taxes imposed by Chapters 877, 879, 880,
883, 884 of the Laws of 1975, and Chapter 882 of the
Laws of 1975 as amended by Chapter 886 of the Laws of
1975, are necessary; and be it further

RESOLVED, that the revenues derived from those taxes shall
be expended in accordance with the provisions of the
New York State Financial Emergency Act for the City of
New York.
·

.

.

:~

The Board hereby directs the Chairman to immediately provide
a copy of the above resolution to the appropriate officers
named in such Chapters.

,\
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Emergency Financial Control Board

.. , .. '"
·

November 26, 1975

RESOLVED, that the taxes imposed by Chapter 887 of the Laws of
1975 are necessary; and be it further
'

RESOLVED, that the revenues derived from those taxes shall be
expended in accordance with the provisions of the New York
State Financial Emergency Act for the City of New York.

The Board hereby directs the Chairman to immediately provide
a copy of the above resolution to the appropriate officers
named in said Chapter.
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NEW ISSUE
In the opinion of Bond Counsel, under existing statutes and court decisions, interest on the 1975 Bonds 1s exempt from Federal
income taxes and shall at all times be free from New York State and New York City personal income taxes.

EXCHANGE OFFER
TO HOLDERS OF CERTAIN SHORT-TERM NOTES OF
THE CITY OF NEW YORK
$1,600,175,000
MUNICIPAL ASSISTANCE CORPORATION FOR THE CITY OF NEW YORK
(A Corporate Governmental Agency and Instrumentality of the State of New York)

8% 1975 BONDS DUE JULY 1, 1986
SERIES 1 THROUGH 4
The Municipal Assistance Corporation For The City of New York hereby offers to exchange with any and all holders of certain
revenue anticipation notes and bond anticipation notes of The City of New York outstanding on the date hereof (the "City Notes"),
its 1975 Bonds in an aggregate principal amount equal to the aggregate principal amount of the City Notes tendered hereunder, subject
to the terms and conditions stated herein. Persons tendering City Notes pursuant to the Exchange Offer will receive 1975 Bonds in
exchange therefor and will retain the right to receive interest from the City on the scheduled maturity dates of their City Notes.
Holders tendering City Notes maturing December 11, 1975 will be paid in cash by the City. All other tendering holders will receive
acknowledgment of their rights to receive such interest from the City. The Corporation does not assume any obligation by reason
of this Exchange Offer to pay or otherwise provide for the payment of interest on such City Notes.
The Exchange Agent is United States Trust Company of New York.

The Exchange Offer will expire on December 10, 1975. At the election of the Corporation, the
Exchange Offer may he extended one or more times with respect to City Notes of one or more issues
being tendered. All tenders are revocable until the close of business on December 4, 1975, and thereafter
are irrevocable. See "Exchange Offer" as to the procedure for tendering City Notes.
Interest on each series of the 1975 Bonds accrues from the scheduled maturity date of the City Notes exchanged therefor and is
payable on July 1, 1976 and semi-annually on each January 1 and July 1 thereafter. Fully registered bonds in denominations of $5,000
or any integral multiple thereof will be issued initially. After 30 days, such registered bonds will be exchangeable for coupon bonds
in denominations of $5,000 each, such coupon bonds to be registrable as to principal only. Coupon and registered bonds are interchangeable as more fully described herein. The Trustee for the 1975 Bonds is United States Trust Company of New York.
The 1975 Bonds are subject to optional and mandatory redemption, including redemption by operation of the sinking fund, as
described herein.
The 1975 Bonds will be the first bonds of the Corporation issued under the Second General Bond Resolution and are
payable from certain per capita state aid and, to the extent not required for payment of certain other obligations of the
Corporation, revenues derived from certain sales and compensating use taxes imposed by the State of New York within The
City of New York and, under certain conditions commencing with the State's fiscal year beginning April 1, 1976, the State
stock transfer tax. The State is not bound or obligated to continue to appropriate or apportion from its General Fund
or otherwise such per capita state aid or to impose such taxes or to make the necessary payments of such per capita state aid
or to appropriate revenues received from such taxes. The Corporation has no taxing power. The 1975 Bonds do not
constitute an enforceable obligation, or a debt, of either the State or the City and neither the State nor the City shall be
liable thereon. Neither the faith and credit nor the taxing power of the State or the City is pledged to the payment of
principal of or interest on the 1975 Bonds.

See tfte accompanying Letter of Transmittal for the names and addresses of the Exchange Agent and of the Forwarding Agents
through whom City Notes may be tendered.
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No person has been authorized to give any information or to make any representations,
other than those contained in this Official Statement, and if given or made, such other infor•
mation or representations must not he relied upon as having been authorized. This Official
Statement does not constitute an offer to exchange or the solicitation of an offer to exchange
nor shall there be any exchange of the 1975 Bonds for City Notes by any person in any juris•
diction in which it is unlawful for such person to make such offer, solicitation or exchange. The
information herein is subject to change without notice and neither the delivery of this Official
Statement nor any exchange made hereunder shall, under any circumstances, create any
implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Corporation since the date
hereof. This Official Statement is submitted in connection with the exchange of the securities
referred to herein and may not be reproduced or used, in whole or in part, for any other purpose.
TABLE OF CONTENTS

OFFICIAL STATEMENT
OF
MUNICIPAL ASSISTANCE CORPORATION FOR THE CITY OF NEW YORK
(A Corporate Governmental Agency and Instrumentality of The State of New York)
EXCHANGE OFFER
General
This Official Statement of the Municipal Assistance Corporation For The City of New York (the
"Corporation") is being provided for the purpose of setting forth information concerning the offer (the
"Exchange Offer") by the Corporation to exchange certain of its bonds due July 1, 1986, subject to
mandatory redemption, bearing interest at the rate of 8% per annum, as more particularly described
herein (the "1975 Bonds") for certain outstanding notes of The City of New York (the "City")
described below (the "City Notes"). The 1975 Bonds are to be issued pursuant to the New York State
Municipal Assistance Corporation Act, as amended by the Municipal Assistance Corporation For The
City of New York Act, both as further amended (the "Act"), the second general bond resolution dated
November 25, 1975 of the Corporation (the "Second General Bond Resolution") and the four series
resolutions of the Corporation authorizing the 1975 Series 1 through 4 Bonds (the "1975 Series Resolutions"). The Second General Bond Resolution and the 1975 Series Resolutions are sometimes collectively
referred to herein as the "Resolutions."
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For a description of the 1975 Bonds, see "Bonds Being Offered" and "Description of the 1975
Bonds."

II

The City Notes are entitled Revenue Anticipation Notes ("RANs") and Bond Anticipation Notes
("BAN s"). The following table sets forth information provided to the Corporation by the Office of the
Comptroller of the City with respect to the outstanding principal amounts of, and the stated rates of
interest and the aggregate amounts of interest payable at the scheduled date of maturity on, the City
Notes, the dates on which the City Notes are scheduled to mature and the designation of the Series of
1975 Bonds being offered in exchange for such City Notes:

I
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Stated
Annual
Interest Rate

Scheduled Maturity

(In Millions)

---

--

$ 32.3

$ 371.8
652.8
302.8
416.0
$1,743.4

Series of
1975 BondS'

Interest
Total
(In Millions)

35
35
35
36
37
37
37

December 11, 1975 ... .
January 12, 1976 .... .
February 13, 1976 ... .
March 12, 1976 ..... .

38

*Interest on each Series of the 1975 Bonds accrues from the scheduled maturity date of
the City Notes exchangeable for such Series of the 1975 Bonds.

37

38
38
38
38
41

42
42
42

44
44
56
57
57
57

Exhibit A

$ 339.5
596.7
281.5
382.5
$1,600.2

9.50%
9.40%
7.55%
8.75%

56.1
21.3
33.5
$143.2

RANs
RANs
RANs
BANs

Series 1*
Series 2*
Series 3*
Series 4*

On the date of this Exchange Offer, President Ford announced that he would recommend legislation
to the Congress to provide up to $2,300,000,000 of Federal short-term loans to the State, subject to conditions and with repayment secured, to be used on behalf of the City solely for intra-fiscal year borrowings to
maintain essential services during the next two years. See "Market Considerations Affecting 1975 Bonds
and City Notes".
Provisions for Other Short-Term Obligations
The foregoing table does not include the balance of the City's outstanding notes that are held by
the Corporation, the eleven New York Dearing House Banks, certain City pension funds, certain City
sinking funds and the State of New York (the "State").
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The eleven New York Clearing House Banks and certain City pension funds have informed the
Corporation that they hold an aggregate of $819,220,000 principal amount of short-term notes of the
City scheduled to mature on December 11, 1975 and on various dates thereafter to November 9, 1976. This
Exchange Offer is not being made to such banks and pension funds, but the notes of the City held by such
banks and pension funds will be subjected to the moratorium described under "Moratorium and Stay
Legislation-Moratorium." See "Three-Year Financial Plan-Proposed Sources of Required Moneys."
The banks and pension funds have agreed to effect a deferral of the payment of principal of such notes
of the City until July 1, 1986 (or the end of any extended moratorium period, if later), conditioned
upon enactment of Federal legislation providing, by way of guarantees or otherwise, for the seasonal
financing needs of the City, through June 30, 1978, in an amount of not less than $2,500,000,000. For a
description of the Federal legislation to be recommended by the President, which differs in certain respects
from this condition, see "Exchange Offer-General." Such banks and pension funds have also agreed
that, during the moratorium and deferral period, the City need not pay interest at a rate in excess of
6% per annum on such principal. Such pension funds also hold, in addition to the notes of the City
referred to above, an aggregate of $30,000,000 principal amount of urban renewal notes of the City
maturing December 17, 1975. Such urban renewal notes will not be subjected to the moratorium, but
are expected to be paid from federal grant funds segregated therefor. In connection with any such
payment, such pension funds have agreed to purchase an aggregate of $30,000,000 principal amount. of
bonds of the City bearing interest at the rate of 6% per annum. For further agreements of the pension
funds to provide additional financing to the City; see "Three-Year Financial Plan-Proposed Sources of
Required Moneys."
The City sinking funds (which contain the funds to be applied to the amortization of outstanding
term bonds of the City) have informed the Corporation that they hold an aggregate of $200,000,000 in
principal amount of bond anticipation notes of the City maturing January 13, 1976. Such notes will not be
subjected to the moratorium, but such sinking funds have agreed to purchase bonds of the City, upon or
in payment of such notes, bearing interest at the rate of 6% per annum and with maturities and annual
installments of principal which shall meet the legal obligations of such sinking funds.
As of the date of this Official Statement, the Corporation holds notes of the City in the aggregate
principal amount of $2,097,300,000 maturing on several dates from December 11, 1975 to October 15,
1976. The City may issue additional notes to the Corporation in connection with future advances to the
City from the Corporation. The notes of the City held on the date hereof by the Corporation will not
be subject to any exchange offers by the Corporation and will not be subject to the moratorium. Upon
the maturity of notes which it holds, including the City Notes received by the Corporation as a result
of this Exchange Offer, the Corporation has determined that it will, if requested to do so by the City,
exchange such notes for notes of the City maturing at later dates, provided that the City is in compliance
with the conditions set forth in the Act and has paid all interest to the scheduled maturity date on such
City Notes.
The State holds a note of the City in the principal amount of $250,000,000 maturing on October 1,
1976. This note of the City held by the State will not be subject to any exchange offers by the Corporation
and will not be subject to the moratorium.

Tender Procedure
Holders of City Notes may tender them pursuant to the Exchange Offer by completing and signing
the Letter of Transmittal accompanying this Official Statement and, on or prior to the Expiration
Date (as defined in the Letter of Transmittal), delivering such Letter of Transmittal and the City
Notes being tendered to the Exchange Agent (by hand, or by mail) at the address indicated below or
to one of the Forwarding Agents (by hand only) at the respective addresses indicated in the Letter
of Transmittal. Tender of the City Notes may also be effected by delivery to the Exchange Agent by
a member firm of a national securities exchange in the United States or a bank which is a member of the
Federal Reserve System, if such firm or bank shall have advised the Exchange Agent in writing by
telegram or otherwise at or prior to the Expiration Date that it has a duly completed and signed Letter
of Transmittal and the accompanying City Notes in its possession and guarantees that the same will be
delivered to the Exchange Agent by the close of business on the fifth business day following the·Expiration

Date, and the same are actually so delivered. More detailed instructions concerning tender of the City
Notes are contained in the Letter of Transmittal.

The Exchange Agent is:
UNITED STATES TRGST COMPANY

OF NEW YORK

By Hand
130 John Street
20th Floor
New York, N. Y. 10038
Attention: Corporation Trust and
Agency Services (MAC Exchange)

By Mail
130 John Street
New York, N. Y. 10038
Attention: Corporate Trust and
Agency Services (MAC Exchange)

The availability of the documents discussed in this Official Statement at any office of the Exchange
Agent, any of the Forwarding Agents or any other bank or securities dealer does not imply any recommendation by them as to the merits of the Exchange Offer or any representation by them as to the accuracy
or completeness of this Official Statement.
A tendering holder of City Notes scheduled to mature on December 11, 1975 will receive, as
promptly as practicable following the Expiration Date, the aggregate principal amount of 1975 Bonds to
which such holder is entitled and a check in the amount of the interest on such City Notes to the
scheduled date of maturity. The amount of interest shall be paid by the City and the Corporation assumes
no obligation to pay such interest. A tendering holder of City Notes scheduled to mature on January 12,
1976, February 13, 1976, and March 12, 1976 will receive, as promptly as practicable following the Expiration Date, the aggregate principal amount of 1975 Bonds to which such holder is entitled together with the
Corporation's Acknowledgment of Interest Right (the "Acknowledgment"), which Acknowledgment
will not be transferable. The Acknowledgment will state that the Corporation acknowledges the reservation of the right of the tendering holder of the City Notes of his entire right, title and interest to receive
from the City on the scheduled maturity date of the City Notes the entire amount of interest due on
his City Note on such date. By executing the Letter of Transmittal, the tendering holder of City
Notes appoints the Corporation as such holder's attorney-in-fact to enforce the contractual right of
such holder to receive such interest in the event the same is not paid by the City when due, and to
remit the amount of such interest, as and when collected, after payment of the expenses of collection,
including attorney's fees and disbursements, in the manner specified in the Letter of Transmittal. The
Corporation does not assume any obligation to pay or otherwise provide for payment of interest on such
City Notes.
The Corporation reserves full discretion to determine whether the documentation with respect to
tendered City Notes is complete and generally to determine all questions as to tenders, including the date
of receipt of a tender, the propriety of execution of any document and other questions as to the eligibility
or acceptability of any tender. The Corporation reserves the right to reject any tenders not in proper form
or to waive any irregularities or conditions, and the Corporation's interpretation of the terms and conditions of the Exchange Offer will be final. All improperly tendered City Notes will be returned, unless
irregularities are waived, without cost by the Exchange Agent to the tendering holder. No such tender
will be deemed to have been made until all irregularities have been cured or waived.
Tendering holders will not be obligated to pay brokerage commissions, fees or transfer taxes on
the exchange by the Corporation of City Notes, pursuant to the Exchange Offer.
The Exchange Offer is scheduled to terminate as to each particular maturity of City Notes
on December 10, 197 5, unless extended by the Corporation as to such maturity of City Notes, as
provided in the Letter of Transmittal.
Except for the withdrawal benefits described in the following paragraph, tenders are irrevocable.
Upon delivery to the Exchange Agent or any Forwarding Agent of City Notes accompanied by a
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properly executed Letter of Transmittal, the sole right of a tendering holder of City Notes maturing
December 11, 1975 will be (i) to receive 1975 Bonds and (ii) to receive from the City interest to the
scheduled date of maturity on such City Notes. Upon such delivery, the sole right of a tendering holder
of City Notes maturing on January 12, 1976, February 13, 1976 and March 12, 1976 will be (i) to
receive 1975 Bonds, (ii) to receive the Acknowledgment and (iii) to receive from the City interest
on such scheduled date of maturity on such City Notes to such date.
City Notes tendered pursuant to the Exchange Offer may be withdrawn at any time prior to 3 :30
P.M., New York time, December 4, 1975. To be effective, any notice of withdrawal must be in writing,
must specify the name of the tendering holder of City Notes, the principal amount of City Notes to be withdrawn, and, if City Notes have been submitted, the serial numbers shown on the particular City Notes to be
withdrawn and must be received in a timely manner by the Exchange Agent at its address specified above.
Any City Notes withdrawn will, for purposes of the Exchange Offer, be deemed not to have been
duly tendered. City Notes withdrawn pursuant to the provisions of this paragraph will be sent to
the withdrawing holder of such City Notes at such holder's address as specified in the Letter of Transmittal by registered mail, return receipt requested, at the Corporation's expense, as soon as practicable
after due receipt of the notice of withdrawal.
Tax Consequences

The provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (the "Code") relating to gains and losses
on the sale or exchange of bonds, notes or other evidences of indebtedness will apply to the exchange of
City Notes for 1975 Bonds. A person who exchanges City Notes for 1975 Bonds will realize gain or
loss measured by any difference between his adjusted basis for his City Notes and the fair market value
of the 1975 Bonds which such person receives. If such fair market value is greater than such adjusted
basis, such person will realize gain to the extent of the difference. If such person's adjusted basis for
his City Notes is greater than the fair market value of the 1975 Bonds which he receives, he will realize
loss to the extent of the difference.
In the case of a person who is neither a dealer in securities nor a financial institution described
in Section 582 ( c) ( 1) of the Code and who exchanges City Notes which he held for investment purposes
for 1975 Bonds, the gain or loss realized (i) on the date of such exchange and (ii) at the maturity,
earlier redemption or sale of the 1975 Bonds, will be treated as capital gain or loss. Such gain
or loss (as the case may be) will be a long-term capital gain or loss if the holder of the City Notes
or of the 1975 Bonds (as the case may be) has held the same for more than six months. If the holding
period has been six months or less, then the gain or loss will be a short-term capital gain or loss.
A portion of any such long-term capital gain will, under certain circumstances, be subject to the
minimum tax on tax preference items ,under Section 56 of the Code.
The gain or loss of a dealer in securities on his City Notes or his 1975 Bonds will be considered
an ordinary gain or loss. A dealer in securities is a person who does not hold the City Notes or the
1975 Bonds for investment purposes and who holds the City Notes or the 1975 Bonds primarily for
sale to customers in the ordinary course of business.
With respect to the tax consequences to financial institutions described in Section 582 ( c) of the
Code, the exchange of the City Notes for the 1975 Bonds is not considered an exchange of a capital
asset and any gain or loss resulting therefrom will not be treated as a capital gain or loss.

of the original issue discount which bears the same ratio to such original issue discount as the number
of days he has held such 1975 Bond bears to the term of the Bond. After the exchange, for the
purpose of determining gain or loss at the maturity, earlier redemption or sale of the 1975 Bonds,
their basis will be equal to their fair market value on the date of the exchange, subject to adjustments
to basis required by the Code.
It is recommended that holders of City Notes consult their tax advisors as to the extent to which
they may have tax liability as a result of such an exchange.

BONDS BEING OFFERED
All bonds issued under the Second General Bond Resolution (herein collectively referred to as the
"Bonds") will be general obligations of the Corporation payable out of certain revenues of the Corporation and are secured by an equal charge and a first lien on all moneys and securities in the Corporation's bond service fund and capital reserve fund established under and defined in the Second General
Bond Resolution (the "Bond Service Fund" and "Capital Reserve Aid Fund", respectively). The
1975 Bonds will be the first bonds of the Corporation issued under the Second General Bond Resolution
and are payable from certain per capita state aid and, to the extent not required for payment of certain
other obligations of the Corporation, revenues derived from certain sales and compensating use taxes
imposed by the State within the City and, under certain conditions, commencing with the State's fiscal
year beginning April 1, 1976, the State stock transfer tax. The Corporation has previously issued an
aggregate of $3,078,685,000 principal amount of bonds under another and separate general bond resolution,
dated July 2, 1975 (the "First General Bond Resolution"). The Corporation has also previously issued
an aggregate principal amount of $298,500,000 in promissory notes, of which $250,000,000 mature on
September 14, 1976, $25,000,000 mature on January 15, 1976 and $23,500,000 mature on December 31,
1976. The holders of the bonds issued under the First General Bond Resolution (the "First Bonds") and
the holders of the promissory notes referred to above (the "Promissory Notes") have a claim prior to
that of the holders of the Bonds, including the 1975 Bonds, on all amounts received by the Corporation
from the State as payments from the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund, including the revenues from the
Sales Tax and the Stock Transfer Tax (as defined below). Additional obligations may be issued under
the First General Bond Resolution to the extent provided for therein but subject to the limitations of
the Second General Bond Resolution. No additional promissory notes may be issued having a claim prior
to that of the holders of the 1975 Bonds on any amounts received by the Corporation from the State
as payments from the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund. The Bonds being offered hereby are not on
a parity with the First Bonds issued under the First General Bond Resolution. See "The Corporation,"
"Provisions for Payment of the Bonds" and "Summary of Certain Provisions of the Second General
Bond Resolution."
As described herein, the Corporation's revenues pledged to the payment of the debt service
on the Bonds are derived from amounts that otherwise would have been payable to the City as per capita
state aid pursuant to Section 54 of the State Finance Law ("Per Capita Aid") and from certain State
tax revenues to the extent that such tax revenues are not required to pay principal of or interest on the
First Bonds and the Promissory Notes. Under the Act, Per Capita Aid is payable to the Corporation
for the payment of its obligations issued under the Second General Bond Resolution after certain claims
on Per Capita Aid have been paid in full. See "Provisions for Payment of the Bonds."

If the fair market value of the 1975 Bonds on the date of issue is less than the face amount of
such Bonds, the difference may constitute original issue discount. To the extent that such difference
does constitute original issue discount, it will be treated as tax exempt interest under Section 103 (a)
of the Code with the result that each holder will be entitled to exclude from the proceeds realized
at the maturity, earlier redemption or sale of the 1975 Bonds, as interest exempt from tax, that portion

Amendments to the State Finance Law provide for the establishment of a Municipal Assistance
State Aid Fund (the "Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund") and a Municipal Assistance Tax Fund
(the "Municipal Assistance Tax Fund") and, within each such Fund, special accounts for the benefit
of the Corporation (the "Special Aid Account" and the "Special Tax Account"). The Special Aid
Account will include the moneys derived from appropriation and apportionment of Per Capita Aid.
The Special Tax Account contains the revenues derived from State sales and compensating use taxes
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within the City (the "Sales Tax"), less such amount as the State Commissioner of Taxation and
Finance determines to be necessary for reasonable costs in administering, collecting and distributing
the Sales Tax.
Amounts of Per Capita Aid apportioned and paid to the Special Aid Account are to be paid
to the Corporation at such times and in such amounts as are annually certified by the Chairman of
the Corporation (the "Chairman") as necessary to fund the Corporation's Bond Service Fund and
Capital Reserve Aid Fund at the levels required by the Act. In addition, subject to the payment in
full of all amounts required to be paid to the Corporation for the payment or security of the Corporation's
outstanding obligations, (and to the extent the amounts in the Special Aid Account are insufficient)
amounts of Sales Tax collected and deposited in the Special Tax Account are to be paid to the Corporation at such times and in such amounts as are annually certified by the Chairman as necessary to fund
the Corporation's Bond Service Fund and Capital Reserve Aid Fund at the levels required by the Act.
Payments of amounts of Per Capita Aid into the Special Aid Account are subject to annual appropriation by the State Legislature. Payments of amounts of Sales Tax out of the Special Tax Account
to the Corporation are subject to annual appropriation by the State Legislature. The State Legislature
has appropriated the Sales Tax beginning July 1, 1975, for the State's fiscal year ending March 31, 1976,
and Per Capita Aid for the State's fiscal year beginning April 1, 1975. See "Provisions for Payment
of the Bonds-Appropriation by Legislature."
The amount that will be requited to fund the Bond Service Fund in any fiscal year is the
amount· needed to pay all interest on and principal of, and sinking fund installments as well as any
redemption premium on, the Corporation's outstanding Bonds maturing or otherwise coming due during
that fiscal year (see "Provisions for Payment of the Bonds"). The amount that will be required to
fund the Capital Reserve Aid Fund is a fixed percentage of the amount of principal of and interest
on the Corporation's outstanding Bonds maturing or otherwise coming due during a specified calendar
year, including for such purpose any unpaid amounts of such principal and interest owing in respect
of prior calendar years. The Corporation is not obligated to maintain any amount in the Capital
Reserve Aid Fund in 1975 or 1976; thereafter the fixed percentages are 25% for 1977, 50% for 1978,
75% for 1979 and 100% for 1980 and every calendar year thereafter. In the event that the aggregate
amount in the Special Aid Account and the Special Tax Account shall at any time be less than the
amount referred to above, as certified by the Chairman, an amount equal to the deficiency in the Special Tax
Account will be transferred, subject to appropriation by the State Legislature, to the Special Tax Account
from the Stock Transfer Tax Fund (the "Stock Transfer Tax Fund"). Such Fund consists of the revenues
derived from the tax imposed pursuant to the Tax Law on sales or transfers of stock and certain
other certificates (the "Stock Transfer Tax").
Additional Bonds may be issued under the Second General Bond Resolution on a parity •vi th the 1975
Bonds ("Additional Bonds"), provided that (i) the amount equal to the lesser of the collections of the Sales
Tax and Stock Transfer Tax for a twelve consecutive calendar month period (or, in the event the Sales Tax
shall not have been in effect for such period, the collections of the sales and compensating use taxes previously imposed by the City for those months the Sales Tax was not in effect) ended not more than two
months prior to the date of such determination or the amounts estimated to be collectible during the succeeding twelve month period from such sources as estimated by the State Commissioner of Taxation, plus
(ii) the amount of Per Capita Aid to be apportioned and paid to the Special Aid Account for the fiscal
year of the State during which such Additional Bonds are to be issued, less (iii) the maximum amount
of principal, including sinking fund installments, and interest maturing or otherwise coming due in
the then current or any future fiscal year on any outstanding obligations of the Corporation issued pursuant
to the First General Bond Resolution and the Promissory Notes, less (iv) estimated operating expenses
of the Corporation for its then current fiscal year, is sufficient to pay the aggregate amount of the
principal of, including sinking fund installments, and interest maturing or otherwise becoming due in the
then current or any future fiscal year on all Bonds (including the particular series or series of
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at least 1.2 times for each such fiscal year of the Corporation.
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The Corporation has no taxing power. The Bonds do not constitute an enforceable obligation,
or a debt, of either ~he State or the City and neither the State nor the City is liable thereon. Neither
the faith and credit nor the taxing power of the State or the City is pledged to the payment of principal
of or interest on the Bonds.
See "Litigation" with respect to litigation relating to the security and source of payment for the Bonds.
For a more complete description of the funds to be used to pay the principal of, and redemption
premium, if any, and interest on, the Bonds see "Provisions for Payment of the Bonds."

MORATORIUM AND STAY LEGISLATION
Moratorium

On November 15, 1975, the State Legislature enacted at an Extraordinary Session and the Governor signed the New York State Moratorium Act for The City of New York (the "Moratorium Act").
In the legislative findings accompanying the Moratorium Act, the Legislature stated that there is
imminent danger that the City will be unable to pay its outstanding short-term indebtedness and even to
provide those basic services essential to the health, safety and welfare of its inhabitants and the continuation
of orderly government in the City. It further stated:
"The legislature recognizes and insists that the pledge of the 'faith and credit' of the city
to the payment of its obligations must be respected. The legislature further recognizes that in the
current financial crisis, this pledge can be honored only if the viability and resources of the city are
preserved and that the continuation of essential services is vital to such preservation. The preservation of the city, the honoring of its obligations and the restoration of public confidence in the agencies
of the state and of the state itself are all matters of imperative state concern and require the extraordinary exercise of the state's essential reserve and emergency powers set out in this Act to protect
the vital interests of the people by sustaining the public credit and maintaining local government."
The Moratorium Act provides that during the "moratorium period," the enforcement of judgments and
liens, on account of any short-term obligations of the City, including the City Notes, and the commencement or continuation of any action upon such short-term obligations are suspended, although the payment
of such short-term obligations may be due by the terms thereof. The term "moratorium period" is defined
in the Moratorium Act to mean the period expiring three years from the effective date of the Moratorium
Act unless shortened by act of the Legislature. The Legislature may, by a subsequent amendment of the
Moratorium Act, extend the moratorium period if it deems such an extension necessary. The Moratorium
Act further provides that a court shall, upon the application of a person who would otherwise have the
right to do the acts or commence or continue the actions suspended by the Moratorium Act, terminate
such suspensions if it finds that either of the following two conditions shall not have been met:
(A) That, either before the date of maturity of the short-term obligation held by such person
or not later than sixty days after such date of maturity, an offer shall have been made to exchange
such short-term obligation for a bond, note or other obligation of the Corporation having a date of
maturity no more than twenty years after the date of maturity of such short-term obligation and
bearing interest, payable at least annually, at a rate of not less than 6% per annum; and
(B) That interest on the short-term obligation held by such person, who does not accept the
offer, shall be paid to such person at the rate stated in such short-term obligation to the date of its
maturity and, thereafter, at least annually, at a rate of not less than 6% per annum and not less than
the interest rate payable to any holder of such short-term obligations who has entered into an agreement with the City which provides for issuance of an evidence of indebtedness in payment, renewal
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or refunding of short-term City obligations or which provides for the extension of the maturity of
the short-term obligations held by such holder, until the principal of such short-term obligation is
paid or otherwise discharged and at such time shall have paid such additional interest, if any, as
may be held to be mandated by the State Constitution or the United States Constitution.
The Moratorium Act further provides that the statute of limitations for the commencement of
actions on short-term notes of the City shall not run during the time period when the suspensions
described above are in effect.
This Exchange Offer by the Corporation will fulfill the condition described in paragraph (A) with
respect to the City Notes. Separate exchange offers are being made to the holders of all other short-term
obligations of the City other than the Corporation, the State and certain City sinking funds. Accordingly,
the Moratorium Act will apply to all short-term obligations of the City other than those held by the
Corporation, the State, and certain City sinking funds.
An action has been commenced contesting the constitutionality of the Moratorium Act under the
New York State Constitution and the United States Constitution. See "Litigation-Moratorium".

In the event that the constitutionality of the Moratorium Act is sustained by a court of final
jurisdiction, such judicial determination could support the constitutionality of similar legislative enactments which may adversely affect certain terms and conditions of the Bonds and the Resolutions,
including the payment of principal and interest thereon, and the enforceability thereof. For a further
description of the effect of the moratorium on the rights of holders of short-term City obligations
see "Rights of the Noteholders."

Stay Legislation

entry unless, prior thereto, an amended Repayment Plan is filed with the court. Upon the filing of the
first such amended Repayment Plan, Title 6-A provides that the court shall extend and, in its discretion,
upon the filing of any further amended Repayment Plans it may extend the stay then in effect for such
additional period of time as is required to permit the court to enter an order further extending the stay
and containing the findings described above with respect to the amended Repayment Plan.
Title 6-A provides that the Repayment Plan may, with court approval, be modified by the City or
the Control Board and that any order extending the stay may be vacated or modified if, upon motion
of any creditor affected thereby, the court finds that the City has failed to comply with a material provision of the Repayment Plan or that, because of a material change in circumstances, the Repayment Plan no longer complies with the requirements described above. Upon the occurrence of
the final act necessary to carry out fully all of the terms and provisions of the Repayment Plan with
respect to those creditors who accept the plan or any benefits thereunder, Title 6-A provides that the
court shall enter an order vacating any stay then in effect and permanently enjoining any creditors who
accepted the Repayment Plan or any benefits thereunder from commencing or continuing any action
or doing any other act relating to any contract, debt or obligation included in the Repayment Plan.
Title 6-A also provides that no action may be commenced against the City during the Emergency
Period (defined in the Financial Emergency Act as the period commencing September 9, 1975 and ending
on the date when the Control Board determines that the expense budget of the City shall have been
in balance for one fiscal year in accordance with the accounting methods prescribed for such budget
by the State Comptroller pursuant to the Act) unless thirty days have elapsed since the making and
serving of a written demand for payment upon the City in accordance with the procedures specified in
Title 6-A.
On November 3, 1975, a national bank purporting to represent all holders of the City's bonds acquired before June 10, 1975 served a summons and complaint addressed to the Corporation, the City,
the State and certain officers of the City and State. The suit seeks, among other things, a declaratory
judgment that the stay provisions, the Repayment Plan provisions and the demand for payment provisions
of Title 6-A violate the State Constitution, the Federal Bankruptcy Act and the United States Constitution. For a more complete description of this lawsuit, see "Litigation-Diversion of Revenues."

Prior to the adoption of the Moratorium Act and as part of the Financial Emergency Legislation,
referred to under "Three-Year Financial Plan," the Legislature adopted certain amendments to the
Local Finance Law constituting Title 6-A of such law ("Title 6-A") pursuant to which, if the City
is unable to pay its debts or obligations as they mature, the City or, in the event the City refuses to do
so, the Emergency Financial Control Board (the "Control Board") may file in the State Supreme
Court in any county within the City a petition which shall operate for a period of ninety days to
prohibit the doing of any act and to stay the commencement or continuation of any action seeking to
apply or enforce against the City or its funds, property, receivables or revenues, any order, judgment,
lien, set-off or counterclaim relating to any contract, debt or obligation of the City, including the City
Notes, or seeking the assessment, levy or collection of taxes by or for the City or the application of any
funds, property, receivables or revenues of the City. Title 6-A further provides that upon the filing of
such a petition, a repayment plan (the "Repayment Plan") may be filed by the City or, in the event the
City refuses to file such a Plan, by the Control Board. Title 6-A provides that upon the filing of the
Repayment Plan the court shall enter an order approving the Repayment Plan and extending any
stay then in effect as against all creditors of the City for such additional period of time as is required
to carry out fully all of the terms and provisions of the Repayment Plan with respect to those creditors
who accept the Repayment Plan or any benefits thereunder if the court finds: (a) that the Repayment Plan provides for the eventual satisfaction of all debts and obligations of the City, including the
City N ates; (b) that, giving due regard to the financial condition of the City and to the necessity
for the City to expend moneys for services and purposes determined to be necessary by the Control
Board, the Repayment Plan provides as prompt payment to all creditors affected thereby, on a fair
and equitable basis, as is practicable in the circumstances ; ( c) that the Repayment Plan preserves
any applicable priorities among creditors or classes of creditors; and ( d) that the Repayment Plan
was approved by the Control Board. In the event that the court is unable to make such findings as to
the Repayment Plan, Title 6-A provides that the court shall enter an order disapproving the Repayment
Plan and vacating the stay then in effect, which order shall become effective within ten days from its

The Moratorium Act provides for a suspension of enforcement of City Notes, including the commencement or continuation of any action in any court in any jurisdiction seeking to apply to the payment
of the City N ates, any revenues or the assessment, levy or collection of any taxes and the commencement
or continuation of any action upon the City Notes, although the payment on such City Notes may be
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RIGHTS OF THE NOTEHOLDERS
The City Notes are general obligations of the City. In accordance with Article 8, Section 2 of the
State Constitution, the full faith and credit of the City has been pledged to the payment of such principal
and interest. The City has power to levy ad valorem taxes upon all the taxable real property within the
City without limitation as to rate or amount to make such payments. Article 8, Section 12 of the State
Constitution provides that the Legislature shall not restrict the power of the City to levy such taxes
for the payment of indebtedness. The holder of any City Note has a contractual right (subject to applicability of the Moratorium Act) to payment of principal and interest at maturity in the full amount as
provided by the obligation; upon failure of payment of interest or principal or both the holder has the right
to sue and is entitled to a judgment for the full amount due including interest thereon tlo maturity at the
stated rate, and at the legal rate of 3% thereafter. The General Municipal Law of the State provides that
if the City fails to pay the judgment, and the levy on such judgment is unfulfilled, the Board of Estimate of
the City is empowered to assess, levy and cause to be collected, at the same time and in like manner as other
moneys for expenses are then next thereafter to be assessed, levied and collected, a sum of money sufficient to pay said judgment with interest thereon and necessary fees and expenses. Any moneys so collected shall, from time to time, be paid to the judgment creditor.
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due by the terms thereof. If the Moratorium Act is held unconstitutional in the suit discussed herein
under "Litigation-Moratorium" or any suit seeking the same relief, a holder of City Notes could pursue
his rights to obtain a judgment on his City Notes and seek enforcement of the judgment. However, it
such holder exchanges his City Notes pursuant to this Exchange Offer he would probably be deemed to
have relinquished any rights to judgment on or enforcement of the City Notes exchanged.
In the litigation discussed herein under "Litigation-Diversion of Revenues" the plaintiff bondholders seek a declaratory judgment that they "are entitled to have set aside sufficient sums, and be paid
first, the interest and principal on their City bonds from the first revenues received by the City". The
Corporation cannot predict the outcome of the litigation as it relates to such claim nor can it predict
the outcome of litigation alleging a similar cause of action relating to City Notes. If such a claim were
upheld as to the City Notes and the Moratorium Act held unconstitutional, the holder of a City Note
would have the right to receive the first revenues received by the City applied to the payment of his Notes.
However, if the holder exchanges his City Notes he would probably relinquish such rights.
Several lawsuits alleging fraud under the Federal securities laws in connection with the sale of the
City Notes have been instituted and are discussed more fully under "Litigation-Fraud in the Sale of
City Securities".· If such fraud is established holders of City Notes may have the right to seek
damages or rescission of such purchases. Such actions would be maintained in the Federal courts and
would not be subject to the Moratorium Act. If a holder of City Notes exchanges his City Notes he
would probably be deemed to have relinquished his right to rescind, but he would probably not be deemed
to have relinquished his right to seek damages.
It is noted that nothing in the Moratorium Act precludes the City from paying the principal of or
interest on the City Notes; however, as discussed under "Various Control Programs-Control Board,"
all moneys, including all taxes and revenues of the City, received by the City must be deposited in a
special fund, disbursements from which are subject to approval by the Control Board in accordance with
the City Financial Plan. The Corporation does not believe that the City has sufficient funds available at
present or in prospect to pay all of the City Notes as and when they become due and, as permitted by the
Emergency Act (defined below), the City Financial Plan does not now provide for any repayment
of principal on the City Notes during such three-year period. See "Three-Year Financial Plan". In the
event that this exchange results in a substantial amount of tenders of City Notes, there can be no assurance
that the City will not have moneys available to pay the balance of the City Notes, as to both principal
and interest.

THREE-YEAR FINANCIAL PLAN
City Financial Plan

As a part of certain legislation adopted by the State Legislature at an Extraordinary Session and
signed by the Governor on September 9, 1975, constituting Chapters 868, 869 and 870 of the Laws of
1975, as amended (the "Financial Emergency Legislation"), the State Legislature adopted the New
York State Financial Emergency Act for The City of New York (the "Emergency Act") which, among
other things, created the Emergency Financial Control Board (the "Control Board"). See "Various
Control Programs-Control Board."
One of the Control Board's primary functions is to develop, in conjunction with the City, a financial
plan for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1976, 1977 and 1978 for the City and so-called "covered organizations," which a.re defined as certain governmental agencies, public authorities and public benefit corporations which receive or may receive monies directly, indirectly or contingently (other than for the sale of
goods or services or for loans to the City) from the City (the "City Financial Plan"). Under the Emergency Act, the City Financial Plan is to constitute a program by which ( 1) the City will achieve a budget
for its fiscal year ending June 30, 1978 balanced in accordance with the accounting principles set forth in
the State Comptroller's Uniform System of Accounts for Municipalities, as the same may be modified by
the State Comptroller in consultation with the City Comptroller, and (2) the State imposed limitations
contained in the Act on outstanding short-term obligations of the City will be observed at all times.

As required by the Emergency Act, the City submitted the City Financial Plan to the Control Board
on October 15, 1975. Such Plan is based upon a variety of estimates and projections with respect to
revenues and expenditures during the period covered by the Plan which may vary substantially from
actual revenues and expenditures of the City during such period. As modified at the request of the Control Board, the City Financial Plan was approved on October 20, 1975. As approved, the City Financial
Plan is based on a number of assumptions including the following:
( 1) Expenditures of the City will be reduced by an aggregate of $200,000,000 during its
current fiscal year and by $270,000,000 during each of its 1976-1977 and 1977-1978 fiscal years.
Although the budget for the current fiscal year has been reduced by the required $200,000,000,
there can be no assurance that the City will be able to effect such expenditure savings during this
year or that the City will make or implement the required budget cuts in the two subsequent fiscal
years.
(2) There will be no increases in salary scales for municipal workers above the previously
scheduled 1975-76 level and the City will realize the anticipated cash savings from the voluntary
one-year deferrals in increases in salary scales agreed to by certain municipal workers in or after
August 1976. The Emergency Act imposes a one year wage freeze for workers who do not voluntarily agree to such deferrals but the constitutionality of the wage freeze is being challenged and
definitive wage deferral agreements have not yet been signed. There can be no assurance that the
City will be able to fulfill this assumption during all or any part of the period covered by the Plan.
(3) The City's expenditures for welfare and medicaid programs will remain constant for the
period covered by the Plan. The City's expenditures for welfare and medicaid programs are largely
mandated by Federal and State legislation and the City has only limited control over the number
of persons participating in its largest welfare and medicaid programs. There are, however, discretionary programs that could be eliminated and management changes that could, if implemented,
red~ce costs. Unless the level of participation in such programs and certain of the discretionary
programs are reduced, it is unlikely that the City will be able to fulfill this assumption.
Although the City Financial Plan does provide for a balanced budget for the City's fiscal year
ending June 30, 1978, the Plan is based upon the assumption that over the life of the Plan there will
be available $6,800,000,000, in cash or cash savings, from sources not committed at the time of its adoption.
The City Financial Plan includes deficits for the current fiscal year as well as the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1977. In addition, the City Financial Plan does not address the questions concerning accrual
and funding of the City's pension plans, pending recommendations from the Mayor's Management
Advisory Board headed by Richard Shinn. It is expected that such study will show an under-accrual
in the pension plans, which may require increased funding of the pension system. In providing for a
balanced expense budget for the City's fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, the Plan permits substantial
amounts of expense items to continue to be included in the City's capital budget. The Act provides for
the elimination of such expense items from the City's capital budget over a ten-year period. See paragraph 5 under "Various Control Programs-Conditions to Payment by the Corporation."

Proposed Sources of Required Moneys

In order to attempt to provide the approximately $6,800,000,000 in cash or cash savings required
by the City Financial Plan, the State, the City and the Corporation have proposed a plan to provide such amount. This proposal (the "Three-Year Plan") contains the following elements, some
of which have not yet been definitely committed to by the parties involved, as described below, and
others of which may not be realized to the extent projected.
1. The holders of the $1,600,175,000 of City Notes are being given an opportunity to exchange
their City Notes for 1975 Bonds of the Corporation pursuant to this Exchange Offer. All City
....,,
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Notes not exchanged pursuant to this Exchange Offer will be subjected to the moratorium described
under "Moratorium and Stay Legislation-Moratorium."
2. Each of the eleven New Yark Clearing House Banks, and certain City pension funds (the
"Institutional Holders"), owning an aggregate of approximately $849,220,000 principal amount
of short-term obligations of the City, have agreed not to tender such obligations pursuant to any
exchange offer by the Corporation but to continue to hold such short-term obligations of the City
subject to the moratorium. In addition, the Institutional Holders agreed to continue to hold shortterm obligations of the City after the termination of the moratorium, in the aggregate initial principal
amount equal to the short-term obligations of the City they now hold. Such obligations will bear
interest at 6% per annum and will not be paid in full until July 1, 1986, but shall be reduced annually in
substantially equal amounts over the period commencing with the end of the moratorium and ending
on July 1, 1986. The $200,000,000 of short-term obligations of the City held by the City sinking
funds will not be subjected to the moratorium, but such sinking funds have agreed, upon or in payment of such Notes, to purchase City bonds bearing interest at 6% per annum, with maturities and
annual principal installments meeting the legal obligations of such sinking funds. The agreement
not to tender City N ates pursuant to an exchange offer is unconditional but the other agreements of
the Institutional Holders are subject to certain conditions, including the condition that Federal
legislation be enacted that would provide, by way of guarantees or otherwise, for the seasonal
financing needs of the City through the Three-Year Plan, in a maximum amount of not less than
$2,500,000,000. For a description of the Federal legislation recommended by the President, which
differs in certain respects from this condition, see "Exchange Offer-General."
3. The Institutional Holders have also agreed, with respect to approximately $1,700,000,000
principal amount of bonds of the Corporation now owned by them, to adjust the terms thereof or
to exchange such bonds for new bonds to be issued by the Corporation so that all of such bonds
will, commencing February 1, 1976, bear interest at the rate of 6% per annum and mature on
February 1, 1986, subject to mandatory redemption or sinking fund payments commencing on
February 1, 1977, calculated to provide for substantially level debt service. Such outstanding bonds
now owned by the Institutional Holders bear interest at rates ranging from 6% per annum to 11 % per
annum and mature at various times between 1977 and 1990. The Corporation estimates that the
aggregate debt service savings to the Corporation through June 30, 1978, as the result of such
adjustments or exchanges, would be approximately $62,000,000. The Corporation has agreed not
to issue any new bonds of the Corporation based upon such debt service savings so that such savings
will flow directly to the City if not otherwise required by the Corporation. Such agreements of the
Institutional Holders are subject to certain conditions, including the same condition regarding Federal
legislation as is set forth in paragraph 2 above.
4. The trustees of various City pension funds agreed to purchase for such funds an aggregate
of $2,530,000,000 of newly issued obligations of the City (provided that some portion of the securities
so purchased might be Bonds of the Corporation). Under the agreement the newly issued City
bonds would bear interest at 9% per annum (the Bonds of the Corporation would bear interest
at 8% per annum). Such purchases would be made from time to time over the course of the
period included in the City Financial Plan. Such agreement of the City pension funds is subject to certain conditions, including (i) the enactment of a State law respecting the legal status
of such pension funds and the responsibilities of their trustees, (ii) the enactment of a Federal
law or issuance of a tax ruling relating to the qualified status of such pension funds following such
purchases and (iii) the enactment of the Federal legislation referred to in paragraph 2 above.
5. In the City's fiscal year ended June 30, 1975, the State advanced $800,000,000 to the City
that was otherwise due in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976. The State has been asked to
continue to make such advances to the City during each fiscal year of the Three-Year Plan. If
the State is financially able to continue such advances, the cash available to the City during the
Three-Year Plan would be increased by $800,000,000.
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6. It is anticipated that an increase in the City's real estate tax will be required to fund additional
debt service requirements of the City arising out of the Three-Year Plan. However, it is expected
that a portion of the debt service paid to the City pension funds, which will be purchasing City
securities as described in paragraph 4 above, will be utilized to purchase additional City securities.
In this manner it is anticipated that the increased real estate taxes indirectly will be available as a
new cash source to the City. The Three-Year Plan contemplates approximately $400,000,000 of
additional cash from this source over the last two years of the Three-Year Plan.

7. On November 26, 1975, at the Extraordinary Session of the State Legislature, provisions
for new or increased taxes were enacted, with application only within the City. City sources have
estimated that such additional taxes will produce approximately $500,000,000 in City revenues
during the Three-Year Plan.
If all of the agreements or proposals referred to in paragraphs 2 through 7 above are carried out
in full and achieve the results projected under the Three-Year Plan and if the moratorium remains in
effect, such sources are projected to provide the approximately $6,800,000,000 in cash or cash savings
required by the City Financial Plan, but there can be no assurance that such cash or cash savings will
be realized.

Other Potential Sources of Money
The Corporation cannot predict whether the City may receive amounts of money from one or more
potential sources which the City could apply to the payment of all or a part of the City Notes.

THE CORPORATION
The Corporation, a corporate governmental agency and instrumentality of the State constituting a
public benefit corporation, was created in June 1975, by the Act, for the purposes of assisting the City
in providing essential services to its inhabitants without interruption and in creating investor confidence
in the soundness of the obligations of the City. To carry out such purposes, the Corporation is empowered,
among other things, to issue and sell bonds and notes and to pay or lend funds received from such sale
to the City and to exchange the Corporation's obligations for obligations of the City. See "Various
Control Programs-Powers of the Corporation."
The Act provides that no bond or note of the Corporation shall mature more than 20 years from
the date of the original issue of such bond or note, and that no such bond or note shall be issued later
than June 10, 1980, unless such bond or note is a renewal or refunding of an outstanding bond or note.
The present Directors of and Representatives to the Corporation are as follows:
Directors

Representatives

Felix G. Rohatyn, Chairman
Francis J. Barry
John A. Coleman
Thomas D. Flynn
George D. Gould
Dick Netzer
Donna E. Shalala, Treasurer
Robert C. Weaver

Zane Klein
Edward M. Kresky
Leonard Nadel
Nicholas L. Pitaro
Arthur J. Quinn
Robert W. Seavey
M. Peter Schweitzer

Herbert Elish is the Executive Director of the Corporation and Daniel B. Goldberg is Counsel and
Secretary of the Corporation. Mr. Elish is also the Executive Director of the Control Board.
For additional information as to the Board of Directors of and the Representatives to the Corporation
and related matters, see "Management."
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MARKET CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING 1975 BONDS AND CITY NOTES
The Corporation believes that, in addition to being affected by general conditions in the bond market,
market prices of the First Bonds issued pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution may have been
affected, and market prices of the 1975 Bonds may be affected, by developments with respect to the City's
financial condition notwithstanding the fact that bonds of the corporation do not constitute obligations
or debts of the City. The Corporation believes that its ability to repay such bonds is not dependent upon
the financial condition of the City. See "Provisions for Payment of the Bonds."
Since their issuance in July 1975, the First Bonds have generally traded substantially below their initial
offering prices. During this period, the market for City Notes has been limited and those sales that have
been effected are believed generally to have been at prices substantially below par value. There can be
no assurance that there will exist any substantial market for the 1975 Bonds at or near par value of the
City Notes exchanged'for such Bonds nor can there be any assurance that there will exist any substantial
market for the untendered City Notes or, if such a market will exist, whether the market price will be at
or near par value. In addition, although bonds of the Corporation are not obligations of either the City
or the State, financial developments with respect to the City or the State, or agencies of either, may affect
the existence of a market as well as the market price for such bonds. Financial developments with respect
to the City or the State, or agencies of either, will probably have an effect on the existence of a market as
well as the market price for the City Notes.
The enactment of Federal legislation providing financial assistance to the City by way of short-term
Federal loans to the State for the benefit of the City, as now proposed by the President (see "Exchange
Offer-General"), would not appear to provide any amounts, or release any funds from other requirements,
for payment of City Notes not tendered pursuant to this Exchange Offer. There can be no assurance
that such legislation will be enacted, but the enactment or implementation of any such legislation would
probably have an effect on the existence of a market as well as the market price for such City Notes.

the amounts available to the Corporation from the Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund and the
Municipal Assistance Tax Fund for payment of the principal of and interest on the 1975 Bonds to be
less than 1.2 times the ,annual debt service on such 1975 Bonds.
The Corporation may not issue any additional bonds, notes or other obligations as defined in and
issued pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution unless both of the following conditions are met :
1. The amount equal to (a) the lesser of ( i) the most recent collections for the 12 consecutive
calendar months ended not more than two months prior to the date of such determination, of the Sales
Tax and Stock Transfer Tax, and such other taxes, which as of the date of issuance of any such
series of bonds, notes or other obligations, are levied and collected by the State and are payable into
the Special Account in the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund established for the Corporation (in the
event such Sales Tax or such other taxes have not been in effect for such 12 months, collections of
the sales and compensating use taxes previously imposed by the City or collections of the tax similarly
based to the other taxes referred to above if such tax was previously imposed by the City, may be
utilized in lieu of actual collections of the Sales Tax or other taxes, for those months the Sales Tax
or other taxes were not in effect) or (ii) the amounts estimated to be collectible during the succeeding
12-month period from such sources as estimated by the State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance,
less (b) the estimated amount of operating expenses of the Corporation for the then current fiscal
year of the Corporation, is at least two times ( c) the amount of principal, including sinking fund
installments, and interest maturing or otherwise coming due in the then current or any future fiscal
year of the Corporation on all bonds, notes and other obligations as defined in and issued pursuant
to the First General Bond Resolution (including the particular series or series of additional bonds,
notes or other obligations then proposed to be issued) ; and
2. The amount of Sales Tax collections or the amount determined in lieu of such collections as
set forth in clause (a) (ii) of paragraph 1 above, less the estimated operating expenses of the Corporation for the then current fiscal year of the Corporation, is at least 1.5 times the amount determined
under clause ( c) of paragraph 1 above.

OUTSTANDING DEBT OF THE CORPORATION
The Corporation at present has outstanding $3,078,685,000 in aggregate principal amount of First
Bonds issued pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution. It also has outstanding Promissory
Notes in the aggregate principal amount of $298,500,000. The First Bonds should not be confused with
the 1975 Bonds being offered holders of the City Notes pursuant to this Exchange Offer.
The holders of the First Bonds and the Promissory Notes have a claim prior to that of the holders
of the 1975 Bonds on all amounts received by the Corporation from the State as payments from the
Municipal Assistance Taz Fund (including the Sales Tax and the Stock Transfer Tax). The holders of
the 1975 Bonds have no claim on any of the moneys or securities in the funds or accounts established
pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution so long as the First Bonds, or any other bonds issued
pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution, or any notes or other obligations as defined in and issued
pursuant to such First General Bond Resolution, are outstanding. The holders of the First Bonds have no
claim, however, on any Per Capita Aid received by the Corporation through the Municipal Assistance
State Aid Fund.
The Corporation has reserved the right to issue additional bonds pursuant to the First General Bond
Resolution and notes and other obligations as defined in and issued pursuant to the First General Bond
Resolution, but has covenanted in the Second General Bond Resolution that it shall not issue any such
bonds, notes or other obligations if at the time of issuance the effect of such issuance would be to cause
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PROVISIONS FOR PAYMENT OF THE BONDS
General

The Bonds are general obligations of the Corporation payable out of any available revenues of the
Corporation not otherwise pledged. The Bonds are entitled to a lien created by the pledge under the
Second General Bond Resolution of all moneys and securities paid into the Bond Service Fund and the
Capital Reserve Aid Fund held by the Trustee. Such moneys and securities include each of the following :
( i) all amounts received by the Corporation from the State as payments from the Municipal Assistance
State Aid Fund (see "Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund") for deposit in the Bond Service Fund
and in the Capital Reserve Aid Fund ; (ii) amounts received by the Corporation from the State as payments from the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund annually :from such Fund to the Corporation of the
amounts required to fund the Debt Service Fund, the Capital Reserve Fund and the operating fund
established by the First General Bond Resolution) for deposit in the Bond Service Fund and the Capital
Reserve Aid Fund; (iii) all other amounts received by the Corporation from the State as payments for
deposit in the Capital Reserve Aid Fund (pursuant to the certification annually, on or before December
1, by the Chairman to the Governor and the State Director of the Budget, of the sums necessary to restore
the Capital Reserve Aid Fund to the required amount, see "Restoration of Capital Reserve Aid Fund") ;
and (iv) any income or interest earned as a result of investments of such amounts so deposited in such
Funds. See "Summary of Certain Provisions of the Second General Bond Resolution-Additional Bonds."
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Payment of the amounts referred to in clauses (i) and (ii) above will be subject to the certification,
not later than February 12 in each year or thereafter if revision is required, by the Chairman to the State
Comptroller and to the Mayor of a schedule setting forth the cash requirements of the Corporation
for such fiscal year and the time or times when such cash is required. The certification is required
to include the total amount required to be deposited in the ·Bond Service Fund to pay all interest on and
all principal of and redemption premium, if any, on Bonds maturing or otherwise coming due during such
fiscal year and the total amount required to be deposited in the Capital Reserve Aid Fund during such
fiscal year in order to maintain the Capital Reserve Aid Fund at the required amount. The amount that
will be required to fund the Capital Reserve Aid Fund is a fixed percentage of the amount of principal
of and interest on the Corporation's outstanding Bonds maturing or otherwise coming due during a specified calendar year, including for such purpose any unpaid amounts of such principal and interest owing in
respect of prior calendar years. The Corporation is not obligated to maintain any amount in the Capital
Reserve Aid Fund in 1975 or 1976; thereafter the fixed percentages are 25% for 1977, 50% for 1978, 75%
for 1979 and 100% for 1980 and every calendar year thereafter.
Payment to the Corporation of the amounts referred to in clauses (i) and (ii) above are required
to be made by the State only if and to the extent that monies have been appropriated by the State Legislature from the Special Aid Account and the Special Tax Account or that revenues have otherwise been
made available therefor by the State (see "Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund" and "Municipal Assistance Tax Fund"). The source of moneys in the Special Aid Account is the Per Capita Aid, which is
appropriated by the Legislature from the General Fund of the State and is apportioned and paid on audit and
warrant of the State Comptroller pursuant to Section 54 of the State Finance Law. The Per Capita
Aid may be paid into such Special Aid Account only after statutory claims on such aid having a priority
over the claim of the Corporation have been paid. ·Such statutory claims are described below under
"Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund." The source of moneys in the Special Tax Account is the Sales
Tax and, beginning with the State fiscal year commencing April 1, 1976, if required, the Stock Transfer
. Tax Fund, the moneys in which are derived from the Stock Transfer Tax imposed by Article 12 of the
:Tax Law. In the opinion of Bond Counsel, the State has the right and power to apportion and pay such
:aid and to impose such taxes and to increase or decrease the amount of such aid and such taxes, to establish the Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund, the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund, the Special Aid Account and the Special Tax Account therein and the Stock Transfer Tax Fund and to make any such
appropriation, but is not bound or obligated to continue the procedure for apportionment and payment of
such aid or the imposition of said taxes, to maintain the existence of the Municipal Assistance State Aid
Fund, the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund, any special accounts therein or the Stock Transfer Tax Fund
or to make any appropriations. See "Appropriation by Legislature."
The Corporation, in accordance with the Act and pursuant to the express provisions of the Second
General Bond Resolution, has covenanted to cause its Chairman to certify each year (at the time or times
required) to the State Comptroller and to the Mayor schedules setting forth the cash requirements of the
Corporation for such fiscal year and the time or times when such cash is required, all as described above.
In addition to the moneys that become available to the Corporation from the Special Aid and the
Special Tax Accounts, or otherwise from the State, which are deposited in and subject to the aforesaid pledge of and lien upon the Bond Service Fund and Capital Reserve Aid Fund, the Corporation
may from time to time receive payments from the City of the principal of and interest on obligations
of the City purchased or exchanged by the Corporation. Such payments may be used for the further
purchase or exchange of obligations of the City or for other corporate purposes of the Corporation.
The amount the Chairman is required to certify for debt service on the Bonds may not be reduced by
any amounts payable to the Corporation in respect of obligations of the City. Such obligations of the
City held from time to time by the Corporation are not subject to the lien created by the pledge under
the First or Second General Bond Resolutions.

Set forth below is a chart which illustrates the flow of funds as described above:
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Neither the Corporation nor the holders of the Bonds shall have any lien on the moneys in the
Special Aid Account or Special Tax Account. Any provisions of the Second General Bond Resolution
and the Bonds with respect to provision for payment by the State to the Corporation of Per Capita Aid,
the Sales Tax or the Stock Transfer Tax out of the Special Aid Account and the Special Tax Account or
by transfer to the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund from the Stock Transfer Tax Fund are executory only
to the extent of the moneys available to the State in such Funds from time to time, which moneys shall
have been theretofore appropriated to the Corporation, and no liability on account thereof shall be incurred
by the State beyond the moneys available in such Funds.

deposited into the Special Tax Account and the Stock Transfer Tax Fund, do not constitute revenues
applicable to the General Fund of the State and hence such collections would likewise not be authorized
or mandated to be set apart, aside or applied by the State Comptroller for the payment of State obligations.
However, the source of moneys in the Special Aid Account is the apportionment and payment of Per
Capita Aid from the General Fund of the State and upon a failure of the Legislature to make the
appropriation referred to above, there can be no assurance given that there will be sufficient moneys
available in the General Fund of the State to permit any apportionment and payment of Per Capita
Aid after the State Comptroller sets apart a sum sufficient to pay any State obligations.

The Corporation has no taxing power. The Bonds do not constitute an enforceable obligation, or a
debt, of either the State or the City and neither the State nor the City shall be liable thereon. Neither the
faith and credit nor the taxing power of the State or the City is pledged to the payment of the principal
of or the interest or any redemption premium on the Bonds.

Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund
The Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund has been established by the State Finance Law and is
in the custody of the State Comptroller. Within the Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund, the
Special Aid Account is established for the benefit of the Corporation. The Special Aid Account receives
revenues from the Per Capita Aid after certain claims, described below, having a priority on the payment
of such aid have been satisfied. The State Finance Law provides for the allocation and payment of the
Per Capita Aid subject to prior appropriation by the Legislature (although the Legislature is not obligated or bound to make such appropriation) of (i) any amounts, limited by the Financial Emergency
Legislation to a maximum of $65,000,000 in any fiscal year of the City, required to be paid to the City
University Construction Fund ("CUCF") pursuant to the City University Construction Fund Act, (ii)
any amounts .required to be paid in any fiscal year to the New York City Housing Development Corporation ("HDC") pursuant to the New York City Housing Development Corporation Act to restore the
capital reserve fund established for HDC's General Housing Bonds to the amount required to be on
deposit in such fund, which amount was limited by the Financial Emergency Legislation to the lesser
of $85,000,000 or an amount equal to the maximum annual debt service, including principal of, sinking
fund installments, if any, and interest on bonds issued by HDC in an aggregate principal amount outstanding of $800,000,000 o,r, (iii) the amount equal to any deficiency in certain payments required to
be paid by the City to the New York City Transit Authority pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 7
of the Laws of New York State of 1972, (iv) the amount equal to any deficiency in annual payments
required to be paid by the City to the State to repay an advance made pursuant to the provisions of
Chapter 3 of the Laws of New York State of 1974, whereby the State made a loan to the City in order to
subsidize the fare of the New York City Transit Authority, (v) $500,000 to the chief fiscal officer of the
City for payment to the trustees of the Police Pension Fund of the City pursuant to Section 54 of the
State Finance Law and (vi) the balance to the Special Aid Account.* The Act provides that any provision therein or in any agreement by the Corporation with the holders of the Corporation's securities
which relates to certain revenues, including Per Capita Aid, or to certain funds, including the Municipal
Assistance State Aid Fund and the Special Aid Account, shall be deemed executory only to the extent
of the moneys available to the State in such Funds from time to time which moneys shall have been theretofore appropriated to the Corporation and no liability on account thereof shall be incurred by the State
beyond the moneys in such Funds.

Appropriation by Legislature
Per Capita Aid is subject to appropriation by the State Legislature for the benefit of the City as a
part of the State budgetary process. The State Finance Law provides that the State Legislature shall
appropriate the Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax to the Corporation. Under the State Constitution in
order to appropriate State funds, the State Legislature must approve such appropriation at least every
two years. The State Legislature may not be bound in advance to make such an appropriation. It is
contemplated that the State Legislature will make an annual appropriation of the Per Capita Aid, Sales Tax
and Stock Transfer Tax.

The Sales Tax is now imposed at the same rate and upon the same base as the previously imposed
City sales tax. The Sales Tax is a new tax source for the State which, under the State Finance Law, is
deposited in a special fund of the State (the Special Tax Account in the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund)
rather than in the State's General Fund. The provisions of the State Finance Law relating to the creation
of the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund provide that in no event shall the State Comptroller pay over and
distribute any moneys in the Special Account (other than the amount to be deducted for administering,
collecting and distributing the Sales Tax) to any person other than the Corporation unless and until the
aggregate of all cash requirements of the Corporation as certified to the State Comptroller have been
appropriated and have been paid to the Corporation in full. Subject to appropriation by the Legislature
and once the Per Capita Aid has been paid into the Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund, similar
provisions of State Finance Laws restricting use of moneys by the State Comptroller are applicable.
The Corporation believes that any failure by the State Legislature to make annual appropriations
as contemplated would have a serious impact on the ability of the State and its agencies and public
benefit corporations to raise funds in the public market.
The foregoing discussion does not constitute an assurance that the State Legislature will appropriate the Per Capita Aid, Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax as contemplated.
Article 7, Section 16 of the New York State Constitution provides that if the State Legislature
shall fail to make an appropriation for the payment of principal of and inter~st on State bonds or notes,
including sinking fund payments, as the same shall fall due, the State Comptroller " ... shall set apart
from the first revenues thereafter received, applicable to the general fund of the State, a sum sufficient
to pay such interest, installments of principal, or contributions to such sinking fund, as the case may be,
and shall so apply the moneys thus set apart."
In the opinion of Bond Counsel, under existing law, upon any failure of the State Legislature to
make the required appropriations as aforesaid, moneys on deposit in the Stock Transfer Tax Fund and
the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund, including the Special Tax Account therein (each such account
or fund as presently constituted being a Special Fund of the State), would not constitute revenues
applicable to the General Fund of the State and hence said Article 7, Section 16 does not authorize
or mandate such moneys to be set apart by the State Comptroller for the payment of State obligations.
Further, under existing law, collections of the Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax which are to be
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The Act provides that the State Comptroller shall make payments from the Special Aid Account to the
Corporation in the amounts and at the times certified by the Chairman to the State Comptroller and the
Mayor. In the event that the amounts in the Special Aid Account that have been appropriated to the
Corporation shall at any time be less than the amount cer~ified by the Chairman, the State Finance Law
provides for the transfer from the Special Tax Account, subject to prior liens thereon, to the Special Aid
Account of an amount equal to the deficiency. See "Municipal Assistance Tax Fund."
*Although the Financial Emergency Legislation purports to limit claims on the Per Capita Aid pursuant to (i) above, such limitation may not be effective in the event that the outstanding bonds of CUCF
are accelerated pursuant to the occurrence of an event of default under the CUCF bond resolution. In
such event, all the outstanding bonds of CUCF would be due and would, to the extent of fifty percent of
such principal amount, have a prior claim on the Per Capita Aid. CUCF has outstanding $527,980,000
in bonds and $46,000,000 in notes, which are to be funded by bonds (the issuance of such bonds is subject to Control Board approval).
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The State Finance Law provides that the State Comptroller shall from time to time, but in no event
later than the 15th day of October, January and April and the last day of June of each fiscal year, pay
to the City all revenues in the Special Aid Account in excess of the amount which the Chairman has certified
to the State Comptroller. The Per Capita Aid is more fully described under "Per Capita Aid."
Pursuant to the Act and under the Second General Bond Resolution, the Chairman is required, not
later than February 12 in each year, and from time to time thereafter as may be necessary, to certify to the
State Comptroller and the Mayor of the City the amount of cash required by the Corporation in order
for it to meet its obligations payable from the Bond Service Fund as they become due. Pursuant to the
Act, the State Comptroller may not disburse amounts from the Special Aid Account to the City or any
other entity so long as a certified amount required to be paid remains unpaid.
Pursuant to the Act and as provided in the Second General Bond Resolution, the foregoing certification procedure provides for payments to the Corporation for deposit in the Bond Service Fund and
the Capital Reserve Aid Fund from the Special Aid Account to be made on or before January 15,
April 15, June 25 and October 15 in each year. Consequently, the first i?t~rest payment on .the 1975
Bonds, due on July 1, 1976, will be paid to the extent of moneys on deposit m the Bond Service Fund
received from the payments into the Bond Service Fund in January, April and June, 197.6 from
the Special Aid Account. Thereafter, subject to appropriation of Per Capita Aid by the State 1:-egisl~ture,
the debt service payments due on January 1 and July 1 in each fiscal year of t~e Corporation will .be
paid from moneys on deposit in the Bond Service Fund received from pa~ments mto the ~ond Service
Fund, which payments will aggregate the total debt service payments required to be made ~n such .y~ar.
For additional information concerning the certification procedure, see "Summary of Certam Provisions
of the Second General Bond Resolution-Maintenance of Certain Funds."
However the State is not bound or obligated to continue the apportionment and payment of the Per
Capita Aid or ~o maintain the existence of the Special Aid ~ccount. The_ Second General Bon~ Re~olution,
however, provides that ( i) the failure of the State to continue to apport10n and pay Per Capita Aid or to
maintain the existence of the Special Aid Fund or the Special Aid Account or if the State reduces the
amount of Per Capita Aid payable during the current fiscal year to an amount less than the amount
of principal and interest maturing or otherwise coming due in th~ current or ~n~ future fiscal y~r,
orl (ii) the failure of the State Comptroller to pay to the Corporation for depos~t m the Bond ~erv1ce
Fund and the Capital Reserve Aid Fund the amount or amounts as sh~ll be certified by t~e Chai~~an,
shall each constitute an event of default with respect to the Bonds. See Summary of Certam Prov1s1ons
of the Second General Bond Resolution-Events of Default."
The State Comptroller may in his discretion invest revenues in the Special Aid Account in obligations of
the United States or of the State or in obligations the principal of and interest on which are guaranteed
by the United States or by the State.
Municipal Assistance Tax: Fund

The Municipal Assistance Tax Fund has been established by the State Finance Law .and is
in the custody of the State Comptroller. Within the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund, the Special Tax
Account is established for the benefit of the Corporation. The Special Tax Account re.ceives the
revenues from the Sales Tax, less such amount as the State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance
determines to be necessary for reasonable costs in administering, collecting and distributing the Sales Tax.
The operative date of the Sales Tax was July 1, 1975. The S~te Fin~ce Law p:ovides for the appropriation of the Sales Tax by the Legislature (although the Legislature ts not obhgated or bound to make
such appropriation) (i) to the Corporation in order to enable the Corporation to fulfill the te.rms of any
agreements made with the holders of the Corporation's hond7 and note~ issued pursuant to.the First General
Bond Resolution, (ii) after payments of the amounLs reqmred by (1), to the Corporation to enable the
Corporation to fulfill the terms of any agreements made with the holders of the Corporation's Bonds ~nd
to carry out its corporate purposes and (iii) to the City, to the ~xtent. of any balance. The Act pro~td~s
that any provision therein or in any agreement by the Corporation with the holders of the Corporation s
securities which relates to certain taxes, including the Sales Tax and the Stock Transfer Tax, or to
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certain funds, including the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund and the Special Tax Account, shall be
deemed executory only to the extent of the moneys available to the State in such Funds from time to time
which monies shall have been theretofore appropriated to the Corporation and no liability on account
thereof shall be incurred by the State beyond the moneys in such Funds.
The Act provides that the State Comptroller shall make payments from the Special Tax Account
to the Corporation in the amounts and at the times certified by the Chairman to the State Comptroller
and the Mayor. In the event that the amounts in the Special Tax Account that have been appropriated
to the Corporation shall at any time be less than the amount certified by the Chairman, the State Finance
Law provides for the transfer from the Stock Transfer Tax Fund to the Special Tax Account of an
amount equal to the deficiency. The Stock Transfer Tax Fund consists of the revenues derived from the
Stock Transfer Tax. However, the State Finance Law does not authorize any appropriation of the
moneys in the Stock Transfer Tax Fund to the Corporation until the fiscal year of the State beginning
April 1, 1976.
The State Finance Law provides that the State Comptroller shall from time to time, but in no event
later than the 15th day of October, January and April and the last day of June of each fiscal year, pay
to the City all revenues in the Special Tax Account in excess of the amount which the Chairman has
certified to the State Comptroller. The Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax are more fully described under
"Sales Tax" and "Stock Transfer Tax."
Pursuant to the Act and under the Second General Bond Resolution, the Chairman is required, not
later than February 12 in each year, and from time to time thereafter as may be necessary, to certify to
the State Comptroller and the Mayor of the City the amount of cash required by the Corporation in order
for it to meet its obligations payable from the Bond Service Fund as they become due. Pursuant to the
Act, the State Comptroller may not disburse amounts from the Special Tax Account to the City or any
other entity so long as a certified amount required to be paid remains unpaid.
Pursuant to the Act and as provided in the Second General Bond Resolution, the foregoing certification procedure provides for quarterly payments to the Corporation for deposit in the Bond Service
Fund and the Capital Reserve Aid Fund from the Special Tax Account to be made on or before January 15,
April 15, June 30 and October 15 in each year. Consequently, the first interest payment on the 1975
Bonds, due on July 1, 1976, will be paid to the extent of moneys on deposit in the Bond Service Fund
received from the payments into the Bond Service Fund on January 15, April 15 and June 30, 1976 from
the Special Tax Account. Thereafter, subject to appropriation by the Legislature, the debt service
payments due on January 1 and July 1 in each fiscal year of the Corporation will be paid from moneys on
deposit in the Bond Service Fund received from quarterly payments into the Bond Service Fund, which
quarterly payments will aggregate the total debt service payments required to be made in such year. For
additional information concerning the certification procedure, see "Summary of Certain Provisions of
the Second General Bond Resolution-Maintenance of Certain Funds."
The amount of revenues received from the Sales Tax must, upon certification by the State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance, be deposited in the Special Tax Account, regardless of the investment
results of the State Comptroller pending such deposits. The Commissioner of Taxation and Finance may
invest moneys in the Stock Transfer Tax Fund in accordance with the State Finance Law. However,
if such amounts are needed for payment into the Special Tax Account, the Commissioner of Taxation and
Finance must pay the amount of moneys needed from coHections forthwith in cash into said Special Tax
Account. The State Comptroller may in his discretion invest revenues in the Special Tax Account in
obligations of the United States or of the State or in obligations the principal of and interest on which are
guaranteed by the United States or by the State.
The Sales Tax and the Stock Transfer Tax do not require annual reenactment by the Legislature.
However, the State is not bound or obligated to continue the imposition of either the Sales Tax or the
Stock Transfer Tax or to maintain the existence of the Special Tax Account or the Stock Transfer Tax
Fund or to make any appropriations of the revenues received from the Sales Tax credited to the Special
Tax Account or from the Stock Transfer Tax deposited in the Stock Transfer Tax Fund. The Second
General Bond Resolution, however, provides that (i) the failure of the State to continue the imposition, aL
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rates not less than those in effect on July 2, 1975, of either the Sales Tax or Stock Transfer Tax or to
maintain the existence of the Special Tax Account or the Stock Transfer Tax Fund, or (ii) the failure
of the State Comptroller to pay to the Corporation for deposit in the Bond Service Fund and the
Capital Reserve Aid Fund the amount or amounts as shall be certified by the Chairman, shall each constitute an event of default with respect to the Bonds. See "Summary of Certain Provisions of the Second
General Bond Resolution-Events of Default."
As required by the Act and the First General Bond Resolution, on October 14, 1975, $51,368,097 was
deposited in the Debt Service Fund established pursuant to such Resolution from the Special Tax Account
in the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund.

Per Capita Aid
Since 1946 the State of New York has appropriated moneys to local governments, including cities and
counties, pursuant to Section 54 of the State Finance Law.
The determination of the amount of Per Capita Aid payable to the City is based on complex
formulae which take into account the population of the City, the total assessed valuation of real property
taxable by the City, the City-wide State equalization rate and the total State Personal Income Tax
collections. Special census figures have been used by the State from time to time in an effort to keep
pace with population shifts and fiscal demands of local government, but the basic Per Capita Aid
formulae have continued since that date.
Payments of Per Capita Aid, upon certification of the State Board of Equalization and Assessment,
are apportioned and paid to the chief fiscal officer of the City on audit and warrant of the State Comptroller
out of moneys appropriated by the Legislature for such purpose to the credit of the Local Assistance Fund
in the General Fund of the State Treasury. Per Capita Aid payments are scheduled pursuant to Section
54 of the State Finance Law to be made to the City in four installments on the 25th day of February, April,
June and October of each year. Section 92-e of the State Finance Law provides that subject to certain
prior rights to payment, including that of the Corporation, payments are to be made to the City not later
than the 30th day of June and the 15th day of April, October and January of each year. The Corporation
has been informed that all or substantially all of the Per Capita Aid payable to the City on an annual basis
has been disbursed to the City as a part of the June 25th payment. The Corporation has covenanted to
make such certifications as are necessary to meet its requirements not later than the 25th day of June and
15th day of January, April and October of each year.
The determination of the amount of Per Capita Aid payable under Section 54 of the State Finance
Law is a legislative act requiring, prior to its apportionment, appropriation for State aid purposes by the
State Legislature. The provisions for Per Capita Aid are statutory and the Legislature, having the
right to enact laws to provide State aid, may also amend or repeal such statutes or make no appropriation
for Per Capita Aid. The State has appropriated moneys which have been apportioned among local
governmental entities, including the City, in each year since 1946 and has provided some measure of
assistance to local governments since 1800.
The following tabulation, which was derived from the New York City Bureau of the Budget and the
State Comptroller's office, indicates the aggregate payments of Per Capita Aid to the City for the six
fiscal years ended June 30, 1975:
1970 .......•...•.......
1971 .................. .
1972 .........•.......••

$204,800,000
323,900.000

1973
1974

272,250,000

1975

$331,780,000
360,870,000
405,118,000

Sales Tax
Under the Tax Law, the Sales Tax is imposed within the City at the rate of four percent on (i)
receipts from (a) retail sales of tangible personal property, (b) sales of certain services, ( c) sales, other
than sales for resale, of gas, electricity, refrigeration and steam, and of telephony and telegraphy, ( d) occupancies of hotel rooms, and ( e) sales of food or beverages in or by restaurants, taverns, and similar
establishments and by caterers; (ii) certain admission, entertainment, cover, minimum and club charges
or dues; and (iii) the use within the City of certain tangible personal property and services not otherwise
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subject to the Sales Tax. The Sales Tax is also imposed at the rate of six percent on receipts from sales
of the service of providing in the City parking, garaging or storing for motor vehicles. The imposition of
the Sales Tax is subject to certain limited exceptions. The level of Sales Tax receipts is necessarily
dependent upon economic and demographic conditions in the City and there can be no assurance that the
historical data with respect to collections of such tax are necessarily indicative of future receipts.
Generally, a seller of any item subject to the imposition of the Sales Tax is required to file returns
on a quarterly basis. Under existing statutes and regulations, such returns and payments are due on
September 20, December 20, March 20 and June 20 for the quarter ending on the last day of the
preceding month.
Under the State Finance Law, the Sales Tax revenues payable to the Special Tax Account in the
Municipal Assistance Tax Fund shall be paid in accordance with the following procedure. On or before the
twelfth day of each month, the State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance shall certify to the State
Comptroller the amount of all Sales Tax revenues received, after deduction of administrative costs
during the prior month as a result of the Sales Tax and all interest and penalties imposed, and in additio~
on or before the last day of June the Commissioner shall certify the amount of such revenues received
during the first 25 days of June, which amount shall be deposited by the State Comptroller in the Special
Tax Account. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Commissioner has, pursuant to the Act, prorated
revenue attributable to the quarter ending August 31, 1975, so as to separate from the revenue collected
for that quarter the revenue collected pursuant to local legislation adopted by the City pursuant to the
Tax Law prior to the operative date of the Sales Tax. The State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance
has informed the Corporation that such proration of sales and compensating use taxes collected in
September 1975 has reduced payments to the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund by approximately
$60,900,000.
The Sales Tax imposed pursuant to the Tax Law, effective July 1, 1975, is imposed on the same tax
base as the sales and compensating use taxes previously imposed by the City and collected by the State.
A tax on sales of certain tangible personal property and services had been imposed by the City since 1934.
Such tax base does not include certain additional taxes which the City is authorized to impose. State
collections of the sales and compensating use taxes imposed by the City for its last ten fiscal years prior
to July 1, 1975, after deductions of the costs of administration, collection and distribution, were as follows:

State Collections of Sales and Compensating Use Taxes in New York City*
City Fiscal
Year Ending
June JO

Total Collections

(Dollars in Thousands)

1966 .............•..........•..•..•....•.•••
1967 ........................•...............
1968 ....•.....••..•.........................
1969 ..............................•.........
1970 ..............................•.........
1971 .................•.........•............
1972 .....•......................•....••.....
1973 ...............•.••.....................
1974 ............•......•...•................
1975(b) .................................... .
1976(b) (three months ended September 30, 1975)

$294,941 (a)
371,317
412,109
438,772
461,559
494,645
518,667
549,184
580,798
787,200
181,368

* Figures obtained from the State Department of Taxation and Finance.
(a) The amounts collected for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1966, do not reflect collections for June
or July, 1965. Prior to August 1965, the City administered the collection of its sales and compensating
use taxes.
(b) The amounts of sales and compensating use taxes collected for fiscal 1975 and 1976 reflect the
increases in the sales .and compensating use taxes from three percent to four percent, effective July 1, 1974.
The six percent tax on sales of certain parking services remained the same.
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Stock Transfer Tax
The Stock Transfer Tax is imposed pursuant to the Tax Law on sales, agreements to sell, memoranda
of sale, and deliveries or transfers of (i) shares or certificates of stock, (ii) certificates of rights to stock,
(iii) certificates of interest in property or accumulations, (iv) certificates of interest in business conducted
by a trustee or trustees and ( v) certificates of deposit representing any of the foregoing, made within the
State. The imposition of the Stock Transfer Tax, as described, is subject to certain limited exceptions.
The level of Stock Transfer Tax receipts is related to the rate of tax imposed and the volume of
transactions on the securities exchanges located in the City. Such volume has fluctuated widely so that
there can be no assurance that the historical data with respect to collections of such tax is necessarily
indicative of future receipts.
The Stock Transfer Tax is generally based on the number of shares sold or transierred at the following rates:
Rate Per
Share*

Selling Price Per Share

Less than $5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1}4¢

$ 5 or more but less than $10 •..•......•....•

2~¢

$10 or more but less than $20 ............... .
$20 or more ........................•.....

3~¢

5¢

Transactions Other Than Sales

Per share . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20¢

*Such rates do not reflect the 25% surcharge imposed thereon pursuai;t to an amendment to the
Tax Law effective for the period commencing August 1, 1975 and endmg July 31, 1976. Such
surcharge is part of the Stock Transfer Tax.
Non-residents of New York State are taxed on sales made within the State at a rate equal to 50 percent
of the rates shown in the table above. Where any sale, including several sales considered to constitute
a single sale, made within the State and subject to the Stock Transfer Tax, relates to shares or certificates
of the same class and issued by the same issuer, the aggregate amount of such tax shall not exceed
$350. The Stock Transfer Tax accrues on the date of the taxable transaction. The foregoing information does not reflect the above noted 25 % surcharge.
The amounts received by the imposition of the Stock Transfer Tax are paid into the Stock Transfer
Tax Fund, which is in the custody of the State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance.
Under the State Finance Law, on and after April 1, 1976, moneys in the Stock Transfer Tax Fund
shall, after deduction of the amount the State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance determines to
be necessary for reasonable costs in the administration, collection and distribution .of the ~tock Tran~fer
Tax, be paid to the extent needed into the Special Tax Account and any balance will be paid to the City.
Such payments from the Stock Transfer Tax Fund are subject to annual appropriation by the State
Legislature.
The revenues derived from the Stock Transfer Tax, after deduction of the costs of administration,
collection and distribution of such tax, are shown below for the previous six City fiscal years ending
June 30 based upon the various rates prevailing during the periods shown.

State Collections of Stock Transfer Tax*
City Fiscal
Year Ending

Total Collections

June30

(Dollars in Thousands)

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$239,969

. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •••. . • . ••. . . •. • . •• . . . . . .
...................................................

264,366
292,822
244,787

.................................................. .
.................................................. .
.................................................. .
(three months ended September 30, 1975) ............. .

189,098
185,982
53,204

* Figures obtained from the State Department of Taxation and Finance.

The Corporation believes that it is not now possible to predict the effect of a City default or
other related economic developments in the City on Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax collections. In
addition, the enactment of the Federal Securities Acts Amendments of 1975, relating to the evolution
of a centralized nationwide securities market, may affect the volume of taxable securities transactions in
the State. The Securities Acts Amendments of 1975 prohibit the imposition by the State of a tax on
stock transfers made outside of the State and not otherwise subject to the taxing jurisdiction of the State
except for the fact such transfer is recorded on the books of a transfer agent located in the State. The
Corporation has been advised by the Commissioner of Taxation and Finance that he believes that the
decrease in Stock Transfer Tax collections attributable to the Federal Securities Acts Amendments of
1975 for the twelve consecutive calendar months commencing November 1, 1975 will be substantially offset
by increases from the surcharge upon the Stock Transfer Tax, which surcharge commenced on August
1, 1975 and will end on July 31, 1976, and by increases in collections of sales and compensating use
taxes and Sales Tax for the 12-month period commencing November 1, 1975, but this belief is conditioned
upon the assumption that no material adverse change will occur in the financial or economic conditions
of the State or the City during such twelve months.

Estimated Amounts Available for Debt Service and Debt Service Coverage
The Corporation has sought to estimate claims on Per Capita Aid prior to that of the Corporation
and relying on information which the Corporation believes to be accurate and assuming that such claims
do not exceed the limits set by the Emergency Financial Legislation (see "Municipal Assistance State
Aid Fund") and assuming that the Sales Tax and the Stock Transfer Tax collections in each fiscal year
subsequent to the Corporation's fiscal year ended June 30, 1975, remain at the levels of the State
collections of the sales and compensating use taxes imposed by the City, and the Stock Transfer Tax,
for the 12-month period ended October 31, 1975 (see "Sales Tax" and "Stock Transfer Tax"), the
aggregate annual amount which would be available from Per Capita Aid, based on the appropriation
made for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and the Sales Tax, and from the Stock Transfer Tax
if needed, to pay debt service on the Bonds is shown below:
Estimated amounts available from Per Capita Aid . . . . . . . . . .
Plus, sales and compensating use taxes for the 12 months
ended October 31, 1975 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .
Plus, Stock Transfer Tax for the 12 months ended October
31, 1975 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total amount estimated to be available to the Corporation . . .

$296,435,000*
802,827,000
209,075,000
$1,308,337,000

Less, estimated annual operating expenses of the Corporation $ 4,000,000
Less, maximum annual debt service on bonds and notes of the
Corporation issued pursuant to the First General Bond
472,062,000
Resolution and the Promissory Note Resolutions . . . . . . . .
Less, maximum annual amount required to fund the Capital
Reserve Fund established pursuant to the First General
116,565,000**
Bond Resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total amount of annual payments required to be made by the
$ 592,627,000
Corporation prior to payment of the 1975 Bonds . . . . . . . . .
Estimated amount available for debt service on the 1975 Bonds
Estimated maximum annual debt service on $1,600,175,000 in
aggregate principal amount of 1975 Bonds assuming approximate level debt service .............................. .

$ 715,710,000
$ 232,390,000

* Legislation now before Congress and possibly legislation to be recommended by the President
would require the State or City to pledge revenues receivable from the Federal government in order to
secure Federal loans or guarantees. Recourse to such pledge after a default on any such loan or guaranty
could impair the ability of the State to apportion and pay Per Capita Aid in the amount estimated above.
**Not expected to be required after January 1, 1980.
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ESTIMATED AMOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR DEBT SERVICE
$1,600,175,000 1975 BONDS
(OOO's)

Sales
and
Stock
Transfer
Tax(l)

Debt
Service
First
Resolution
Bonds

Net
Sales
and
Stock
Transfer
Tax
Available
for
1975
Bonds(2)

.................................
.................................

$1,011,904
1,011,904

$472,062

$420,027

470,563

...................................

1,011,904

.................................
....................................
......................................
..........................................

Fiscal Year
Commencing
Julyl

Per
Capita
Aid
Net(3)

Total
Available

Interest

Total

$138,682

424,213

$296,435
297,845

$ 716,462
722,058

108,725

$138,682
123,665

465,638

435,395

316,255

751,650

117,785

114,605

232,390

1,011,904

455,088

472,979

339,815

812,794

127,600

104,789

232,389

1,011,904

411,515

609,975

340,225

950,154

138,230

94,156

232,386

1,011,904

384,435

622,905

345,735

968,640

149,750

82,837

232,387

1,011,904

385,563

612,098

345,735

957,833

162,230

70,158

232,388

1,011,904

406,050

614,295

345,735

960,030

175,750

56,638

232,388

1984

..................................
..................... " ...........

1,011,904

381,168

613,964

345,735

959,699

190,395

41,993

232,388

1985

.......................................

1,011,904

406,712

646,165

345,735

991,900

206,260

26,126

232,386

1986

....................................

1,011,904

316,766

704,356

345,735

1,050,091

223,450

8,938

232,388

1976
1977
1978
1979

~

1975 Bonds
Sinking
Fund
Principal
Installments

1980
1981
1982
1983

-0-

1. Amount of collections for the twelve month period ending October 31, 1975 as certified to the Corporation
by the State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance.
2. After provisions being made for the establishment of the Capital Reserve Fund required in accordance with
the First General Bond Resolution and operating expenses of the Corporation which are estimated at $4,000,000
annually.
3. Such amount represents the estimated amount of Per Capita Aid available to the Corporation based on the
appropriations of such Per Capita Aid in the approximate amount of $405,100,000 made for the fiscal year commencing
July 1, 1974, after taking into account the following claims and liabilities:
(a) City University Construction Fund the Corporation has been informed by CUCF and
the State Bureau of the Budget that CUCF has certified its requirements for the period July l, 1976
through June 30, 1977 to be approximately $79,900,000, fifty per centum (50%) of which
occasions a claim against Per Capita Aid if not otherwise made available to CUCF by the C:~ty . . . $ 39,950,000
(b) New York City Housing Development Corporation the Corporation has been informed
by HDC that the maximum capital reserve fund requirement on all outstanding bonds of HDC
as of this date is approximately $18,915,000. HDC has outstanding $37,703,000 in bond anticipation notes which HDC expects to fund with bonds. Such funding would have the effect of increasing the maximum capital reserve fund requirement by an amount equivalent to the debt service
on the bonds issued to fund such notes (the issuance of such bonds is subject to Control Board
approval) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18,915,000

(c) New York City Transit Authority
(i) pursuant to Section 1 of Chapter 7 of the 1972 Laws of the State, the New York
City Transit Authority ("NYCTA") was authorized to issue and sell its promissory notes
in the aggregate principal amount of $100,000,000 to certain sinking funds of the City. Upon
the failure of the City to pay to the NYCTA the amounts necessary to pay such notes (in
five equal annual installments), the amount of any such insufficiency is to be deducted from
Per Capita Aid and paid on such notes. The NYCTA has issued $100,000,000 in aggregate
principal amount of such notes and the Corporation has been informed by the office of the
Comptroller of the City, that $43,000,000 in principal amount of such notes, bearing interest
at a maximum rate of five per centum ( 5%) per annum, are still outstanding and represent a
potential annual claim on such Per Capita Aid in the principal amount of $20,000,000 and the
interest due on any such outstanding notes until such time as the debt is retired . . . . . . . . . . . .

22,150,000

(ii) pursuant to Section 2 of such Chapter, the City was required to pay an aggregate
$51,000,000 in equal annual installments for the ten years commencing December 31, 1972 to
the NYCTA to enable the NYCTA to pay certain notes issued in anticipation of the receipt of
revenues by the NYCTA. $30,600,000 in aggregate principal amount of such notes, bearing interest at the rate of eight per centum (8%) per annum, are outstanding at present. Any failure of
the City to pay over to the NYCTA the required amount would give rise to an annual claim on
Per Capita Aid in the amount of the insufficiency until such time as the debt is retired . . . . . . .

7,150,000

(iii) pursuant to Chapter 3 of the 1974 Laws of the State, the State was authorized to
make a first instance appropriation to the NYCTA, which appropriation was made in the
amount of $100,000,000 subject to the re-payment of such amount to the State by the City in
five equal annual installments commencing March 1, 1975. Failure by the City to make such
re-payment gives rise to an annual claim against Per Capita Aid in the amount of the
insufficiency until such time as the debt is retired. The first such re-payment has been
made and $80,000,000 remains outstanding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

20,000,000

(d) New York City Police Pension Fund payments are due annually from Per Capita Aid
to the Trustees of the City Police Pension Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

500,000

Estimated amount of Per Capita Aid available to the Corporation based on the aforementioned
appropriation (fiscal year commencing July 1, 1974) •••.•.••.•••.•••....••••••.••.......•• $296,435,000

232,390

Based on the estimates presented above the total estimated amount available for debt service o.n all
1975 Bonds, would cover the maximum estimated annual debt service on such 1975 Bonds 3.08 tunes.
Within the $5,000,000,000 statutory authorization, (i) additional Bonds may be i~sued unde~ t?e
Second General Bond Resolution on a parity with the 1975 Bonds in the manner and subject to the hmits
described under "Bonds Being Offered" and (ii) additional bonds may be issued u~der the Fir~t ~eral
Bond Resolution having priority over the 1975 Bonds in the manner and subject to the bm1tations
described under "Outstanding Debt of The Corporation."
The Corporation believes that it is not now possible to predict the effect of a City ~efault or other
related economic developments in the City on Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax collections. See final
paragraph under "Provisions for Payment of The Bonds-Stock Transfer Tax.''

Restoration of Capital Reserve Aid Fund
Additional payments may be made to the Capital Reserve Aid Fund as a result of the following
provision of the Act :
"In order further to assure the maintenance of the capital reserve fund, there shall be. annually
appropriated and paid to the corporation for deposit int.he capital reserve fund such sum, if any, as
shall be certified by the chairman to the governor and director of the budget as necessary to r~store
the capital reserve fund to an amount equal to the capital reserve fund requirement. The chamnan
f the board of directors of the corporation shall, annually, on or before December first, ma~e and
~eliver to the governor and director of the budget his certificate stating the sum, if any'. requ~red to
restore the capital reserve fund to the amount afore~aid ; and the sum or sums so certified, if any,
hall b appropriated and paid to the corporation durmg the then current state fiscal year.... [F]or
:ach 0 ; the calendar years set forth below the capital reserve fund requirement, as of any ~ate: of
1 lation shall equal the percentage set forth opposite such calendar year of the amount of principal
::~~ntere;t maturing or otherwise due or becoming due ~uring such calendar year on all bonds of the
corporation secured by the capital reserve fund outstanding on such date:
Calendar Year

Percentage

In the opinion of Bond Counsel, such provision of the Act for the appropriation and payment to the
Corporation for deposit in the Capital Reserve Aid Fund of such sum as shall be so certified by the Chairman does not constitute an enforceable obligation or debt of the State, the amount of such sum being
subject to annual appropriation for such purpose by the State Legislature, which is empowered, but is not
bound or obligated, to appropriate such amount.

TRUSTEE
United States Trust Company of New York has been appointed the Trustee under the Second General
Bond Resolution. Its principal office is located at 45 Wall Street, New York, New York 10005, and its
corporate trust office is located at 130 John Street, New York, New York 10038. The Trustee has
accepted the duties and responsibilities imposed upon it by the Resolutions and is vested with all of
the rights, powers and dutie5 of a trustee appointed by Bondholders pursuant to the Act. Upon the
happening of an "event of default" as defined in the Second General Bond Resolution, the Trustee may, and
in certain circumstances is required to, proceed to protect and enforce its rights and the rights of the Bondholders. See "Summary of Certain Provisions of the Second General Bond Resolution-Events of Default"
and "Remedies." In the performance of its duties, the Trustee is entitled to indemnification for any act
which would involve it in expense or liability and will not be liable as a result of any action taken in
connection with the performance of its duties except for its own negligence or default. The Trustee is
protected in acting upon any direction or document believed by it to be genuine and to be signed by the
proper party or parties or upon the opinion or advice of counsel. The Trustee may resign at any time
upon 60 days' written notice to the Corporation and publication thereof. Any such resignation shall take
effect on the day specified in the notice, but in the event that a successor has been appointed, the
resignation shall take effect immediately. United States Trust Company of New York (the "Trust Company"), which is a New York Clearing House Bank, owns $3,540,000 of short-term obligations of the
City and $5,688,000 of bonds of the Corporation issued under the First General Bond Resolution. The
Trust Company also acts as Trustee under the First General Bond Resolution and has performed, and
may in the future perform, certain banking services for the Corporation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE 1975 BONDS
The 1975 Bonds will be dated December 1, 1975, and will bear interest from the date set forth

Under the State Constitution, no money may be paid out of the State Tre:as~ry or any of it~ ~nds or
t f
f the funds under its management except pursuant to an appropriation by law specifying the
ou o any o. t d
d payment thereunder shall be made within two years next after passage of such law.
sum appropna e , an
.
b· ·
d b
Accordingly, the provision of the Act quoted abo~e does not constitute an enforceable o hgation or e t
of the State. See "Appropriation by Legislature.

therein at the rate of eight per cent (8%) per annum, payable semi-annually on January 1 and July 1
of each year commencing July l, 1976, and will mature on July 1, 1986. Each Series of 1975 Bonds is
subject to redemption at the election of the Corporation as a whole, but not in part, on any interest payment date on or after July l, 1981, at a redemption price of 100% of the principal amount thereof plus
accrued interest to the date of redemption.
The 1975 Bonds are further subject to redemption, in part, by lot, on July 1 of each year commencing July 1, 1977, from mandatory "Sinking Fund Installments" (as defined in the Second General
Bond Resolution) at a redemption price of 100% of the principal amount thereof plus accrued interest
to the date of redemption. The Corporation will be unable to determine the amount of such Sinking Fund
Installments until the total amount of each series of the 1975 Bonds is determined pursuant to the
Exchange Offer. However, the Corporation expects to schedule such Sinking Fund Installments so that
debt service shall be as nearly level as practical on each Series of the 1975 Bonds.
The 1975 Bonds will be issued on initial delivery thereof as fully registered Bonds in the denominations of $5,000 or in multiples thereof, which are exchangeable beginning 30 days thereafter as provided
in the Resolutions for coupon Bonds in the denominations of $5,000 each, registrable on the books of the
Corporation at the corporate trust office of the Trustee, as to principal only, or for other fully registered
Bonds.
For every exchange or transfer of the 1975 Bonds (other than the first exchange or transfer
which shall be without cost to the holder) the Corporation or the Trustee may make a charge
sufficient to reimburse it for any tax, fee or other governmental charge required to be paid with
respect to such exchange or transfer, which sum or sums shall be paid by the person requesting such
exchange or transfer as a condition precedent to the exercise of the privilege of making such exchange or
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1975 .......••••.••.•.• 0%
0%
1976 ..••.•.•••.••.•...
1977 •••••••.•.•..•.•.. 25%
1978 •••••••••....•.•.• 50%
1979 ••••.••••.•..•...• 75%
1980 .............•.... 100% ..."
After 1980, the required amount of the Capital Reserve Aid .Fund is the amount of principal and interest
·
therw'ise due or becoming due in the succeedmg calendar year on any bonds then to be
maturmg or o
.
·
· f
h
'd
issued and on all other bonds of the Corporation then ou!standing, mcludmg or sue purpose any unpai
amounts of principal and interest owing in respect of pnor calendar years.
The Corporation, in accordance with the Act and pursuant to t~e express provisions of the Second
General Bond Resolution, has covenanted to cause its Chairman to ~ertify on or before eac? December 1 ~o
e Director of the Budget the sum required to restore the Capital Reserve Aid
t h e Governor an d the Stat
.
·
h
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·
· ed amount and has agreed to certain additional requirements relatmg to sue certt ca ion
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transfer. The cost of preparing each new Bond issued upon such exchange or transfer and any other
expenses of the Corporation or the Trustee incurred in connection therewith (except any applicable tax,
fee or other governmental charge) shall be paid by the Corporation as an operating expense.
The Corporation m;ry, at any time not more than 12 months prior to an interest payment date on
which a Sinking Fund Installment is schedu~ed to be d~e, but in no even~ less than 45 day~ prior ~o
such date direct the Trustee to purchase with moneys m the Bond Service Fund, at a pnce not m
excess of 'par, plus unpaid interest accrued to the date of such purchase, any Bonds of t~e Co:poration
payable from such Sinking Fund Installment and apply any Bonds so purchased as a credit agamst such
Sinking Fund Installment.

MANAGEMENT
Under the Act, the Corporation is administered by a Board of Directors (the "Board"), consisting
of nine directors. One vacancy on the Board exists at present due to the resignation of William M.
Ellinghaus as Chairman of the Corporation and his appointment to serve on the Emergency Financial
Control Board established under the Financial Emergency Legislation. All of the directors are
appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the State Senate; .four of the direct~rs are
appointed upon written recommendati~? of the M~yo~: The Act. also provides. for th: appomtm~nt
of representatives to the Board (the Representatives ) by certam State or City officials or bodies
politic. The Representatives are entitled to receive notice of and to att.end all meeti~gs ?f the. Board
but are not entitled to vote. In addition, the State Comptroller or hts representative 1s entitled to
attend and participate in the meetings of the Board but is not entitled to vote.
The Act provides that no director (and no Representative) may be an officer or employee of the
Federal government or of the State or any political subdivision thereof.
The present members of the Board, the Representatives and the officers of the Corporation, and the
expiration dates of their respective terms of office are as follows :
Expiration of Term

Directors

Felix G. Rohatyn, Chairman ......•........•.............
Francis J. Barry ( 1) ..•••..•..•..•.........•.•......•..
John A. Coleman(l) ..........................••..•....
Thomas D. Flynn ...................•........•.........
George D. Gould( 1) .................................. .
Dick Netzer .............•........•..........•.........
Donna E. Shalala, Treasurer ....•.............•....••....
Robert C. Weaver ............................•........

December
December
December
December
December
December
December
December

31,
31,
31,
31,
31,

1979
1979
1976
1977
1978
31, 1979
31, 1978
31, 1976

Representatives (2)

Zane Klein ........... .
Edward M. Kresky ... .
Leonard Nadel ....... .
Nicholas L. Pitaro .... .
Arthur J. Quinn ...... .
Robert W. Seavey .... .
M. Peter Schweitzer .. .

Appointed by the City Board of Estimate
Appointed by the President Pro-Tern of the State Senate
Appointed by the Speaker of the State Assembly
Appointed by the Vice-Chairman of the City Council
Appointed by the Minority Leader of the State Assembly
Appointed by the Minority Leader of the State Senate
Designated representative of the State Comptroller

FELIX G. RoHATYN, Chairman. Mr. Rohatyn is a general partner of Lazard Freres & Co., investment
hankers. He is a former Governor of the New York Stock Exchange, Inc., and is a director of Engelhard
Minerals & Chemicals Corporation, Howmet Corporation, International Telephone & Telegraph Corporation, Owens-Illinois, Inc. and Pfizer Inc. He is a member of the Finance Committee of the Rockefeller
Brothers Fund, Inc. and of the Central Market Advisory Committee of the Securities and Exchange
Commission. He is also a trustee of Middlebury College. Mr. Rohatyn, 47, is a resident of New
York City.
FRANCIS J. BARRY. Mr. Barry is President of Circle Line-Sightseeing Yachts, Inc. and President
of Cambell & Gardiner, a brokerage firm. He is the Chairman of the New York City Council on Port
Promotion and Development, of which he has been a member since 1962. From 1967 through 1972,
he served as an arbitrator for the United States Division of the National Maritime Union. He was recently
appointed Chairman of the Advisory Committee to the New York City Convention and Exhibition
Corporation. Mr. Barry, 67, is a resident of New York City.
JOHN A. COLEMAN. Mr. Coleman is a senior partner of Adler, Coleman and Company, a member
of the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. He is a former Governor and Chairman of the Board of the
New York Stock Exchange, Inc. He is a director of American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. and
the Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation and a trustee of the East River Savings Bank. He is a former
director of the New York Telephone Company and Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company. He
was recently appointed by the Mayor to the Temporary Commission on City Finances. Mr. Coleman,
73, is a resident of New York City.
THOMAS D. FLYNN. Mr. Flynn was, until September 1975, a partner in Arthur Young & Company,
an international accounting firm, and Vice Chairman of its Management Committee. He served as President of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants ("AICPA") from 1964 through 1965. In
1969, he served as Chairman of the AICPA Advisory Committee to the panel which was appointed by the
President of the United States to investigate the Department of Defense. In 1970, he was the recipient of
an AICPA Gold Medal Award for Distinguished Service to the Accounting Profession, the highest honor
awarded by the AICPA. He has been elected by the Alumni to serve as a Trustee of Columbia University.
He has been a director of National Bureau of Economic Research, Inc. since 1968, a member of its
Executive Committee since 1%9 and its Treasurer since 1970. He is also a trustee of American Savings
Bank and Household Finance Corp., of which he is Chairman of the Audit Committee. Mr. Flynn, 62,
is a resident of Sands Point, Long Island.
GEORGE D. GOULD. Mr. Gould is Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors of Donaldson, Lufkin
& Jenrette, Inc. and Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of Donaldson,
Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corporation, a member of the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. Mr. Gould,
48, is a resident of New York City.
D1cx NETZER. Mr. Netzer has been Dean of the Graduate School of Public Administration of
New York University since 1969. From 1964 through 1966, he was research director of the Temporary
Commission on City Finances of The City of New York. He is a nationally recognized expert in the areas
of state and local government finance and urban economics, and he has published extensively in each
of those areas. Mr. Netzer, 47, is a resident of New York City.

(1) Appointed upon the written recommendation of the Mayor.
(2) Each Representative sen:es :it the pleasure of the ap~inting official or body, is eligible for
reappointment and holds office until his successor has been appomted.

DONNA E. SHALALA. Dr. Shalala is an Associate Professor of Political Science, Teachers College,
Columbia University. She is currently on leave from her teaching position on a Guggenheim Fellowship
to write a book on state revenue politics. She has published extensively in the field of the financial
structure of state and local governments and the subjects of her writings include the operations of
pension systems, state aid to the City and the politics of state budgeting. She has been active in
New York civic affairs and serves as Vice Chairwoman of the Citizens Union. Dr. Shalala, 33, is a
resident of New York City.
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In addition, Herbert Elish is the Executive Director of the Corporation, and Daniel B. Goldberg is

Counsel and Secretary to the Corporation.

ROBERT C. WEAVER. Mr. Weaver has been Distinguished Professor of Urban Affairs at Hunter
College since 1970. From 1966 through 1968 he was Secretary of the United States Department of
Housing and Urban Development and from 1968 through 1970 was President of Bernard M. Baruch
College. He is a trustee of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. and The Bowery Savings Bank, and
is a former Chairman of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Mr. Weaver,
67, is a resident of New York City.
ZANE KLEIN, Representative. Mr. Klein has been a member of the law firm of Berlack, Israels &
Liberman, New York, New York, since 1968. He is a member of the City Comptroller's Technical Debt
Management Committee and a member of the Advisory Committee to the City Office of Telecommunications. He has also served on advisory panels with respect to equity and real estate investments of the
employee pension systems of the City and is active in civic and community affairs. Mr. Klein, 38, is a
resident of New York City.
EDWARD M. KRESKY, Representative. Mr. Kresky has been a Vice President of Wertheim & Co.,
Inc., investment bankers, since 1971. From 1965 through 1971 he served as Secretary to the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority of the State. He is a member of the Board of the New York State Council
on the Arts and the Council of the National Municipal League. In 1974 he was a member of the Governor's
Task Force on the New York State Urban Development Corp. and, in 1972 and 1973, was a member of
the Governor's Task Force on Financing Higher Education in New York State. Mr. Kresky, 50, is a
resident of New York City.
LEONARD NADEL, Representative. Mr. Nadel is Senior Vice President of Abraham & Straus, a
division of Federated Department Stores, Inc. He is Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Adelphi
University, an Associate Trustee of Long Island Jewish Medical Center, a director of the Downtown
Brooklyn Development Association and, in 1971 and 1972, was President of the Brooklyn Chamber
of Commerce. Mr. Nadel, 53, is a resident of New York City.

Control Board. Prior to his appointment, Mr. Elish was a Vice President of the First National City
Bank. From 1971 through 1973, he was employed by the City as, successively, Commissioner of Sanitation and Administrator of the Environmental Protection Administration. Mr. Elish, 42, is a resident
of New York City.
The Act provides that the directors of the Corporation, except as otherwise provided by law,
may engage in private employment or in a profession or business and that they shall be deemed to be

state officers for the purposes of Sections 73 and 74 of the State Public Officers Law. Notwithstanding the provisions of such law or of any other law, the Corporation or any other instrumentality
of the State may purchase from, sell to, borrow from, loan to, contract with or otherwise deal with any
corporation, trust, association, partnership or other entity in which any director of the Corporation has
a financial interest, direct or indirect, provided that such interest or affiliation is disclosed in the minutes
of the Board of Directors of the Corporation and provided further that no director having such a financial
interest or affiliation shall participate in any decision of the Board authorizing or affecting such transaction.
Directors and Representatives serve without salary. Each director is entitled to reimbursement for
his actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of his official duties as a director and a
per diem allowance of $100 when rendering services as a director, subject to a maximum aggregate
allowance of $5,000 in any one fiscal year. Each Representative is entitled to reimbursement for his
actual and necessary expenses incurred in the performance of his official duties as a Representative, but
is not entitled to a per diem allowance.

UTIGATION
Establishment and Functions of Corporation

NICHOLAS L. PITARO, Representative. Mr. Pitaro is a member of the law firm of Liggio & Pitaro,
New York, New York. He has served as Counsel to the Public Service Committee of the New York
State Assembly, as Assistant Counsel to the Majority Leader of the New York State Assembly, and as
a member of the last New York State Constitutional Convention. He is President of the 106th Precinct
Community Council, Queens County, and is active in other civic and community affairs. Mr. Pitaro, 55,
is a resident of New York City.

On July 3, 1975, an individual purporting to be a taxpayer of the City brought an action against
the City, the State, the Corporation and other defendants, seeking, among other things, (i) a declaratory
judgment determining that the establishment of the Corporation, its sale of debt obligations and transfer
of the proceeds to the City are illegal and unconstitutional and (ii) an injunction prohibiting continuation of such acts. On July 4, 1975, the plaintiff served a notice of discontinuance of the action,
without prejudice to his right to reinstitute his claim.

ARTHUR J. QUINN, Representative. Mr. Quinn has been the President and a trustee of The New
York Bank for Savings since 1969 and is a director of City Title Insurance Company, New York
State Medical Care Facilities Finance Agency, and Community Funding Corporation. He is a trustee
of St. John's University and Savings Bank Retirement System. Mr. Quinn, 60, is a resident of New
York City.
ROBERT W. SEAVEY, Representative. Mr. Seavey is a member of the law firm of Seavey, Fingerit
& Vogel, New York, New York. He has been the President of Neighborhood Developers Inc.,
a real estate development and construction firm, for the past five years. He was, from 1971 through
1974, Chairman of the Housing and Urban Development Committee of the Association of the Bar of
The City of New York. Mr. Seavey, 47, is a resident of New York City.

On July 18, 1975, the same individual reinstituted an action, which, as to the Corporation, is substantially identical to his prior action. On July 29, 1975, the Corporation's motion for summary judgment, based on the grounds that the cause of action as to the Corporation has no merit, was granted.
On September 10, 1975, the plaintiff appealed directly to the Court of Appeals.

M. PETER SCHWEITZER. Mr. Schweitzer is Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive
Officer of West Chemical Products, Inc., Long Island City, New York. Prior to assuming that position
in 1974, he was Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors and a member of the Executive Committee of
Kimberly-Clark, Inc. Mr. Schweitzer, 64, is a resident of New York City.
HERBERT ELISH. Executive Director. Mr. Elish has been appointed by the Corporation as
its Executive Director. In that position, he will direct the work of the Corporation's management,
financial, accounting and legal staff. Mr. Elish is also the Executive Director of the Emergency Financial
34

Hawkin~, Delafield & Wood, Bond Counsel for the Corporation, have rendered their opinion that,
as to any rebef sought by the plaintiff against the Corporation in the reinstituted action, which in their
opinion is without merit as to the Corporation, the Corporation will prevail in any final adjudication of
the issues in such action, and that no final adjudication will in any way affect the validity of the bonds
of the Corporation or the pledge or application of any revenues, monies or securities provided for the
~ayment of the bonds of the Corporation, the existence or powers of the Corporation, or the application of the proceeds of such bonds as contemplated by this Official Statement. Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,
Wharton & Garrison, General Counsel for the Corporation, have rendered their opinion that the reinstituted
complaint is without merit as to the claim therein asserted against the Corporation and that the Corporation will prevail in any final adjudication.

Diversion of Revenues

On November 3, 1975, a national bank purporting to represent all holders of the City's bonds
acquired before June 10, 1975 served a summons and complaint addressed to the Corporation, the City,
35

the State and certain officers of the City and State. The suit seeks, among other things, a declaratory
judgment that the sections of the State Tax Law and the State Finance Law enacted as part of the Act
are unconstitutional under Article 8, Section 2 of the State Constitution in depriving such holders of
amounts to be received by the Corporation from the Sales Tax, which the plaintiff alleges would otherwise
have constituted revenues of the City pledged for the payment of principal of and interest on such holders'
City bonds. On November 19, 1975, plaintiff served an amended complaint, which added allegations that
the sections of the State Tax Law and State Finance Law enacted as part of the Act are also unconstitutional under Article 1, Section 10 of the United States Constitution, the due process and equal protection
clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution and the equal protection guarantee of Article 1, Section 11 of the State Constitution. Bond counsel has given its opinion to the Corporation that in a suit brought by a holder of any bonds or notes of the City, including the plaintiff in
this lawsuit, asserting a right to the Stock Transfer Tax or the Sales Tax superior or equal
to the rights of holders of bonds of the Corporation, including the Bonds, such holder will not prevail
in the court of final jurisdiction.
The plaintiff bank in this suit also seeks a declaratory judgment that the City's publicly announced
plan, upon any default, "to give priority of payment from the City's revenues to certain selected City
employees, selected vendors, welfare recipients and certain other selected persons" before paying interest
and principal on bonds of the City is unconstitutional under Article 8, Section 2 of the State Constitution
in that the holders of City bonds are to be paid the principal of and interest on such bonds from the first
revenues received by the City and is illegal and unconstitutional under the Federal Bankruptcy Act and
the supremacy clause of the United States Constitution. The suit further asks for a declaratory judgment that the provisions of Title 6-A of the Local Finance Law are illegal and unconstitutional under the
State Constitution, the Federal Bankruptcy Act and the United States Constitution (see "Moratorium
and Stay Legislation-Stay Legislation"). Finally, the suit also seeks a declaratory judgment that the
Financial Emergency Act "unconstitutionally diverts and expropriates to the [Emergency Financial Control Board) all of the City revenues mandated for application to payment of plaintiff's City bonds, and
unconstitutionally abrogates the duty of the City Comptroller, as the City's fiscal officer," in violation of
the State Constitution. Certain defendants, including the Corporation, have moved for summary judgment dismissing the complaint and declaring that such legislation is valid and constitutional. Such motion
was argued on November 26, 1975 and decision was reserved by the court.
State Pension Funds Investment in Securities of the Corporation

Several lawsuits have sought to prevent the investment by certain State pension funds (the "Pension Funds") in the securities of the Corporation. These suits were brought by various not-for-profit
corporations, and certain of their officers and members, and by various individuals, against Arthur Levitt,
as sole trustee of certain of the Pension Funds, and against the board of trustees of certain other Pension
Funds. The plaintiffs in these suits sought, among other things, (i) declaratory judgments that the
provisions of the Financial Emergency Legislation which direct the investment of the funds of the Pension
Funds in bonds of the Corporation, are ineffective, void, unreasonable and unconstitutional under both
the New York and the United States Constitutions and (ii) injunctions to prevent the defendants from
investing funds of the Pension Funds in securities of the Corporation, unless such investments were
deemed, in good faith, by the defendants in their fiduciary capacities to be in the best interests of
the Pension Funds.

State Pension Funds Investment in State Seeurities

On October 17, 1975, the State Comptroller, as trustee of certain State pension funds, purchased
$250,000,000 in State notes. On the same day, the State advanced $250,000,000 to the City to meet the
State's obligation to make an advance to the City as required by the Financial Emergency Legislation.
Certain plaintiffs in the suits described under "Litigation-State Pension Funds Investment in Securities
of the Corporation" had challenged the purchase of State notes. Such plaintiffs' motion for a preliminary
injunction barring that purchase was denied. On October 17, 1975, the Court of Appeals affirmed the
lower court's decision.
City Pension Funds Investment in Securities of the Corporation

Relying upon the decision of the Court of Appeals referred to under "Litigation-State Pension
Funds Investment in Securities of the Corporation," an association purporting to represent retired
City civil service employees had sought to prevent the trustees of certain City pension funds from
investing assets of those funds in securities of the Corporation pursuant to the mandate contained in
the Financial Emergency Legislation. On October 17, 1975, a motion by those plaintiffs for a preliminary
injunction barring the trustees of the City pension funds from making the proposed investments pursuant to the Legislation was denied by the State Supreme Court after the trustees had stated that they
were purchasing the Corporation's securities on a voluntary basis and not pursuant to the mandate of the
Financial Emergency Legislation. The plaintiffs have filed a notice of appeal to the Court of Appeals.
On November 14, 1975, a retired teacher filed suit against the Corporation and others in State
Supreme Court seeking to restrain the trustees of the Teachers' Retirement Board from purchasing obligations of the State, the City or any instrumentality thereof, including the Corporation. A hearing on
the motion to enjoin such purchases was held on November 24, 1975 and decision was reserved.
Lawsuit Affecting the UFT Contract

An action seeking to have the United Federation of Teachers ("UFT") contract with the City
declared null and void was brought by a taxpayer and bondholder of the City on or about October
20, 1975. The Corporation has not been served in this suit, but has been named as a defendant on the
claim that it "honor [s]" and "recognize [ s]" the contract. Plaintiff has made purported service upon
the UFT. The UFT has filed a motion to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that the court lacks
personal jurisdiction over the defendants and that plaintiff lacks standing to sue.
State Loan of Credit
In September, 1975, an individual brought an action against the State, the Governor and
the State Comptroller, alleging that (i) pursuant to legislation adopted for such purpose, the
State, acting by defendants Governor and Comptroller of the State, had undertaken to borrow $750,000,000
on the faith and credit of the State in aid of the City, (ii) $250,000,000 of such amount had already been
borrowed for such purpose, and (iii) the State had given or loaned its credit to or in aid of the City
in violation of Article 7, Section 8 of the State Constitution by borrowing money in aid of the City. The
plaintiff sought a declaratory judgment that the procedures established by the Financial Emergency
Legislation "pursuant to which defendants have borrowed money on the credit of the State in aid of the
City was not lawfully enacted and that any indebtedness incurred for such purpose is void and of no
consequence or effect."

On September 29, 1975, the Court of Appeals of the State declared unconstitutional under the
State Constitution those portions of the Financial Emergency Legislation which mandated the investment
by the Pension Funds of a portion of their assets in securities of the Corporation. The Court of Appeals'
decision has now become final by virtue of the Court's denial of a motion for reargument by the State
Attorney General, counsel for the defendant State Comptroller, and by the Corporation, as amicus curiae.

The Attorney General, as counsel for the defendants, filed a motion to dismiss the action and that
motion was granted on October 15, 1975. On October 21, 1975, plaintiff appealed this ruling to the
Court of Appeals.
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Illegal Expenditures
On November 6, 1975, a State Senator began an action seeking to prevent the Cit! ~olice
Department from protecting property and personnel of the United Na:io~s a~d ~f foreign ':111~~ss1es m the
City, on the grounds that these organizations are not "within the ternt~nal hmits of :he City , and the_refore any expenditure of funds for such protection is unlawful. T?e act10n seeks to direct the Corporation
to reject any budget of the City which authorizes such exp~nditures. The. defen~ants have m?v:d to
dismiss this action. Plaintiff submitted supplemental papers m support of his motion for a prehmmary
injunction. The court has not yet rendered its decision.
Moratorium
o November 7 1975 a national bank purporting to represent certain holders of notes maturing
before~ une 30, 1976, filed ~uit in State Supreme Court. se~king a declarat~ry judgment that. th~ Moratorium Act is unconstitutional under the State Constitution and the Umted States Constitution and
directing the City Comptroller to apply the first revenues received. by the City to the payment. of the
City notes before using any moneys of the City for any .oth:r expenditure, exce.pt the payi:ient of mterest
and principal when due on City bonds. The Corporat10n ts not a defendant m such action.

See "Moratorium and Stay Legislation-Moratorium."
Lawsuits Alleging Fraud in the Sale of City Securities
Several separate class-action lawsuits have been commenced .ag~inst the Ci~y, t~e Mayor, the Ci~y
Comptroller and certain bank and non-bank dealers in City obligations, charging, 1:1 general, that,. m
connection with the sale of the City's bonds and notes, the defendants concealed material facts concerning
the City's finances and in so doing defrauded plaintiff investo:s· .The suits seek da1:1ages for the losses
incurred as a result of the alleged concealment. The Corporation is not a de~enru;.nt m any of thes~ la~
suits and none of the complaints in such lawsuits contain any allegations, which, 1f proven, would 1mpa1r
the Corporation's ability to repay its bonds.
See "Rights of N oteholders."

VARIOUS CONTROL PROGRAMS
Conditions to Payments by the Corporation
At the time of any purchase from the City of obligations of the City, any exchange of the. Corporation's bonds or notes for short-term obligations of the City or any other payment to the City of th.e
Corporation's funds, the City is required to agree to observe and ~rf~rm a number o~ statutory condi.
the may be modified from time to time by the Corporation m accordance with the Act. No
t ions,
as
y
·
£ th t tut
.
such modification, however, may be so substantial as effective1y to constitute a waiver o
e. s a ory
conditions. The statutory conditions, as modified by the Corporation and a~eed to b! the City, are. to
remain in effect until all bonds and notes of the Corporation have been repai? or until the Corporation
has accumulated in the capital reserve funds provided for in the Act or otherwise an amount equal to the
principal of all its outstanding bonds ai:d notes plu~ .accrued interest th~reon. H?wever, the .s.tate
Legislature may from time to time modify the provis10ns of the -"?-ct which establish the cond~t~ons
with which the City must comply. Failure of the City to comply with any of the statutory c~nditions
outlined below is not a default under the Bonds pursuant to the Second Gen~ral. Bond Resolutt~n. 1?-n
event of default may, however, occur under the Second General Bond ~esolutton if the Corpo;;tton falls
to notify designated officials and to disclose publicly the ~ailure of the City so t~. comply. See Summary
of Certain Provisions of the Second General Bond Resolution-Events of Default.

The City is entitled, at any time, to pay the Corporation an amou~t ~hich, whe:1 added to the
Capital Reserve Aid Fund, equals the principal of all .the Corporations outstandmg b?nds and
accrued interest and redemption premiums, if any. If the City makes any such payment at a time when
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the Corporation has outstanding bonds which are not then redeemable, the City must agree to pay the
Corporation on demand an amount equal to the amount, if any, by which the amount of interest on such
bonds exceeds the Corporation's income from the investment of its funds. In the event of any such payment by the City, it shall not thereafter be required to comply with the conditions describe.d herein.
Subject to the foregoing, the statutory conditions that the City is required to observe and perform
are as follows :

1. The City is to certify that (a) it is in compliance with such of the conditions, described
below, as the Corporation may specify; (b) it is undertaking to comply with any of such specified
conditions as the Corporation may then require; and ( c) all local legislative and executive action
then required to permit such compliance by the City has been taken.
2. The City has informed the Corporation that the City has initiated steps to adopt as its
method of accounting the accounting principles set forth in the State Comptroller's Uniform System
of Accounts for Municipalities, as that system may be modified by the State Comptroller in consultation with the City Comptroller. The City is to complete the transition to such accounting
method as promptly as is reasonably practicable, so that the audited financial statements (required
by condition 3 below) provided to the Corporation for the City's fiscal year ending June 30, 1978
and for each subsequent fiscal year can be prepared in accordance with such accounting method.
Because the City's adoption of the foregoing accounting method may result in substantial adjustments from its present method, the Corporation and the City are to consult, over the course of the
introduction and adoption of the new method, in order to formulate a mutually acceptable method
of phasing such adjustments into the new method over such reasonable period, not exceeding ten
years, as the Corporation determines to be appropriate. The financial statements and other information to be furnished to the Corporation by the City during such period are to be prepared in
accordance with such determination.
3. The City is to take such action as may be necessary to enable the State Comptroller, or at
his election an independent certified public accounting firm retained by the City but satisfactory
to the State Comptroller, to perform an annual audit and to furnish to the Corporation an annual
report, beginning with the City's fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, and for each subsequent fiscal
year, as to the financial statements of the City. Each such report is to be prepared in accordance
with the accounting method described in condition 2 above.
4. Beginning with the City's fiscal year ending June 30, 1977, the City is to deliver a proposed
expense budget to the Corporation. Such delivery is to be made concurrently with the initial submission of a proposed expense budget to the Board of Estimate and the City Council but in no event
later than 45 days prior to the beginning of such fiscal year. The proposed expense budget delivered to the Corporation is to be accompanied by (a) a statement setting forth the assumptions of
income and expense used in its preparation, (b) a reconciliation of the differences, if any, between
such proposed expense budget and the proposed expense budget submitted to the Board of Estimate
and the City Council, and ( c) a certificate of the Mayor stating that such assumptions are reasonable
and that operation within the proposed budget is feasible (and explaining the reasons for any
differences from the proposed expense budget submitted to the Board of Estimate and City Council).
The City is in each of its fiscal years to adopt and maintain an expense budget in which the total of
all income items equals or exceeds the total of all expenditure items. In addition, for the City's
fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, and for each of its subsequent fiscal years, the total of all income
items is to equal or exceed the total of all expenditure items in each expense budget adopted by the
City, after any adjustments necessary to conform to the accounting method which will be required
by the Corporation as described in condition 2 above. The City is also to maintain a balanced
budget in accordance with such accounting method.
5. The City is, over a period of ten fiscal years beginning with its fiscal year ending June 30,
1977, to eliminate from its capital budget those expenses that are properly includable only in its
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expense budget, as determined in accordance with the State Comptroller's Uniform System of
Accounts for Municipalities, as that system may be modified by the State Comptroller in consultation
with the City Comptroller. The determination of which items are properly includable only in
the City's expense budget is to be made in accordance with the aforesaid accounting principles
regardless of any prior or subsequent act of the State Legislature otherwise classifying such items.
6. If after an expense budget has been adopted by the City an increase in that budget is proposed, the Mayor is to submit such proposed increase to the Corporation concurrently with its
submission to the Board of Estimate and the City Council. The City is to include in such submission
to the Corporation a statement of the source of current income or other identifiable and currently
available funds required for the payment of such increase.

7. Beginning as soon as the Corporation may specify but not later than December 1, 1975, the
City Budget Director is to deliver to the Corporation, for each fiscal quarter of the City, an
expenditure plan to implement the City's expense budget for such fiscal quarter. The City
Budget Director is to deliver to the Corporation, within 30 days after the end of each such fiscal
quarter, an operations report reflecting results of the City's operations for such fiscal quarter
and stating whether the City has operated within the related expenditure plan.
8. The City is to comply in all material respects with the expenditure limitations in its budgets,
except insofar as any noncompliance is the result of ( i) such unanticipated circumstance occurring
during such fiscal year that would permit the issuance of budget notes under the State Local
Finance Law or (ii) a mandatory increase in expenditures by reason of State or Federal legislation enacted after the adoption of the City's budget for such fiscal year.
9. The City is not to permit the aggregate principal amount of its outstanding short-term
obligations plus the aggregate principal amount of all the bonds and notes issued by the Corporation
(less any bonds or notes of the Corporation which have been refunded or renewed and less any
short-term obligations of the City then held by the Corporation) to exceed (i) $6,100,000,000
(hereinafter the "Base Debt Limit") plus (ii) an additional amount, not exceeding 10% of the
Base Debt Limit. Notwithstanding the foregoing, during the fiscal years of the City ending
June 30, 1976 and 1977, such additional amount may not exceed 30% of the Base Debt Limit;
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1978, the additional amount may not exceed 25% of the
Base Debt Limit; during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1979, the additional amount may not
exceed 20% of the Base Debt Limit; and during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1980, the additional
amount may not exceed 15% of the Base Debt Limit. In addition to the foregoing limitation,
the City is not, at any date, to permit the aggregate principal amount of its outstanding short-term
obligations (excluding bond anticipation notes) plus the aggregate principal amount of all bonds
and notes issued by the Corporation (less any notes or bonds refunded or renewed and less
any short-term obligations of the City then held by the Corporation and less any short-term
obligations of the City issued and payable within the same fiscal year) to exceed $4,500,000,000 plus,
in the discretion of the Board of Directors, an additional amount not exceeding $500,000,000, plus
in the further discretion of the Board of Directors until June 30, 1976, a further additional amount
of $100,000,000. At the date of this Exchange Offer the Board had authorized and the City had
utilized slightly more than $500,000,000 of such additional amounts.
Notwithstanding any other provision of the Act, the Corporation is not authorized to modify or
waive the limitations specified in condition 9 above as to the maximum aggregate amount of short-term
obligations of the City permitted to be outstanding.
Not less than 20 days prior to the issuance of any short-term obligations by the City, other than
issuance to the Corporation, the City Comptroller is to notify the Corporation of the proposed issuance,
specifying the amount and proposed terms thereof and the authority under which such obligations are

proposed to be issued, together with ~he certificate of the City Budget Director specifying the proposed
source .of the funds for the redemption thereof. If, within ten days of such notice the Corporation
determmes,. aft~r consultation with the City Comptroller and the City Budget Director.' that the issuance
of such obligations .would violate the limitati~ns ~pecified above, the Corporation is to deliver to the City
Comptr~ller. a certified copy of such determmatlon and the City Comptroller is not thereafter to issue
such obligations.

Powers of the Corporation
. The. Act aut.horizes the Corpora~ion to pay to the City part or all of such amounts as the Mayor from
tn~e ~o ttme certl~es to the Corporat10n. as the amounts required by the City to enable it to pay either the
prmci:al of and ~nterest ~n, at mat~nty,. any short-term obligations of the City or certain operating
ex~n"~s of the City. In heu of makmg direct payments to the City, the Corporation may purchase City
obligations fr~m the City having a maturity date not later than 15 years from the original date of issue. All
amounts received by the City pursuant to any payment or purchase described in this paragraph must, in
the case of amounts to be used for the payment of short-term City obligations be held in trust for such
p~rpose by the City and, in the case of amounts to be used for the payment of'operating expenses by the
City, be used to pay such operating expenses.
The Act. pro:ides that t~e outstanding amounts paid to the City for operating expenses in the
ma?ne: des~nbed m the prev10us paragraph shall not exceed $1,925,000,000 and shall be evidenced by
obltgati~ns issued by the City.. Not more than an aggregate of $900,000,000 of such obligations shall
mature tn ~ fiscal year suc~eedm~ t~e fiscal year in which issued; the balance of $1,025,000,000 shall
be payable m the ~seal year m :Vhich issued. The City is obligated to apply to welfare or public education
purposes as to which State ass1s~ance advances have been or will be advanced to the City, not less than
$750,~,?00 of the amount rec:1ved for operating expenses that are evidenced by obligations of the Cit
maturing 1.n a fiscal year succeedmg the fi~cal year in which issued. The Corporation's advances to the Cit~
for operatmg expenses to the date of tlus Exchange Offer aggregate approximately $1,725,000,000.
!n add~tion to grant~ng the Corporation the power to make the payments and purchases described in the

~wo tmmed1ately precedmg paragraphs, the Act authorizes the Corporation to issue its bonds or notes
m exchange for short-:er~ obligations of the City as provided therein, provided that the principal
amount of the Corporations bo?ds. or notes issu:d in any such exchange shall not exceed the principal
amount of such short-term obligations of the City and accrued interest thereon at the stated rate to
the date of s~ch :xchang.e. Upon receipt of the. short-term obligations of the City in any such exchange,
the Corporation is perm1t~ed .by the. Act to deliver such short-term obligations to the City, which will
thereupon cancel s~ch obhgations without making any payment of principal amount or accrued interest
thereon, and the Ci~~ shall have no further liability with respect to the obligations so cancelled. The
Act, however, .proh1b1.ts th~ Corporation from delivering to the City for cancellation bond anticipation
?otes of the City received in any such exchange unless the City pays the principal amount and accrued
mt:r~st ~hereon or pays accrued interest and exchanges such bond anticipation notes for other bond
~nt1c1pat1?n notes of the City in equal principal amounts and at not less than the same interest rate
in refunding or renewal thereof.
'

Th~ Act furth~r prohibits the Corporation from making the payments to or purchases from or
excha?gmg any of its bonds or notes for short-term obligations of, the City, as described above, unless
;~e Ci:~ shall have agreed to observe an~ p~ rform the conditions described above under the caption
Conditions to Pa~ents by the Corporation , subject to such modifications as are described therein
and as the Corporatt~n may then approve. In addition, no such exchange of obligations may be made
unless the board of directors of the Corporation shall have determined that the terms of such excha
· d'ice t he ng
· hts of holders of other bonds and notes of the City.
nge
w1'11 not preJU
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Review by the Corporation
.
..
In order to determine whether the City has taken or is taking action to comply with the conditions
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specified above, the Corporation is atuthotri::ed tof
casts projections and ot11er re1evan ma ena1s o
·
f
all of its books and records and is to furnish copies of. all financial statements.' bufdgets,horCecasts, t~ro.
b h Ct ·
onse to any notices rom t e orpora 1on.
jections, information or corrective action taken y t. e 1 y m res~
.
t
ith the persons
The City is to make its officers and employees. available to and is otherwise to coopera e w
conducting any such review for the Corporat10n.

Action by the Corporation
.
.
The proposed expense budgets (including related revenue estimates) and .the proposed mdod1ficat:ons
· h
·t 1 b dget and the expenditure plans an operat10ns
ther:~; !~le o~e!~~!~ ~~e ~p:~ss:~!::e~~ot t~ec~~r~ora~ion ~s set forth under the ca_ption "Conditions to
;~;me~ts by the Corporation", are to be reviewed by the Corporation's staff or des1gnee promptly upon
receipt.
If within 45 days after the receipt of the abov~ information, the Boa:d of Directors of t?e Cor. d
·
) that 1·n its ·udgment the City's expense budget will not be balanced, either by
1
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The foregoing actions are not to be exclusive and the Corporatmn ts to ve an
Y
other rights and remedies provided by law.

Control Board
. .
The members of the Control Board created pursuant to the Financial Emergency Legtslat1on (see
"Three-Year Financial Plan") are the Governor and Comptroller of the State, ~he Mayor and Comptrol~~
of the City, and William M. Ellinghaus (formerly Chairman of the Corporation), Albert V. Casey a
the latter three being appointees of the Governor.
D av1'd I . 1\fargolis
~·
'
el ·
p
nt to the Financial Emergency Legislation, the Control Board is required to dev op m conjuncti:~s...~~th the City, the City Financial Plan for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1976, 1977 and 1978
for the City.
.
.
.
The Ci Financial Plan is to constitute a program by which ( 1) the Ctt~ will ~ch~eve a budget f ~r
.
al ty d"
J e 30 1978 balanced in accordance with the accountmg prmctples set fort~ m
~~efi~~at/~:m~~r~~~r'su;nifo~m System of Accounts for Municipalities, as the same may be modified
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by the State Comptroller in consultation with the City Comptroller, and (2) the State-imposed limitations contained in the Act on outstanding short-term obligations of the City will be observed at all times.
As discussed above under the caption "Three-Year Financial Plan", on October 20, 1975 the Control
Board approved the City Financial Plan, but the City Financial Plan is based upon the assumption that,
over the life of such Plan, there will be available to the City approximately $6,800,000,000 from sources
not yet committed at the time of the adoption of the Plan.
The Control Board may, upon the request of the City, allow (a) an increase in the expense budget
(other than for the required amounts) of the City or of a covered organization for any fiscal year (which
increase may be cumulative) equal to two percent of the current expense budgets (other than the required
amounts), or (b) such further increases as the Control Board may approve as required to meet the impact
of substantial inflation after the effective date of the Emergency Act, but in either case only if the Control
Board determines that increased revenues are available in an amount equal to the requested increase
in expenditures.
As announced by the Control Board, the City Financial Plan contemplates that the City will furnish
on a regular and timely basis sufficient underlying detail to enable the Control Board to monitor and
implement the City Financial Plan. Although the details of the monitoring program by the Board have
not yet been completely worked out, the Control Board announced that its monitoring plan will include :
( 1) monthly reports on operating programs and quarterly reports on capital programs by
agency;

(2) monthly reports on revenues by category; and
(3) a system of early warning safeguards, which will direct early attention to areas of potential
non-compliance.
Pursuant to the Emergency Act, commencing on October 20, 1975, the effective date of the City
Financial Plan, and continuing for the duration of the emergency period, all revenues received by the
City or any covered organization became revenues of the Emergency Financial Control Board Fund (the
"Fund") and are for the account of the City and the appropriate covered organizations, and all funds, and
accounts as thereafter established by the City or the covered organizations became funds and accounts
of the Fund,* except to the extent expressly prohibited by federal law or where such revenues or
funds and accounts are pledged to the payment of, or prohibited by covenants or agreements relating
to, any outstanding bonds, notes or other obligations of covered organizations. Disbursements from the
Fund are made by the Control Board in accordance with the approved City Financial Plan. In
addition, the Emergency Act provides that the Control Board shall establish and adopt procedures with
respect to the deposit of revenues in the Fund, the investment of moneys therein and the disbursement of
moneys from the Fund.
The Control Board, at its meeting on October 20, 1975, adopted certain resolutions implementing
the above requirements. The Control Board resolved that it was its intention to promulgate regulatory
procedures in detail in the near future and that, until such procedures were promulgated, it elected to
continue in effect the existing agreements between the City and the banks in which the accounts of the
City are maintained (the "Banks"), subject, however, to certain modifications, effective October 20, 1975,
including (i) continuing the validity of the present signatories for the accounts of the City until the Control
Board notifies the Banks to terminate such validity, (ii) designating the signature of any member of the
Control Board plus the signature of the State's Special Deputy Comptroller for the City of New York (the
"Special Deputy Comptroller") as alternative signatories for such accounts, and (iii) empowering the
Special Deputy Comptroller to prohibit, restrict, direct or otherwise control the deposit of moneys into,
or the disbursement of moneys from, any such accounts.
* The Control Board has the power to exempt revenues, funds or accounts from these requirements
but has not done so to date.

In addition to its responsibilities with respect to the City Financial Plan, the Contr~l B?ard is al:o
charged with responsibility for the review and approval of proposed City contracts or .obhgat1ons a~d, m
coordination with the Corporation, the approval of long-term and short-term borrowing by the City .or
any covered organization. In carrying out these responsibilities the Control Boar~ is ernpo.wered t~ receive
from the City and the covered organizations such financial and management mformat10n as it deems
necessary or desirable and to carry out independent audits of the records of the City and the covered
organizations.
The Financial Emergency Legislation also provides for the appointment of a Special Deputy
Comptroller for the City. Sidney Schwartz, formerly ':ith the . State Comptroller's ~ffice, h~s been
named to that position. The Special Deputy Comptroller 1s to assist the Control Board m carrymg out
its functions.
See "Various Control Programs--Powers of the Corporation" as to the Corporation's continuing
obligations under the Act.

Other Developments
In September, 1975, the Mayor appointed Kenneth Axelson as Deputy Mayo: of t~e City ?£ New
York for Finance. Mr. Axelson has taken a leave from his position as an Executive Vice President of
J. C. Penney Co. while he serves as Deputy Mayor. On November 16, 1975, James A. Cavanagh,
First Deputy Mayor of the City, announced his resignation effective December 31, 1975. The mayor
has named John E. Zuccotti, Chairman of the City Planning Commission, to replace Mr. Cavanagh.

SUMMARY OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF THE SECOND GENERAL BOND RESOLUTION
Following is a summary of certain provisions of the Second General Bond Resolution. T~e. Summary
does not purport to be comprehensive or definitive and is subject to all of the terms and provts~ons of the
Second General Bond Resolution, to which reference is hereby made and copies of which are available from
the Corporation.

Certain Defined Term&
"Bond Service Fund" shall mean the Fund by that name established by Section 602 of the
Resolution.
"Capital Reserve Fund" shall mean the Fund by that name established by Section 602 of the
Resolution.
"Capital Reserve Fund Requirement" shall mean, as of any date of calculation, the am~unt r~ferred
to as the capital reserve fund requirement in subdivision 4 of Section 3036-a of the Act: mcludmg, as
provided in Section 901 of the Second General Bond Resolution for such purposes, any unpaid and matured
amounts of principal and interest on the Bonds or such larger amounts as may hereafter be authorized
pursuant to the Act as amended from time to time.
"First General Bond Resolution" shall mean the General Bond Resolution adopted by the Corporation
on July 2, 1975 as heretofore and hereafter supplemented in accordance with the terms thereof.
"Fiscal Year" shall mean any twelve ( 12) consecutive calendar months commencing with the
first day of J.uly and ending on the last day of the following June.
"Operating Expenses" shall mean the Corporation's expenses of carrying out an~ adminis~ering
its powers, duties and functions, as authorized by the Act, as then in effect, and shall include, without

limi~ing the generality of the foregoing: administrative expenses, legal, accounting and consultants'
services and expenses, payments to pension, retirement, health and hospitalization funds, and any other
expenses required or permitted to be paid by the Corporation under the provisions of the Act as then
in effect, or this Resolution or the First General Bond Resolution or otherwise.
'
"Operating Fund" shall mean the Fund by that name established by Section 602 of the First General
Bond Resolution.
"Outstanding", when used with reference to Bonds, other than Bonds referred to in Section 1105
of the Resolution, shall mean, as of any date, Bonds theretofore or then being delivered under the provisions
of the Resolution, except: ( i) any Bonds cancelled by the Trustee at or prior to such date, (ii) any
Bonds for the payment or redemption of which moneys equal to the principal amount or Redemption
Price thereof, as the case may be, with interest to the date of maturity or redemption date, shall
be held by the Trustee or the Paying Agents in trust (whether at or prior to the maturity or redemption date), provided that if such Bonds are to be redeemed, notice of such redemption shall have been
given as in Article IV of the Resolution provided or provision satisfactory to the Trustee shall have been
made for the giving of such notice, (iii) any Bonds in lieu of or in substitution for which other Bonds
shall have been delivered pursuant to Article III or Section 406 or Section 1106 of the Resolution and
(iv) Bonds deemed to have been paid as provided in subsection 2 of Section 1401 of the Resolutio~.
"Outstanding Note Resolutions" shall mean the Note Resolutions adopted by the Corporation on
September 15, 1975 and November 17, 1975.
"Outstanding Notes" means the Notes issued by the Corporation pursuant to the Outstanding Note
Resolutions.
"Paying Agent" for the Bonds of any Series shall mean the bank or trust company and its successor
or successors, appointed pursuant to the provisions of the Resolution and a Series Resolution or any
other resolution of the Corporation adopted prior to authentication and delivery of the Series of Bonds
for which such Paying Agent or Paying Agents shall be so appointed.
"Per Capita Aid" shall mean the amounts of per capita aid payable to the City pursuant to Section 54
of the State Finance Law.
"Redemption Price" shall mean, with respect to any Bond, the principal amount thereof, plus the
applicable premium, if any, payable upon redemption thereof pursuant to the Resolution and the Series
Resolution pursuant to which the same was issued.
"Resolution" shall mean the Second General Bond Resolution as from time to time amended or
supplemented by Supplemental Resolutions or Series Resolutions in accordance with the terms and
provisions thereof.
"Revenues" shall mean all payments to the Corporation pursuant to Sections 3036 and 3036-a of
the Act except any payments to the Corporation for credit to the Operating Fund.
"Serial Bonds" shall mean the bonds so designated in a Series Resolution.
"Series of Bonds" or "Bonds of a Series" or words of similar meaning shall mean the Series of
Bonds authorized by a Series Resolution.
'
"Series Resolution" shall mean a resolution of the Corporation authorizing the issuance of a Series of
Bonds in accordance with the terms and provisions thereof adopted by the Corporation in accordance
with Article X of the Resolution.
"Sinking Fund Installment" shall mean as of any date of calculation and with respect to any
Series of Bonds, so long as any Bonds thereof are Outstanding, the amount of money required by a
Series Resolution, pursuant to which such Bonds were issued, to be paid at all events by the Corporation
on a single future July 1 for the retirement of any Outstanding Bonds of said Series which mature
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after said future July 1, but does not include any amount payable by the Corporation by reason
only of the maturity of a Bond, and said future July 1 is deemed to be the date when a Sinking
Fund Installment is payable and the date of such Sinking Fund Installment and said Outstanding Bonds
are deemed to be the Bonds entitled to such Sinking Fund Installment.
"Special Aid Account" shall mean the special account created for the Corporation in the State
Aid Fund.
"State" shall mean the State of New York.
"State Aid Fund" sha11 mean the Municipal Assistance State Aid Fund established pursuant to
Section 92-e of the State Finance Law.
"Stock Transfer Tax" shall mean the tax on the sale or transfer of stock or other certificates imposed
by Article 12 of the Tax Law of the State.
"Supplemental Resolution" sha11 mean a resolution supplemental to or amendatory of the Resolution,
adopted by the Corporation in accordance with Article X of the Resolution.
"Term Bonds'' shall mean the bonds so designated in a Series Resolution and payable from Sinking
Fund Installments.
"Trustee" shall mean United States Trust Company of New York and its successor or successors
and any other bank or trust company at any time substituted in its place pursuant to the Resolution.

(~) A certific~te_ of the Stat~ Comptroller setting forth the amount of Per Capita Aid to be
ap~ortloned and pa1~ mto the Special Aid Account for the fiscal year of the State during which such
series of Bonds are issued.
( 3) A ~er~ificate b:;:- an authorize_d officer of the Corporation setting forth (a) the maximum
amount of prmc1pal and m~erest 1:1at~rm~ or otherwise coming due in the current or any succeeding
fiscal year or any outstandmg obligation issued, pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution and
t~e outstanding Note Resolutions, (b) the aggregate amount of the principal on Serial Bonds the
Smking Fund Installments, maturities of Term Bonds not required to be paid from Sinking Fund
Installments and interest on all Outstanding Bonds, including such Series, for each Fiscal year and
( c) the aggregate amount of Operating Expenses as estimated by an authorized officer for the current
Fiscal Year; and
( 4) A certificate by an authorized officer of the Corporation stating that the aggregate of the
amounts set forth pursuant to paragraphs ( 1) and (2) above after deducting the amount set forth
pursuant to J>'.1ragraph 3 (a) a~ve and the Operating Expenses set forth pursuant to paragraph ( 3)
(c) above, will be at least 1.2 times such aggregate amount set forth in 3(b) above for each Fiscal
Year set forth pursuant to paragraph 3(b) above.

(Resolution, Section 202)
Authorization of Bonds
The Resolution creates an issue of Bonds which are general obligations of the Corporation and are
secured by the pledge of the revenues of the Corporation and the moneys and securities in the Bond
Service Fund and Capital Reserve Fund as described in the caption "Provisions for Payment of the
Bonds." The Bonds shall not be a debt of the State or the City.

(Resolution, Section 201)
Additional Bonds and Notes
No Series of Bonds, other than any Series of Bonds authorized by one or more Series Resolutions
adopted prior to November 30, 1975, issued under the Resolution shall be authenticated and delivered
by the Trustee nor shall Bonds be issued by the Corporation except upon receipt by the trustee of:
(1) A certificate by the New York State Commissioner of Taxation and Finance setting forth
the most recent collections for the 12 consecutive calendar months ended not more than two months
prior to the date of such certificate, of the Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax, and such other taxes,
which as of the date of issuance of any such Series of Bonds, are levied and collected by the State
and are payable into the Special Account in the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund established for
the Corporation.
Where the amount for such 12 consecutive calendar months is greater than the revenue expected
by said Commissioner for the next succeeding 12 months from such Sales Tax, Stock Transfer Tax
and such other taxes, the certificate shall set forth the estimated amount which is expected to be levied
and collected in such next succeeding 12 months and paid into such Special Account. Any distortion
for any such prior 12 consecutive month period occasioned by a change in payment dates, prepayments
and late payments of such Sales Tax, Stock Transfer Tax or certain other taxes shall be taken into
accoutit in such certification by increasing or decreasing the estimated amount of Sales Tax:, Stock
Transfer Tax or such other taxes to be levied and collected. In the event the Sales Tax or such
other taxes have not been in effect for 12 calendar months said Commissioner shall use, respectively,
collections of the sales and compensating use taxes previously imposed by the City or collections
of the tax similarly based to the other taxes referred to above if such tax was previously imposed by the
City, as the amount to be certified in lieu of actual collections of the Sales Tax or other taxes, for
those months the Sales Tax or other taxes were not in effect;
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The Pledge Effected by the Resolution
The proceeds of sale of the Bonds, the Revenues, and all Funds established by the Resolution and
other moneys and securities referred to therein are pledged for the payment of the principal of and
interest on the Bonds in accordance with their terms and the provisions of the Resolution, subject only to
the provisions of the Resolution permitting the application thereof for the purposes and on the terms
and conditions set forth in the Resolution. The pledge created by the Resolution insofar as it relates
to revenues, moneys and securities and funds pledged either under the First General Bond Resolution
or the Outstanding Note Resolutions is and is expressly declared to be, subordinate in all respects to the
pledge of such revenues, moneys and securities and funds created by the First General Bond Resolution or
the Outstanding Note Resolutions.

(Resolution, Section 601)
Establishment of Funds
The Resolution establishes the following Funds :
( 1) Bond Service Fund, which is held by the Trustee; and
(2) Capital Reserve Fund, which is held by the Trustee.
(Resolution, Section 602)

Application of Payments
Any payment received by the Corporation in accordance with subdivision 1 of Section 3036-a of
the Act shall be applied to the Operating Fund, the Bond Service Fund, and the Capital Reserve Fund
in accordance with the certification of the Chairman of the Corporation pursuant to which such payment
is made. If the amount of any payment received is less than the amount so certified, such amount shall
be applied pro rata to the respective Funds on the basis of the amounts as certified.
(Resolution, Section 603)

Operating Fund
The Corporation shall pay o.ut of the Operating Fund the amounts required for the payment of
Operating Expenses.

(Resolution, Section 604)
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Bond Service Fund

1. The Trustee shall on or before the business day preceding each interest payment date for any
Bonds pay, out of the amounts then held in the Bond Service Fund, to itself and the Paying Agents, the
amounts respeetively required for the payment of principal, Sinking Fund Installments, if any, and
Redemption Price of, if any, and interest on any Bonds due and payable on such date, and such amounts
so paid out shall be irrevocably pledged to and applied to such payments.
2. In the event that on the business day preceding any interest payment date, the amount in the
Bond Service Fund shall be less than the amounts respectively required for payment of interest on the
Outstanding Bonds an<t-.for the payment of the principal and Sinking Fund Installments of the Outstanding Bonds of any Series due and payable on such interest payment date, the Trustee shall withdraw from the Capital Reserve Fund and deposit into the Bond Service Fund such amounts as will
increase the amount in.the Bond Service Fund to an amount sufficient to make such payment or payments.
3. As soon as practicable after the 45th day preceding the due date of any such Sinking Fund Installment, the Trustee shall proceed to call for redemption, pursuant to Section 403 of the Resolution, on such
due date, Term Bonds of the Series and maturity for which such Sinking Fund Installment was established
in such amount as shall be necessary to complete the retirement of the principal amount specified for such
Sinking Fund Installment of the Term Bonds of such Series and maturity. The Trustee shall so call
such Term Bonds for redemption whether or not it then has moneys in the Bond Service Fund sufficient
to pay the applicable principal amount thereof, together with interest thereon to the redemption date.
The Trustee shall pay out of the Bond Service Fund to the appropriate Paying Agents, on the day
preceding each such redemption date, the amount required for the redemption of the Term Bonds so called
for redemption, and such amount shall be applied by such Paying Agents to such redemption.
4. The Corporation may, at any time subsequent to the second day of July of any year but
in no event less than 45 days prior to the succeeding first day of July on which a Sinking Fund
Installment is scheduled to be due, direct the Trustee to purchase, with moneys in the Bond Service
Fund, at a price not in excess of par, plus unpaid interest accrued to the date of such purchase, Term
Bonds payable from such Sinking Fund Installment and any Term Bonds so purchased prior to the first
day of July shall be cancelled by the Trustee and evidence of such cancellation shall be given to the
Corporation and the aggregate principal amount of the Term Bonds so purchased shall be credited against
the Sinking Fund Installment due on such first day of July.

(Resolution, Section 605)
Capital Reserve Fund
1. The Corporation shall deposit into the Capital Reserve Fund: ( i) all moneys paid to the
Corporation pursuant to subdivisions 1, 2 and 3 of Section 3036-a of the Act for the purpose of maintaining
or restoring the amount in such Fund to the Capital Reserve Fund Requirement; (ii) such portion of the
proceeds of sale of Bonds, if any, as shall be prescribed by a Series Resolution authorizing the issuance
thereof; and (iii) any other monies which may be made available to the Corporation for the purposes of
the Capital Reserve Fund from any other source or sources.

2. Moneys and securities held for the credit of the Capital Reserve Fund shall be withdrawn by
the Trustee and deposited to the credit of the Bond Service Fund at the times and in the amounts
required to comply with the provisions of paragraph 2 of Section 605 of the Resolution. At any time
after December 31, 1980, moneys and securities in the Capital Reserve Fund in excess of its Requirement,
upon direction of the Corporation, may be deposited to the credit of the Bond Service Fund.
3. In order further to assure the maintenance of the Capital Reserve Fund in an amount equal to the
Capital Reserve Fund Requirement and in compliance with the requirements of subdivision 3 of
Section 3036-a of the Act, the Chairman of the Corporation shall annually, on or before December 1,
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make and deliver to the Governor and Director of the Budget of the State said Chairman's certificate
stating the sum, if any, required to restore the Capital Reserve Fund to an amount equal to the Capital
Reserve Fund Requirement. All moneys received by the Corporation from the State pursuant to
any such certification, in accordance with the provisions of subdivision 3 of Section 3036-a of the Act,
as amended, shall be deposited in the Capital Reserve Fund, as required by paragraph 1 of Section 606
of the Resolution.
4. Moneys and securities held for the credit of the Capital Reserve Fund may, and at the direction
?f the Corporati~n shall, be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve Fund by the Trustee and deposited
m the Bond Service Fund for the purchase or redemption of Bonds at any time provided that subsequent
to such purchase or redemption the amount in the Capital Reserve Fund will not be less than the Capital
Reserve Fund Requirement.

(Resolution, Section 606)
Maintenance of Certain Funds

In order to assure the maintenance of the Operating Fund, the Bond Service Fund and the Capital
Re~erve Fund, not less than 120 days before the beginning of each Fiscal Year (but prior to February
12 m ea~h calendar year) (bu.t not later than March 1, 1976 for the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1976),
the Chairman of the Corporation shall certify to the State Comptroller and to the Mayor and a copy to the
Trustee a schedule setting for the cash requirements of the Corporation for such Fiscal Year and the time
or times when such cash is required, which certification shall be revised from time to time as required. The
total amount so certified by such Chairman for such Fiscal Year shall be equal to : ( i) the amounts which
are ~equired to be deposited in the Capital Reserve Fund during such Fiscal Year in order to maintain the
~apital Reserve F~nd at the Capital Re~erve Fund Requirement; (ii) the amounts required to be deposited
m the Bond Service Fund to pay all interest on, and all payments of principal, Sinking Fund Installm~nts, if any, and Redemption Price, if any, of Bonds maturing or otherwise coming due during such
Fiscal Year; and (iii) the amounts required to be deposited in the Operating Fund as determined by
the Corporation, to meet the Operating Expenses of the Corporation during such Fiscal Year. In order
further to secure the obligations of the Corporation, including the Bonds, each payment (to be made on
?r before April ~2, June 25, .Oct~ber 12 and January 12) by the State Comptroller to the Corporation
m accordance with such certification shall be an amount, after taking into account moneys then in the
Bond Service Fund and available for purposes of the Bond Service Fund during such Fiscal Year, not
less than the sum of (A) 50.% of the interest on all outstanding Bonds, the interest on which is payable
from t~e Bond Service ~und of the Corporation payable within six months after the end of the period
f~r ':hich such payment is made plus (B) 25% of the principal and premium, if any, on all Bonds and
Smkmg Fund Installments of the Corporation payable within one year after the end of the period for
which such payment is made and of such amount, if any, as may be required to be paid into the Capital
~eserve Fund durin? the Fiscal Y e~r of the Co~poration of which such period is a part. If any
increase shall occur m the cash requirements specified above, or if payments are required at a time
or times ~ar~ier than previous~y certified or if the Cit~ shall for any reason fail to make timely payment
of the principal and accrued interest due on any obligation issued by the City to the Corporation and
:naturing w~thin the same Fiscal Year, such Chairman shall certify a revised schedule of cash requirements
tor .such. Fiscal Ye~r. to the State Comptr~ller and to the Mayor. The schedule accompanying each
certification (or revision thereof) shall provide for such payment dates as the Corporation deems appropriate to assure that suffi~ient funds will he available to meet the obligations of the Corporation as they
become due. The Chairman shall exclude from consideration in making any such certification
with respect to the funds required by the Corporation for payment of principal of or interest on
the Bonds, any amounts due to be received as payment of principal of or interest on obligations of
the City held by the Corporation. (See "Provisions for Payment of the Bonds-Municipal Assistance
Tax Fund".)

(Resolution, Section 607)
(:
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Further Assurances
The Corporation has covenanted that it shall cause the Chairman to make and deliver the certificates
referred to in Sections 606 and 607 of the Resolution.

(Resolution, Section 904)
Payment of Bonds
The Corporation shall duly and punctually pay or cause to be paid the principal or Redemption
Price, if any, of every Bond and the interest thereon, at the dates and places and in the manner provided in the Bonds and in the coupons thereto appertaining, according to the true intent and meaning
thereof, and shall duly and punctually pay or cause to be paid all Sinking Fund Installments, if any,
becoming payable with respect to any Series of Bonds.

(Resolution, Section 901)
Office for Servicing Bonds
The Corporation shall at all times maintain an office or agency in the Borough of Manhattan, City
and State of New York, where Bonds and coupons may be presented for payment, registration, transfer
or exchange. The Corporation has appointed the Trustee as its agent to maintain such office or agency
for the registration, transfer or exchange of Bonds.

(Resolution, Section 903)
Power to Issue Bonds and Make Pledges
The Corporation is duly authorized pursuant to law to create and issue the Bonds and to adopt
the Resolution and to pledge the Revenues, and other moneys, securities and funds purported to be
pledged by the Resolution in the manner and to the extent provided in the Resolution. The Revenues
and other moneys, securities and funds so pledged are and will be free and clear of any pledge, lien,
charge or encumbrance thereon or with respect thereto prior to, or of equal rank with, the pledge
created by the Resolution and all corporate action on the part of the Corporation to that end has been
duly and validly taken. The Bonds and the provisions of the Resolution are and will be the valid
and legally enforceable obligations of the Corporation in accordance with their terms and the terms
of the Resolution. The Corporation shall at all times, to the extent permitted by law, defend, preserve
and protect the pledge of the Revenues and other moneys, securities and funds pledged under the
Resolution and all the rights of the Bondholders under the Resolution against all claims and demands
of all persons whomsoever.

(Resolution, Section 905)
Agreement of the State
In accordance with the prov1s1ons of Section 3015 of the Act, the Corporation has included in
the Resolution a pledge and agreement with the Holders of the Bonds that the State will not
limit or alter the rights vested pursuant to the Act in the Corporation to fulfill the terms of any
agreements made with Bondholders, or in any way impair the rights and remedies of such Holders
until the Bonds, together with the interest thereon, with interest on any unpaid installments of interest,
and all costs and expenses in connection with any action or proceeding by or on behalf of such Holders,
are fully paid and discharged. See "Agreement of the State of New York."

(Resolution, Section 906)
Creation of Liens
The Corporation shall not issue any bonds or other evidences of indebtedness, other than the Bonds,
secured by a pledge of the revenues, moneys and securities in the Capital Reserve Fund and shall
not create or cause to be created any lien or charge prior to the Bonds on the revenues, monies and
securities in the Bond Service Fund except to the extent provided in Section 601 provided, however,
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that nothing contained in the Resolution shall prevent the Corporation from issuing ( i) bonds, notes,
or any other obligations under another and separate resolution so long as the charge or lien created
by such resolution is not prior or equal to the charge or lien created by the Resolution, (ii) obligations
issued in accordance with Article II of the First General Bond Resolution and (iii) obligations issued
in lieu of or in substitution for other obligations pursuant to Sections 304 and 307 and Sections 307
through 310 or Sections 406 or Section 1106 of the First General Bond Resolution.

(Resolution, Section 907)
General
Subject to the rights of holders of obligations issued pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution,
the Corporation shall not modify or amend the First General Bond Resolution in any manner which
would have a material adverse effect on the Bondholders, provided, however, that nothing herein shall
prevent the Corporation from amending or supplementing the First General Bond Resolution to provide
for the issuance of Bonds, Notes or Other Obligations (as such terms are defined in the First General
Bond Resolution) as provided in the First General Bond Resolution. No such Bonds, Notes or Other
Obligations shall be issued in accordance with Article II of the First General Bond Resolution if such
issuance would cause the amounts stated in paragraphs ( 1) and ( 2) of subsection 3 of Section 203 after
making the deductions provided to be less than 1.2 times such aggregate amount set forth in paragraph
3(b) of subsection 3 of Section 203 for each Fiscal Year set forth pursuant to said paragraph 3(b) if
such certifications required to be made pursuant to such subsection 3 had been made at the time of the
issuance of such Bonds, Notes or Other Obligations.
The Corporation hereby covenants and agrees with all who may be holders of the Bonds that it
shall not issue and the Corporation represents hereby that there are presently not outstanding any Bonds,
Notes, or Other Obligations (as such terms are defined in the First General Bond Resolution), or any
bonds, notes or other obligations pursuant to any resolution, including the Outstanding Note Resolutions,
of the Corporation, the holders of which would have a right to payment from the State Aid Fund prior
or equal to the right of the holders of the Bonds to payment from such Fund.

(Resolution, Section 909)
Additional Obligations
The Corporation reserves the right to issue bonds, notes or any other obligations, under another
and separate resolution so long as the same are not entitled to a charge or lien or right prior or equal
to the charge or lien created by, or prior or equal to the rights of the Corporation and Holders of the
Bonds provided by, the Resolution and the Act, or with respect to the moneys pledged under the Resolution or with respect to proceeds from the Per Capita Aid, the Sales Tax or the Stock Transfer Tax
or the sources set forth in the Act. The foregoing shall not limit any right which the corporation has
on the date of this resolution under the First General Bond Resolution.

(Resolution, Section 204)
Events of Default
The Resolution provides that it shall constitute an "event of default" if:
(a) the Corporation shall default in the payment of the principal or Sinking Fund Installments,
if any, or Redemption Price of any Bond when and as the same shall become due, whether at
maturity or upon call for redemption or otherwise; or
(b) the Corporation shall default in the payment of interest on any of the Bonds and such
default shall continue for a period of thirty (30) days; or
( c) the Corporation shall fail or refuse to comply with the provisions of subdivision 1 of
Section 3036-a of the Act, or the State Comptroller shall fail to pay to the Corporation, as and
when required by such Section, for deposit in the Capital Reserve Fund, the Bond Service Fund
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or the Operating Fund any amount or amounts as shall be certified by the Chairman of the
Corporation pursuant to such provisions of the Act or the Corporation shall fail or refuse to deposit
in the Capital Reserve Fund or the Bond Service Fund the amount or amounts received by the
Corporation for deposit in such Funds; or
( d) the Corporation shall fail or refuse to comply with the provisions of subdivisions 2 and 3
of Section 3036 of the Act, or the State shall fail to appropriate and pay to the Corporation, as and
when required by such Section, for deposit in the Capital Reserve Fund any amount or amounts as
shall be certified by the Chairman pursuant to such provisions of the Act or the Corporation shall
fail or refuse to deposit in the Capital Reserve Fund the amount or amounts received by the Corporation for deposit in such Fund ; or
( e) the Corporation shall fail or refuse to comply with the provisions of the Act, other than
as provided in ( c) or ( d) above, or shall default in the performance or observance of any other
of the covenants,· agreements or conditions on its part contained in the Resolution, any Series Resolution, any Supplemental Resolution, or in the Bonds, and such failure, refusal or default shall continue for a period of forty-five ( 45) days after written notice thereof by the Holders of not less
than five per centum ( 5% ) in principal amount of the Outstanding Bonds; or

( c) by action or suit in equity, to require the Corporation to account as if it were the
trustee of an express trust for the Holders of the Bonds ;
( d) by action or suit in equity, to enjoin any acts or things which may be unlawful or in
violation of the rights of the Holders of the Bonds; or
( e) in accordance with the provisions of the Act (including the requirement for 30 days
notice to the Governor, the Corporation and the Attorney General of the State) to declare all
Bonds due and payable, and if all defaults shall be made good, then, with the written consent
of the Holders of not less than twenty-five per centum (25%) in principal amount of the Outstanding Bonds, to annul such declaration and its consequences.
In the enforcement of any remedy under the Resolution, the Trustee shall be entitled to
sue for, enforce payment on and receive any and all amounts then or during any default becoming,
and at any time remaining, due from the Corporation for principal, Redemption Price, interest or
otherwise, under any provision of the Resolution or a Series Resolution or of the Bonds, with
interest on overdue payments at the rate or rates of interest specified in such Bonds, together with
any and all costs and expenses of collection and of all proceedings thereunder, without prejudice to
any other right or remedy of the Trustee or of the Bondholders, and to recover and enforce a judgment or decree against the Corporation for any portion of such amounts remaining unpaid, with
interest, costs and expenses, and to collect from any monies available for such purpose, in any
manner provided by law, the monies adjudged or decreed to be payable.

(f) the State shall for any reason fail or refuse to continue the imposition of either the Sales
Tax imposed by Section 1107 of Article 28 of the Tax Law as the same may be from time
to time amended or the Stock Transfer Tax imposed by Sections 270 and 270-a of Article 12 of such
Law as the same may be from time to time amended or if the rates of such taxes shall be reduced to
rates less than those in effect on July 2, 1975; or

(Resolution, Section 1203)

(g) the State shall fail to maintain the existence of either the Special Account or the Stock
Transfer Fund; or

Priority of Payments Mter Default

(h) the State shall for any reason fail or refuse to apportion and pay Per Capita Aid or shall fail
to maintain the State Aid Fund and the Special Aid Account therein or shall reduce the amount of
Per Capita Aid payable during the current Fiscal Year to an amount less than the maximum amount
of principal of and interest on the Outstanding Bonds maturing or otherwise coming due in the
current or any future Fiscal Year.

(Resolution, Section 1202)
Remedies
The Resolution vests the Trustee with all rights, powers and duties of a trustee appointed by Bondholders pursuant to Section 3017 of the Act and the right of Bondholders to appoint a trustee pursuant
to such Section of the Act is thereby abrogated in accordance with the provision of subdivision 2(g) of
Section 3012 of the Act.

(Resolution, Section 1201)
Upon the happening and continuance of any event of default specified in paragraph (a) or
(b) of Section 1202 of the Resolution, the Trustee shall proceed, or upon the happening and continuance of any event of default specified in paragraph ( c), ( d), ( e), ( f), (g) or (h) of said Section,
the Trustee may proceed, and upon the written request of the Holders of not less than twenty-five per
centum (25%) in principal amount of the Outstanding Bonds shall proceed, in its own name, to
protect and enforce its rights and the rights of the Bondholders by such one or more of the following
remedies, as the Trustee, being advised by counsel, shall deem most effectual to protect and enforce
such rights:
(a) by mandamus or other suit, action or proceeding at law or in equity, to enforce all rights
of the Bondholders and to require the Corporation to carry out any other covenant or agreement
with Bondholders and to perform its duties under the Act ;
(b) by bringing suit upon the Bonds;
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In the event that the funds held by the Trustee and Paying Agents shall be insufficient for the
payment of interest and principal, Sinking Fund Installments or Redemption Price then due on the Bonds,
such funds (other than funds held for the payment or redemption of particular Bonds or coupons which
have theretofore become due at maturity or by call for redemption) and any other monies received or
collected by the Trustee acting pursuant to the Act after making provision for the payment of any expenses
necessary in the opinion of the Trustee to protect the interests of the Holders of the Bonds, and for the payment of the charges and expenses and liabilities incurred and advances made by the Trustee or any Paying
Agents in the performance of their respective duties under the Resolution, shall be applied as follows :
(a) Unless the principal of all of the Bonds shall have become or have been declared due and
payable,
First: to the payment to the persons entitled thereto of all installments of interest then
due in the order of the maturity of .such installments, and if the amount available shall not be
sufficient to pay in full any installment, then to the payment thereof ratably, according to the
amounts due on such installment, to the persons entitled thereto, without any discrimination or
preference ; and
Second: to the payment to the persons entitled thereto of the unpaid principal, Sinking Fund
Installments or Redemption Price of any Bonds which shall have become due, whether at maturity
or by call for redemption, in the order of their due dates and, if the amounts available shall not be
sufficient to pay in full all the Bonds due on any date, then to the payment thereof ratably,
according to the amounts of principal or Redemption Price due on such date, to the persons
entitled thereto, without any discrimination or preference.
(b) If the principal of all of the Bonds shall have become or have been declared due and payable,
to the payment of the principal and interest then due and unpaid upon the Bonds without preference
or priority of principal over interest or of interest over principal, or of any installment of interest
over any other installment of interest, or of any Bond over any other Bond, ratably, according
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to the amounts due respectively for principal and interest, to the persons entitled thereto without
any discrimination or preference except as to any difference in the respective rates of interest
specified in the Bonds and coupons.

Any term or provision of the Resolution and the rights and obligations of the Corporation and of
the Holders of the Bonds and coupons thereunder may be modified or amended with the consent of the
Holders of all of the Bonds then Outstanding.

(Resolution, Section 1204)

(Resolution, Section 1103)

Series Resolutions and Supplemental Resolutions

Investment of Funds

A Series Resolution or Supplemental Resolution of the Corporation may be adopted at any time
or from time to time, for any one or more of the following purposes : to provide for the issuance of a
Series of Bonds pursuant to the provisions of the Resolution and to prescribe the terms and conditions
pursuant to which such Bonds may be issued, paid or redeemed; to add additional covenants and agreements of the Corporation for the purpose of further securing the payment of the Bonds, provided such
additional covenants arid agreements are not contrary to or inconsistent with the covenants and agreements of the Corporation contained in the Resolution ; to prescribe further limitations and restrictions upon
the issuance of Bonds and the incurring of indebtedness by the Corporation which are not contrary to or
inconsistent with the limitations and restrictions thereon theretofore in effect; to surrender any right,
power or privilege reserved to or conferred upon the Corporation by the terms of the Resolution, provided that the surrender of such right, power or privilege is not contrary to or inconsistent with the
covenants and agreements of the Corporation contained in the Resolution; to confirm as further assurance any pledge under and the subjection to any lien, claim or pledge created or to be created by the
provisions of the Resolution of the Revenues, or of any other monies, securities or funds; to modify any
of the provisions of the Resolution or any previously adopted Series Resolution in any other respects,
provided that such modifications shall not be effective until after all Bonds of any Series of Bonds
Outstanding as of the date of adoption of such Series Resolution or Supplemental Resolution shall cease
to be Outstanding, and all Bonds issued under such resolutions shall contain a specific reference to the
modifications contained in such subsequent resolutions; or, with the consent of the Trustee, to cure any
ambiguity or defect or inconsistent provision in the Resolution or to insert such provisions clarifying
matters or questions arising under the Resolution as are necessary or desirable in the event any such
modifications are not contrary to or inconsistent with the Resolution as theretofore in effect.

(Resolution, Section 1001)
Any of the provisions of the Resolution hereinbefore stated may be amended by a Supplemental
Resolution, with the written consent (a) of the Holders of at least two-thirds in principal amount of the
Bonds Outstanding at the time such consent is given, or (b) in case less than all of the several Series
of Bonds then Outstanding are affected by the modification or amendment, of the Holders of at least
two-thirds in principal amount of the Bonds of each Series so affected and Outstanding at the time
such consent is given, or ( c) in case the modification or amendment changes the amount or date of any
Sinking Fund Installment, of the Holders of at least two-thirds in principal amount of the Bonds of the
particular Series, maturity and interest rate entitled to such Sinking Fund Installment Outstanding at
the time such consent is given; provided, however, that if such modification or amendment will, by its terms,
not take effect so long as any Bonds of any specified like series and maturity remain Outstanding, the
consent of the Holders of such Bonds shall not be required and such Bonds shall not be deemed to be
Outstanding for the purpose of any calculation of Outstanding Bonds under Section 1101 of the Resolution. No such modification or amendment shall permit a change in the terms of redemption or maturity
of the principal of any Outstanding Bond or of any installment of interest thereon or a reduction in the
principal amount or the Redemption Price thereof or in the rate of interest thereon without the consent
of the Holder of such Bond, or shall reduce the percentages or otherwise affect the classes of Bonds the
consent of the Holders of which is required to effect any such modification or amendment.

(Resolution, Section 1101)
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~· Monie~ in the Bond Service Fund and the Capital Reserve Fund shall, as nearly as may be

p~a~tlcable, be mveste~ by t?e Trus~ee ~pon direction of the Corporation in (a) direct obligations of the
United States of America, direct obltgatmns of the State or obligations the principal and interest of which
are guara~t:ed by :he ?ni~ed States of America or the State, (b) any bond, debenture, note, participation
or oth~r ~1m1lar obligation issued by any of the following Federal agencies: Government National Mortgage
Association, !"ederal Land Banks, Federal Home Loan Banks, Federal Intermediate Credit Banks, Banks
for ~oopera:1ves, Tennessee Valley Authority, Farmers' Home Administration and Export-Import Bank,
( c) if perm1~ted by law, any bond,_ d~benture, note, participation or other similar obligation issued by the
Fed~ral National Mortga~e ~ssoc1at10n to the extent such obligations are guaranteed by the Government
National Mor~gage ~ssoc1at10n, and ( d) any other obligation of the United States of America or any
!ederal agencies which may then be purchased with funds belonging to the State of New York or held
m the State treasury.
2. In lieu of the investm~nts of moneys in obligations authorized in paragraph ( 1) above, the
~rustee shall, to the extent permitted by the Act then in effect, upon direction of the Corporation in writing
signed by an authorized officer, deposit moneys from any fund or account held by the Trustee under th~
terms the ~esolution, in .in~erest-bearing time deposits, or shall make other similar investment arrangements, mcludmg, but not limited to, repurchase agreements covering obligation of issuers enumerated as
authorized for investments pursuant to the provisions of paragraph ( 1) above, with itself or a member
bank ~r banks of the Federa~ Reserve Sy.s7em or banks the deposits of which are insured by the Federal
Deposit I~surance Co~pora;10n or s~urittes dealers approved by an authorized officer; provided, that
each such mterest-~earmg time deposit ~r other si?1ilar i~vestment arrangement shall permit the moneys
so placed be ava1labl~ for use at the times provided with respect to the investment or reinvestment of
s~c~ m~mes; and provided further, that all monies in each such interest-bearing time deposit or other
similar mvestment arrangement shall be continuously and fully secured by obligations of the issuers
enumerated as auth?rized for investments pursuant to the provision of paragraph ( 1) above, of a market
value equal at all times to the amount of the deposit or of the other similar investment arrangement.

o:

:o

3. Obliga:i?ns purchased as ~ investment of monies in any fund or account held by the Trustee
under the provisions of the Resolution shall be deemed at all times to be a part of such fund or account
and the income or interest earned, profits realized or losses suffered by a fund or account due to the
investment thereof shall be retained in, credited or charged, as the case may be, to such fund or account.
~· The Resolutio~s provide that the Trustee shall not be liable or responsible for the making of
any mvestmen: authonzed pursuant thereto, in the manner provided therein, or for any loss resulting
from any such mvestment so made.

(Resolution, Sections 702 and 703)

Defeasance
1. I~ the Corp~ra:ion shall .pay or cause to be paid to the Holders of all Bonds and coupons then
Outstandmg, the prmc1pal and interest and Redemption Price, if any, to become due thereon at the
times an~ in. the manner stipulated therein and in the Resolution, then the covenants, agreem~nts and
other obligations of the Corporation to the Bondholders shall be discharged and satisfied.
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2. Bonds or coupons or interest installments for the payment or redemption of which monies shall
have been set aside and shall be held in trust by the Trustee or any Paying Agent (through deposit by the
Corporation of funds for such payment or redemption or otherwise) at the maturity or redemption date
thereof shall be deemed to have been paid within the meaning and with the effect expressed in paragraph 1
above. All Outstanding Bonds of any Series and all coupons appertaining to such Bonds shall, prior to the
maturity or redemption date thereof, be deemed to have been paid within the meaning and with the effect
expressed in such paragraph 1 above if (a) in case any of said Bonds are to b_e redeemed. o~ any date
prior to their maturity, the Corporation shall have given to the :ruste~ in form sat1s~actory t~ 1t irrevocable
instructions to publish as provided in Article IV of the Resolution notic~ of_ redemption on s~1d date of such
Bonds, (b) there shall have been deposited with the Trustee either monies m an amount which shi:11 be sufficient, or direct obligations of the United States of America the principal of and the interest on which, when
due will provide monies which, together with the monies, if any, deposited with the Trustee at the same
tim~, shall be sufficie~t to pay, when due, the principal or Redemp~ion Price, if appl~cable, and interest
due and to become due on said Bonds on and prior to the redemption date or maturity date thereof, as
the case may be, and ( c) in the event said Bonds are not by their ten:is subject ~o redempti~n. within the
next succeeding 60 days, the Corporation shall have given the Trustee m form satisfactory to 1t irrevocable
instructions to publish, as soon as practicable, at least twice, at an interval of not less than seven days
between publications, in an Authorized Newspaper a notice to the Holders of such Bonds and coupons
that the deposit required by (b) above has been made with the Trustee and .that said B~nds and couix:ns
are deemed to have been paid in accordance with Section 1401 of the Resolution and statmg such maturity
or redemption date upon which monies are to be available for the payment of the principal oi: Redempti?n
Price, if applicable, on said Bonds. Neither direct obligations of the United States of America or momes
deposited with the Trustee pursuant to Section 1401 of the Resolution nor principal or intere~t payments
on any such securities shall be withdrawn or used for any purpose other than, and shall. be held m trust .for,
the payment of the principal or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest on satd Bonds ; provided
that any cash received from such principal or interest payments on such direct obligations of the United
States of America deposited with the Trustee, if not then needed for such purpose, shall, to the extent
practicable, be reinvested in direct obligations of the United States of America maturing at times and in
amounts sufficient to pay when due the principal or Redemption Price, if applicable, and interest to become
due on said Bonds on and prior to such redemption date or maturity date thereof, as the case may be,
and interest earned from such reinvestment as received by the Trustee, shall be paid over to the
Corporation free and clear of any trust, lien or pledge.

(Resolution, Section 1401)

AGREEMENT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

LEGAL INVESTMENT
The Bonds are legal investments, under present provisions of New York law, for all public officers and
bodies of the State and political subdivisions of the State and other persons carrying on an insurance
business, all banks, bankers, trust companies, savings banks and savings associations, including savings
and loan associations, building and loan associations, investment companies and other persons carrying
on a banking business, all administrators, guardians, executors, trustees and other fiduciaries, and all
other persons whatsoever who are now or may hereafter be authorized to invest in bonds or other obligations of the State. Pursuant to the Act the Bonds may be deposited with, and may be received by, all
public officers and bodies of the State and all political subdivisions thereof and public corporations for
any purpose for which the deposit of bonds or other obligations of the State is now or may hereafter be
authorized.

APPROVAL OF LEGALITY
Hawkins, Delafield & Wood, New York, New York, Bond Counsel to the Corporation expects to
render an approving opinion in the form attached to this Official Statement as Exhibit A. Certain legal
matters will be passed on for the Corporation by its General Counsel, Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton &
Garrison, New York, New York. Carter, Ledyard & Milburn, New York, New York, have acted as
counsel for the Trustee.

TAX EXEMPTION
In the opinion of Bond Counsel, under existing statutes and court decisions, interest on the Bonds
is exempt from Federal income taxes, and at all times shall be free from State and City personal
income taxes.

Lazard Freres & Co., New York, New York, is acting without compensation as financial advisor to the
Corporation. Felix G. Rohatyn, Chairman of the Corporation, is a general partner of such firm.
The references herein to the Act, the Tax Law, the State Finance Law, the Financial Emergency
Legislation and the Resolutions are summaries of certain provisions thereof. Such summaries do not
purport to be complete and reference is made to the Act, such Laws and the Resolutions for full and
complete statements of such provisions. Copies of such Act, such Laws and such Resolutions are available
at the office of the Corporation.
The delivery of this Official Statement has been duly authorized by the Corporation.

The State has pledged to and agreed with the holders of the Bonds that the State will not limit .or
alter the rights vested by the Act in the Corporation to fulfill the terms of any agreements made with
holders of Bonds, or in any way impair the rights and remedies of such holders, until the Bonds, together
with the interest thereon, with interest on any unpaid installments of interest, and all costs and. expenses
in connection with any action or proceedings by or on behalf of such holders, are fully met and discharged
and in accordance with the authority granted to the Corporation pursuant to Section 3015 of the Act,
the Corporation has included such pledge in the Second General Bond Resolution.

MUNICIPAL ASSISTANCE CORPORATION FOR THE CITY OF NEW YORK

Such pledge and agreement does not, among other things, bind or obligate the State to a~p:opriate
funds for the payment of principal of or premium, if any, or interest on the Bonds. See "Prov1s1ons for
Payment of the Bonds-Restoration of Capital Reserve Aid Fund."
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Exhibit A

[LETTERHEAD OF HAWKINS, DELAFIELD & WOOD]

before the maturity of coupon 1975 Series .... Bonds according to the tenor and upon presentation
a~d surrender of the attached coupons as they respectively become due and payable, at the rate of
eight per centum (8%) per annum.
T?e ~975 Series ·. · · Bonds are issued initially in fully registered form without coupons in the

~;ommation of $5,oo.o or an inte~ral. multiple of $5,000 and thereafter either in such fully registered
1_11 or coupon for1:1 m the denommatio~ of $5,000, registrable as to principal only. Coupon and fully
reg~stered 1975 Senes · · · · Bonds are mterchangeable as provided in the Resolutions. Coupon 1975

Series · · · · Bon~s are lettered .... and fully registered 1975 Series . . . . Bonds are lettered .....

~ouponf 1975 Senes · · · · Bonds and fully registered 1975 Series .... Bonds are numbered consecu-

December .. , 1975
MUNICIPAL AssISTAN.CE CORPORATION
FOR THE CITY OF NEW YORK

New York, New York
DEAR SIRS:

We have examined a record of proceedings relating to the issuance of $ ............ aggregate
principal amount of 1975 Series .. Bonds (the "1975 Series .. Bonds") of the Municipal Assistance
Corporation For The City of New York (the "Corporation"), a corporate governmental agency and
instrumentality of the State of New York (the "State") constituting a public benefit corporation, created
and existing under and pursuant to the Constitution and statutes of the State, including the New York
State Municipal Assistance Corporation Act, as amended by the Municipal Assistance Corporation for
the city of New York Act, being Titles I, II and III of Article 10 of the Public Authorities Law,
Chapter 43-A of the Consolidated Laws of the State, as amended to the date hereof (the "Act").
The 1975 Series .. Bonds are authorized and issued under and pursuant to the Act and the Second
General Bond Resolution of the Corporation (the "Second General Bond Resolution") and the 1975
Series .. Resolution (the "Series Resolution"), adopted November • ., 1975. Said resolutions are herein
collectively called the "Resolutions".
The 1975 Series .. Bonds are part of an issue of bonds of the Corporation (the "Bonds") which the
Corporation has established and created under the terms of the Second General Bond Resolution and is
authorized to issue from time to time for the corporate purposes of the Corporation authorized by the Act,
as then in effect and without limitation as to amount except as provided in the General Bond Resolution
or as may be limited by law. The 1975 Series .. Bonds are being issued for the purpose of effecting an
exchange of such 1975 Series .... Bonds for an equal aggregate principal amount of certain short.term
obligations of The City of New York, New York ("The City") scheduled to mature on .............. .
........ (the "City Maturity Date").
The Corporation is authorized to issue Bonds, in addition to the 1975 Series . . . . Bonds, only
upon the terms and conditions set forth in the Second General Bond Resolution and such Bonds, when
issued, shall with the 1975 Series .... Bonds and with all other such Bonds theretofore issued, be entitled
to the equal benefit, protection and security of the provisions, covenants and agreements of the Second
General Bond Resolution. The Corporation has issued other bonds under a first general bond resolution and other obligations subordinate thereto. The Bonds are not on a parity with such bonds and other
obligations.
The 1975 Series .... Bonds are dated ........... ., 1975 except as otherwise provided in the
Resolutions with respect to fully registered 1975 Series .... Bonds and will mature on July 1, 1986
and will bear interest from the date thereof or the City Maturity Date, whichever is later, payable July 1,
1976 and semi~annually thereafter on January 1 and July 1 in each year until the Corporation's obligation
with respect to the principal thereof shall be discharged, but only with respect to interest due on or

tively rom one upward.

Th: 1975 Series .. · . Bonds are subject to redemption at the election of the Corporation as a whole
on. ~y interest payment date on or after July 1, 1981 as provided in the Resolutions at 100% of the
prmc1pal amount thereof, plus accrued interest to the date of redemption.
. The 1975 S:ries .... Bonds are subject to redemption, in part, by lot as provided in the R I _
tions ' on . July
· the respective principal amounts set forth below at eso
u
. 1 m each of th e years an d m
100%
of the principal amoun~ thereof, pl~s accrued interest to the date of redemption, from mandato;y Sinking
Fund Installments which are. re~mred to be made in amounts sufficient to redeem on July 1 of each of
the years shown below the prmc1pal amount of such 1975 Series .... Bonds specified therefor:
Year

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Amount

.............................................
....................

t

•••••••••••••••••••

"

•••

$

"

. .......................................... ....... .
" ........................................................ .
..... " " ... ..... " ....................... " .............. .
............................................... .. " .....
"

"

"

. ............................................. .
"

.......................................................
......... .................................. ............ .
......................................................
~

"

Chapters 168, 169, 868 and 870 of the Laws of 1975, as amended to the date hereof each
t d
by the People of the State, represented in Senate and Assembly of the State and signed i~t I e~ac ~
Governor of the State (the "Enabling Legislation") provide for among other th"
. o _aw y t e
A t · th p bl" A h · ·
· .
'
mgs msertmg of the
92
c . m e u tc ut ont1es Law, creatmg the Corporation as aforesaid adding a ne~ se f
c ton. .-e to
Article 6 of the State Finance Law, constituting Chapter 56 of such C ' rd
d
~nlso 1 ated Lfaws, estabbshmg a
municipal assistance aid fund (the "Aid Assistance Fund")
. h"
.
.
an a spec1a account or the Corporaf
wit m the Aid Assistance Fund (the "Special Aid Account") amend·
t" 5 £ h S
. ton
'd
.
'
mg sec ion 4 o t e tate Finance
L
t
a':' o. prov1 e f~r the apportion~ent and payment into the Special Aid Account of amounts of
capita aid appropriated by the Legislature of the State and otherwise payable out of th
f per
of the State to The City thereunder subject fo payments being made as follow . (')e genera1 und
. d t b
'd
h c·
. .
s . 1 any amounts
reqm~e o e pat to : e 1ty Umvers1ty Con~truction Fund pursuant to the City Universi Constructton..Fund Act, Article 125-B of the Education Law, constituting Chapter 16 of such Con ty.
Laws; ( 11) any amounts required to be paid to the New y ork City Housing De el
t C sohda~ed
.
·
v opmen orporat10n
pursuant t o the .c.N ew York City Housmg Development Corporation Act Article XII 0 f h
.
Housing Finance Law, constituting Chapter 41 of such Consolidated Law;. (iii)
t e Prr~'ate
to be aid b Th c·
h N
y
·
'
any amounts required
P
Y
e tty to t e ew ork City Transit Authority pursuant to th
· ·
chapter seven of the laws of the State of nineteen hundred seventy-two . (iv)
e prov1s1on~ of
'
any
reqmred
to be Paid bY The c·tty to t he state to repay an advance made in nineteen
h damounts
d
to subsidize the fare of the New y ork City Transit Authority . and (v) fi unh red seventy-four
'
ve un red thousand
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dollars to the chief fiscal officer of The City for payment to the trustees of the police pension fund of such
City pursuant to the provisions of paragraph e of subdivision 7 of such section 54 of the State Finance
Law, suspending the power of The City to adopt local laws for the imposition of certain sales and compensating use taxes pursuant to sections 1210 and 1212-A of Article 29 of the Tax Law, constituting
Chapter 60 of such Consolidated Laws, and the taxes imposed pursuant to said sections, until all notes
and bonds of the Corporation, including the 1975 Series ...... Bonds, and interest thereon have been
fully paid and discharged, adding a new section 92-d to Article 6 of the State Finance Law establishing
a municipal assistance tax fund (the "Tax Assistance Fund") and a special account for the Corporation
within the Tax Assistance Fund (the "Special Tax Account"), adding a new section 1107 to Article 28
of said Tax Law imposing sales and compensating use taxes in The City at a rate of four percent ( 4%)
on certain items therein described and at a rate of six percent ( 6%) on the sale of certain parking
services (the "Sales Tax"), the revenues derived from which, less such amounts as the Commissioner of
Taxation and Finance determines to be necessary for reasonable costs in administering, collecting and
distributing such taxes, are required to be paid into the Special Tax Account, together with, after deducting
such costs, such amounts, beginning with the fiscal year of the State commencing April 1, 1976, as may
be required under the Enabling Legislation to be transferred from the Stock Transfer Tax Fund established
by section 92-b of Article 6 of said State Finance Law, into which the revenues derived from a tax imposed
by Article 12 of the Tax Law (the "Stock Transfer Tax") are deposited.
We are of the opinion that :

1. The Corporation is duly created and validly exists as a corporate governmental agency and
instrumentality of the State constituting a public benefit corporation under the laws of the State, including
the Constitution of the State and the Act, with the good right and lawful authority and power to adopt
the Resolutions, to issue the Bonds including the 1975 Series .... Bonds thereunder, and to perform the
obligations and covenants contained in the Resolutions and the 1975 Series .... Bonds. Under the laws
of the State, including the Constitution of the State, the Enabling Legislation, including the Act, is valid
with respect to all provisions thereof material to the subject matters of this opinion letter.
2. The Series Resolution has been duly and lawfully adopted in accordance with the provisions of
the Second General Bond Resolution and is authorized and permitted by the Second General Bond
Resolution. The Resolutions have been duly and lawfully adopted by the Corporation and both are
in full force and effect and are valid and binding upon the Corporation and enforceable in accordance
with their terms, and no other authorization for the Resolutions is required. The Resolutions create the
valid pledge and lien which they purport to create of the revenues, moneys, securities and funds held or
set aside under the Resolutions, subject only to the application thereof to the purposes and on the conditions permitted by the Resolutions. The lien created by. the Resolutions o~ such r~venues,. moneys,
securities and funds in the Bond Service Fund and the Capital Reserve Fund 1s and will be pnor to all
other liens thereon. All revenues, moneys and securities, as and when received, in the Bond Service Fund
and the Capital Reserve Fund in accordance with the Resolutions, will be validly subjected to the pledge
and lien created by the Resolutions.
3. The 1975 Series .... Bonds have been duly and validly authorized and issued by the Corporation
in accordance with the laws of the State, including the Constitution of the State and the Act, and in
accordance with the Resolutions. The 1975 Series .... Bonds are valid and binding general obligations
of the Corporation payable as provided in the Resolutions, are enforceable in accordance with their
terms, respectively, and the terms of the Resolutions, and are entitled, together. with additio~al Bonds
issued under the Second General Bond Resolution, to the equal benefit, protectrnn and secunty of the
provisions, covenants and obligations of the Second General Bond Resolution and of the Act.
4. Pursuant to the Act and the Second General Bond Resolution, the Corporation has validly
covenanted that the Chairman of the Corporation shall annually, on or before December 1, make and
deliver to the Governor and Director of the Budget of the State his certificate stating such sum, if any,
as shall be necessary to restore the amount in such Capital Reserve Fund to an amount equal to the
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Capital Reserve Fund requirement under the Second General Bond Resolution. Subdivision 3 of Section
3036-a of the Act providing for the appropriation and payment to the Corporation for deposit in the
Capital Reserve Fund of such sum as shall be so certified by the Chairman, does not constitute an enforceable obligation or debt of the State, the amount of such sum being subject to annual appropriation for
such purpose by the Legislature of the State, which is empowered, but is not bound or obligated, to
appropriate such amount.
5. Pursuant to the Act and the Second General Bond Resolution, the Corporation has validly
covenanted that the Chairman of the Corporation shall certify to the State Comptroller and the Mayor of
The City, the amounts required, pursuant to subdivision 1 of Section 3036 and of Section 3036-a of the Act
for deposit in the funds established by the Second General Bond Resolution at the time or times and in th~
manner provided therein, including the amounts required for deposit in the Bond Service Fund to pay all
interest and all principal and redemption premium, if any, on bonds maturing or otherwise coming
due and for deposit in the Capital Reserve Fund to maintain such Fund at such Capital Reserve
Fund requirement. Said subdivisions provide for the State Comptroller to pay such amounts to the
Corporation for deposit as aforesaid, the source of such payments being the Aid Assistance Fund into which
is paid such per capita aid, subject to certain prior claims as described above, and, to the extent required,
available and subject to the prior claim of the holders of obligations of the Corporation issued or to be
issued pursuant to the First General Bond Resolution and the Outstanding Note Resolutions (both
such terms as defined in the Second General Bond Resolution), the Tax Assistance Fund into which is
paid the Sales Tax, and to the extent required, out of the Stock Transfer Tax Fund, the Stock Transfer
Tax. The amount of per capita aid payable to The City and available for apportionment and payment
from the general fund of the State treasury and of such payments out of the Aid and Tax Assistance
Funds to the Corporation are subject to annual appropriation for such purposes by the Legislature of
the State which is empowered, but is not bound or obligated, to appropriate any such amounts so certified
by the Chairman, as aforesaid.
6. The 1975 Series .. Bonds do not constitute a debt either of the State or The City, and neither the
State nor The City shall be liable thereon, nor shall the 1975 Series .. Bonds be payable out of any funds
other than those of the Corporation.

7. The State has the good right and lawful authority under and pursuant to the present provisions
of the Constitution of the State:
(a) to at least annually appropriate out of the general fund of the State amounts for the purpose
of per capita aid and to provide, with respect to certain amounts of such per capita aid payable to The
City in accordance with the provisions of section 54 of the State Finance Law, for the apportionment
and payment into the Special Aid Account, of amounts sufficient to enable the Corporation to fulfill
the terms of the Resolutions and to carry out its corporate purposes, but the State is not bound or
obligated to make any, or maintain any level of, such appropriation of per capita aid or to continue
such procedure for apportionment and payment of such aid;
. (b) to the ~ent amounts refe~ed to in 7(a) hereof are insufficient and subject to such prior
claims referred to m 5 hereof, to provide for the appropriation of, and at least annually to appropriate
to, the Corporation, from the Special Tax Account, and commencing with the fiscal year of the
State commencing April 1, 1976 from the Stock Transfer Tax Fund, amounts sufficient to enable
the Corporation to fulfill the terms of the Resolutions and to carry out its corporate purposes, but
the State is not bound or obligated to make such appropriations ;
( c) to suspend the power of The City to adopt local laws for the imposition of certain sales
and compensating use taxes and the taxes levied thereunder, in accordan:ce with the Enabling
Legislation ;
( d) to impose and to increase or decrease the Sales Tax and the Stock Transfer Tax but the
State is not bound or obligated to continue the imposition of said taxes ;
( e) to establish the Aid Assistance Fund and the Special Aid Account within the Aid Assistance Fund, the Stock Transfer Tax Fund, the Tax Assistance Fund and the Special Tax Account
within the Tax Assistance Fund but the State is not bound or obligated to maintain the existence
of said funds or accounts.
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8. The Corporation, the holders of the Bonds, holders of any evidence of indebtedness of the Corporation or the holders of bonds or notes of The City do not have nor will they have a lien on the per
capita aid referred to hereinbefore or Stock Transfer Tax or the Stock Transfer Tax Fund, the Sales Tax,
or the Special Accounts for the Corporation in the Aid and Tax Assistance Funds. We are further of the
opinion that, in any suit, action or other proceeding brought by the holder of any bonds or notes of
The City of New York (whether under Chapter 9 of the Federal Bankruptcy Act or otherwise) asserting
a right to any such Taxes, such Stock Transfer Tax F.und or such Special Accounts superior or equal
to the rights of holders of bonds issued under the Second General Bond Resolution, such holder will
not prevail in the court of final jurisdiction.
9. Upon a failure of the Legislature of the State to make a timely appropriation for the payment of
principal of or interest on bonds and notes of the State, including sinking fund payments, Article 7, Section
16 of the Constitution of the State, provides that the Comptroller of the State shall set apart from the first
revenues thereafter re~eived, applicable to the general fund of the State a sum sufficient to pay such State
obligations and shall so set aside and apply the moneys thus set apart. Moneys on deposit in the Stock
Transfer Tax Fund and the Municipal Assistance Tax Fund, including the Special Tax Account therein
(each such account or fund as presently constituted being a special fund of the State) and collections of the
Sales Tax and Stock Transfer Tax, which, under existing law, are to he deposited into the Special Tax
Account and the Stock Transfer Tax Fund, do not constitute revenues, under existing law, applicable to
the general fund of the State, within the meaning of said Article 7, Section 16 and hence, in the event
of a failure of the Legislature of the State to make a timely appropriation for such payment of the
State obligations moneys on deposit in, and collections on account of, such special funds are not authorized
or mandated to be set apart, set aside or applied by the Comptroller of the State for the payment of
such State obligations. Per Capita aid is, under existing law derived from the general fund and hence,
in the event of a failure to appropriate as above described, revenues of the State, otherwise payable
into the general fund and therefor available for appropriation as per capita aid will be subject to being
set apart, set aside, and so applied as aforesaid.

jurisdiction (a) upon any such short-term obligation, or the indebtedness or liability evidenced thereb
or (b) seeking the levy of taxes or ap~lica.tion of any funds, property, receivables or revenues of The Ci~
on account of any such short-term obbgat10n or the indebtedness evidenced thereby.

. . I? :he event .tha~ .the consti.tuti~nality of said Moratorium Act is sustained by a court of final
JUrtsd1ct1on, such judicial determmation could support the constitutionality of similar legislaf
tme t
h' h
d
1 aff
.
ive enac
ect certain terms and conditions of the Bonds and the Res l t'
·
n s w 1c may a verse y
1 d'
h
f
. . 1 d .
o u 10ns, me u mg t e payment o prmc1pa an interest thereon, and the enforceability thereof.
We have examined the form of the 1975 Series .... Bond numbered ........... and, in our opinion
the form of said Bond is regular and proper.
'
Very truly yours,

10. Under existing statutes and court decisions, interest on the 1975 Series . . . . Bonds is exempt
from Federal income taxes and shall at all times be free from New York State and New York City
personal income taxes.
11. No registration with, consent of, or approval by any governmental agency or commission 1s
necessary for the execution and delivery and the issuance of the 1975 Series . . . . Bonds.

12. The adoption and performance of, and compliance with, all of the terms and conditions of the
Resolutions and the 1975 Series .... Bonds, and the execution and delivery of the 1975 Series ....
Bonds, will not result in a violation of or be in conflict with any term or provision of any existing law.
13. Your attention should be called to a suit entitled Flushing National Bank, on behalf of itself
and all other holders of notes of The City of New York maturing on or before June 30, 1976, plaintiff,
against The City of New York; State of New York; and Harrison!. Goldin, Comptroller of the City of
New York, defendants, filed on November 17, 1975 in the Supreme Court of the State of New York,
County of New York, wherein the plaintiff, demands, among other things, judgment declaring and adjudicating that the New Yark State Emergency Moratorium Act of the City of New York, enacted by the
Legislature and signed by the Governor of the State on November 15, 1975, is unconstitutional, alleging,
among other things, violations of the New York State Constitution and United States Constitution.
Said Moratorium Act, among other things, and subject to two conditions, provides that during the
moratorium period therein defined, and notwithstanding any inconsistent provisions of any law, general,
special or local or of any agreement or short-term obligation of The City that although the payment of such
short-term obligation may be due by the terms thereof or the terms of any general or special or local
law or agreement, no action or special proceeding shall be commenced or continued in any court in any
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CITY'S FISCAL SITUATION

BACKGROUND
Yesterday the New York State legislature put into place the
final piece of a financial package designed to restore New
York City's fiscal integrity. This action is the culmination
of a series of efforts, the most important of which have occurred during the last three weeks, by the elected officials
of New York State and New York City, labor unions, financial
institutions and others. These efforts have set the stage for
accomplishing three fundamental objectives:
Financing the past deficits of New York City without
resort to Federal aid.
Financing the anticipated deficits of New York City
during the next two years without resort to Federal
aid.
Accelerating the period within which New York City's
budget will be brought into balance.
The accomplishment of these objectives will insure that over
the course of any New York City fiscal year, the City will have
adequate funds to meet all of its financial obligations, a result many thought impossible a few weeks ago. Within any fiscal
year, however, New York City will have deficits in some months
and surpluses in others. According to information furnished by
New York City, for the balance of the current fiscal year, the
City will run a deficit of $141 million in December; $324 million in January; $310 million in February; and $500 million in
March. f:n April, La.y .and June liouever"" it ·will run
monthly surpluses of $334 million, $345 million and $596 million,
\respectively, leaving receipts and expenditures in balance for
the fiscal year.
J

Historically, the Qeasonal imbalance betw~en a city=s receipts and
expenditures is usually financed by borrowing in private
markets. Under current conditions, including the substantial
existing commitments of the private financial sector in respect
of New York City and State and the uncertainties which have
prevailed over the recent past, private market financing for
New York City's seasonal imbalance is not available at this time.
Because seasonal financing is necessary to provide essential
services to the people of New York City, the President will
fulfill his pledge to insure the continuation of such services
by transmitting to Congress the New York City Seasonal Financing
Act of 1975.
more
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SUMMARY OF THE NEW YORK CIT_! SEASONAL FINANCING ACT OF 1975
The Act provides for Federal short term loans to the City or
any agency authorized by the State to act for the City, in an
aggregate outstanding amount not to exceed $2.3 billion.
Such loans will have a maturity date not later than the last
day of the fiscal year of the City in which the loan was
issued.
According to New York City, the anticipated amount of such
Federal seasonal assistance required is $1.3 billion in fiscal
1976 and $2.l billion in each of the following two fiscal years.
Loans by the Federal Government will bear interest at a rate
1% higher than the Treasury borrowing rate. No loan will be
provided unless all mature·u loans have been repaid in accordance with their terms and there is compliance with the terms
of any such outstanding loans.

A loan may be made only if the Secretary determines that there
is a reasonable prospect of repayment. Loans will bear such
terms and conditions as may be established by the Secretary
of the Treasury to insure repayment of such obligations in
accordance with their terms. The Secretary may require such
security as he deems appropriate. To offset any claim that
the United States may have against New York City under the
Act, the Secretary will be authorized to withhold any payments
from the United States to the City, either directly or through
the State, which may be due under any law.
The authority of the Secretary to make new loans will terminate
on June 30, 1978.
ACTIONS BY NEW YORK CITY AND NEW YORK STATE
Governor Carey
officials that
New York State
tion verifying

and Mayor Beame have informed Administration
the actions listed below are being implemented.
and City officials are delivering documentasuch actions for the Administration to review.

The following actions are designed to insure a balanced city
budget by June 30, 1978:
a.

"'

b.

The three-year Emergency Financial Control Board (EFCB)
plan will produce a modest surplus in the City's expense
budget by fiscal year 1977-78.
The State Legislature has voted over $200 million of
additional City taxes which will be imposed by the EFCB.

3

c.

A portion of annual City contributions to the pension
systems has been shifted to the employees by legislation.
On an annual basis, the savings to the City would be
$85 million and the impact on the employees would be
$107 million per annum.

d.

The City has laid off about 22~000 employees since
January 1 and increased taxes
' over $300 million this
past summer. Additional personnel reductions of over
40, 000 employees are contemplated :J.n fiscal years 19 77··19 7 8.

e.

A partial wage deferral was imposed this fall.

f.

The City has reduced its subsidy to the City University
by $32 million.

g.

The New York City transit fare has been increased from
35¢ to 50¢.

The following actions are designed to enable New York City to
meet its financing requirements:
a.

Moratorium legislation has been enacted with respect to
$2.6 billion of City short-term notes.

b.

An exchange offer has been approved by the MAC Board
for an exchange of 10-year 8% MAC bonds for the $1. 6
billion of City notes held by the public.

c.

The New York banks and pension systems have agreed to
take 10-year 6% City securities as part of the moratorium
in exchange for $1 billion of City notes.

d.

The New York banks and pension systems have agreed to
take 10-year 6% MAC bonds in exchange for $1.7 billion
of MAC bonds bearing higher interest rates and/or
shorter maturities.

e.

New York City pension systems have agreed to purchase
$2.5 billion of new MAC and/or City securities over the
next three years. This commitment is subject to
appropriate trustee indemnification.
MAC has provided about $3.5 billion of financing to the
City, of which $1.5 billion is refinancing of short ..
term debt.

The City and State have implemented the following management
changes:
a.

Creation of MAC and EFCB control mechanismp.

b.

Extensive management changes are being made in the City,
including a new Deputy Mayor for Finance and a new Chief
of Planning.
more
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The following proposals have been made to reform the
New York City pension program:
a.

The EFCB has passed a resolution directing the City to
terminate the practice of using, for budgetary purposes,
all income of the pension systems in excess of 4% per
annum. In the year beginning July 1, 1976, tnis. ::\Till. result in approximately $136 million per annum of additional income to the pension systems and a comm~nsurate
increase in the City's expenses. The EFCB has also
directed the City management to take action and report
back within 30 days with respect to termination of the
practices resulting in the abuse of overtime in the
last year of employment, thereby creating excessive
pension burdens on the City.

b.

Governor Carey has directed Mr. Richard Shinn, President
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, to report to
the EFCB by December 31 on the actuarial soundness of the
City pension funds. The EFCB has directed the City to
prepare and submit to the Control Board such legislative
requests and other amendments as may be necessary as a
result of the Shinn study to put the funds on a sound
actuarial basis and to have those recommendations to the
Control Board no later than January 31, 1976.

SUMMARY OF STATE FINANCIAL PLAN TO ELIMINATE CASH DEFICIT FOR
PERIOD DECEMBER h 1975 THROUGH JUNE JQ.i. 197bEstimated cash deficit as of 10/29/75*/

$

3.95 Billion

Less effect of Carey plan to reduce deficit
New city taxes
State advance
Debt moratorium, exchange offer,
& restructuring
Employee contribution to pension funds
Pension fund loans to New York City

$ 100
$ 800

Million
Million

$2450
$ 50
$ 550

Million
Million
Million

0

Current estimate of cash deficit

*Estimate of New York City, New York State, and congressional
committees.
NEW YORK CITY SEASONAL CASH FLOW NEEDS
New York City has estimated its seasonal cash flow needs
\as follows :
f

Cumulative Needs .·
(dollars in mill,i·ons) ·
FY 1975-76

July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

$141
465
775
1275 peak
941
596
0

.n

1976 -77

FY "):51_7]_:-_18?,

$1100
1462
1197
1585
1614
2063
2062
2017
2120 peak
1528
1103
0

$1041
1413
1237
1293
1325
1670
1697
1645
1994 peak
1369
996
0
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its own affairs.
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'l"ho ~roceas of restoring f inancia.1 sol vancy t:.o
tlus City o f ~jcw York '!till be a '.H.!ficult. one.
o ut i t hws begun. I truat that we will all
learn the l·•UUions t..iia.t nre h$re for ua ~nd w'ill

rnnew our individual effort• in
responsibility.
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Sint!Qrely,

·---

'ill• aonorabla Jaweg e. Longley
Cov•rnor of ttaine
Auquata , HAine 04330
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November 28, 1975

Dear Governor

-------

Several significant developments in the New York City financial
situation have occurred during the past month.

As you know, I

have steadfastly opposed Federal hel.P for New York City which
would permit them to avo:Od taking responsibility for managing
their own affairs.

It is my judgment that New York State atld City officials, union
and financial leaders have now initiated a·ylan which, if effectively
,,,...._

implemented, will restore the City to a position of financial sol··... :.
vency. I am convinced tha~ the' significant steps taken in recent
days in New York resulted from an awareness that responsibility
for puWng the City's financial affairs in order rested in New York,,
and would not be assumed elsewhere. #Accordingly, l decided to
ask the Congress for authority to provide a temporary line of credit
to the State of New York to enable it to supply seasonal financing of
essential services to the people of New York City.

The funds will

.. be loaned on a seasonal basis to be repaid in full, with interest, at
the end of each fiscal year.

I am anxious that you understand the

facfs which I considered in making this decision.

.

.

The text of my

f
'

statement on Wednesday and a fact sheet on the New York situation
are attached.

The process of restoring financial solvency to the City of New York
will be a difficult one. but it has begun.
,,, ~

I trust that we will all

learn the lessons that are here for us and will renew our individual
I

efforts in assuring fiscal responsibility.
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